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Apodaca To Appoint Nevv Regent Soon 
By ALAN POl'E County cilairman from. ' 7:/;',~?7:>>;'':'', .' ·. ·~ •·. A 1.1 s tin Roberts, state and is Ptesident of Hom 
This ·week Qovernor 1957-1961, Mr, Jaramillo, a · · ·. · · vice-chairman of the Regents, Oil Company. Calvin Horn 
Apodaca will announce his Democrat, was appointed in is an attorney in Farmington. has exercised strong 
first appointment to the 1973 by :Bruce King. A Democrat .and former influence over the board and 
University of NElw Mexico Dr .. Albert Simms II, a House majority floor leader, believes that the Regents 
Board of Regents. This practicing physician, has a Mr. Roberts has had should maintain strict 
appointee will replace the :B.S. from. UNM and a MD much recent interest in UNM control of University policy. 
retiring Ms. Frank Maple, from Columbia University. athletics. Appointed in 1971, The present members have 
who is ~tepping down after ' little backgr.ound iri 
serving two six-yearierm.s. In education. But their business 
a conscientious, but rather background is a strong asset, 
haph~ard manner, Apodaca for much of the Regent's 
has sought advice from work concerns financial 
people throughout the state matters. Ovqrseers of the 
in making this decision. After University 'budget, much 
consultation with1 faculty meeting tim.e,..,is devoted to~ 
members, administrators, and L: ... ;.... building and remodeling 
other educators, he hopes to i'' contracts, bond issues, 
select a · Jl;egent who is salaries, and other monetary 
' ' r e s p o n s i v e a n d · problems. 
representative of various More recently the Regents 
elements in the University." have brought about changes 
B Y l a w t h e on l y in the hiring and tenure of 
. requirement for a Regent is • ? professors that will create 
to be a qualified voter. But even more difficulties for the 
since state law restricls a faculty in the glutted labor 
BoardofRegentstonomore ' • market. But no brief 
thlltl t.hree members of the summary of the Regent's 
same party, the new power can be made. 
· appointment cannot be a 1 . The. most important 
registered Democrat. decision tl}e Regents will 
Although rumor and make istheappointmentofa 
,specualtio,n about the new University president to 
vacancy has been abundant, replace Ferrel Heady, who 
the only safe guess is that the retires at the end of this year. 
govern.or will maintain A search. committee, also 
tradition and appoint a selected by th1:1 Regents, will 
woman to replace Maple. present a list of names to the 
Maple was married to the board. The Board of Regents 
founder and . president of is expected to make the final 
· Albuquerque National Bank selection in spring or early 
when appointed to her · .,.,.-,."~~""" summer. 
position in the early sixties Governor Apodaca, after Pres. Heady Albert Siml')ls by Jack Campbell. A UNM the appointment of a new 
graduate, her retirement Dr. Simms takes a fairly Regent "Roberts' six year term Regent, plans to adopt a 
leaves only four members on conservative view of the expires in two years. hands-off policy to the 
the Regents: Regents and belives that the Calvin Hom, president of administration of the 
Henry Jaramillo Jr. has a president of 'the University the Regents, a Democrat, was University. He believes a 
degree i·n Business should not be str.ongly appointed in 1971 by Bruce governor "should not 
Administration and is controlled by the board. A King. A noted businessman interfere withtheRegentsnor 
president of Ranchers State Republican, he was also in New Mexico, Hom has· with the president, who runs 
Bank of Belen: Valencia appointed in 1973. Gov. Apodaca extensive land holdings in the the .tJniversicy." 
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18,000 Students Begin Trek 
Back To State's Me9sversity 
In just five more days, approximately 18,000 more creative, there is the Bachillor oqJniversity 
students will -step back onto the University's Studies ptogl'alll. This program allows the 
academic. treadmill, relinquishing their cozy students to. develop their own course of studies 
confines found in Mazatlan, New York and. San. that is both inter•college alld inter-departmental. 
· FranciSco. The treks back to New Mexico have UNM also offers stime of the more innovative 
already begun and each path that is followed will · programs. such as Chicano Studies, Native 
lead to the place where a myriad of cultures American Studies, Afro-=-American Studies and 
converge-the University of New Mexico, Women Studies. While the student cannot major 
, The University has comil a long way from the in these areas, the programs allow individuals to 
days when it servild only 75 students. as a team of the historical, cultural and political 
preparatory school in 1892 to the present era.of biases in our society in. the hopes of purging 
the megaversity. American thinking of such things as racism and 
Academically, ONM offers the students a wide sexism. 
variety of curricilla from which to choose. The The. massivll campus construction is nearing 
College of Arts and Sciences is easily the .largl!st completion and the growing paills are beginning · 
college and houses most of the liberal .arts. to subside. And now UNM is searching for somil 
dilPartntents. . ,, ground from which to base a direction for tuture 
The collilge hall loosened its general education · students. 
requirements ill the put few years and now Many of the University's. critics aril arguing 
offilrs several degree programs with less rigid · that UNM is forgetting thil mainstay .o£ its 
requirements. . .. · existence-namely, the students. ln 'light of 
The College of Engineering affords the studilnt speedy expansion ·the school has ,eltperiertCild 
with the most. comprehensive degrell granting lately, tl)at may be true. But as lortg as thil 
progriimS in thil state with de}lartmllllts ifi· Civil, administration and faculty are receptive to the 
ElectricaJr Milchani.:lal, Nucfilar1 Mlldical and talent and infiuilnce wielded by the students, the 
Chemicat Engineering. new . megaversity here will aiways be in 
, For the student who is inclined towards the compliance with the students' ilducational neilds. 
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Regents Pass Rejected Contract Proposal 
ByiM.RAHSEJDM.AN will he made at tiJ.ll (Inc] of the contract as ne~:essary to tenure a\)plicants, and a~· 
· The UNM Regents pa$secJ a 11ew sixth year of 11ervice, If Wnure is a c c om m. o date changing University Faculty '!'enure Review ~ 
tenure plnll at the end of first not awarded at the beginning of enrollment. Some faculty may Committee was established to IS: 
somester, including the three year the s.CV!lnth Year, a one year retrain for employment in a new review tenure requirements and ~ 
term COllt-r;wts prop9sal rejected · termination contr~ct will be given department, with possibilities for standards. g' 
by tbQ. faculty in p~evious tothefllcultymember, financialhelpfron1thcuniversity, Other recommendations 1:1 
negotiations. . "There will definietly be a but Travelstead said, ''It could cons.idered were . ~ethocJs of ~ 
The Academic Freedom and tenure decision at the end of the happen hut it is unlikely that maktng early retirement or «. 
T!lnure Committee(AFTC)heard sixth year," Chester C. manyprofessorswilldothis." reduced course loads more t-< 
the first revised version of the Travelstead, vice president for College and department attractive to the faculty, and some g. 
te11ure position plan in Sept. 474 aclldemic affairs, said. "This ww; faculties will be req11ired to be way to include part-time faculty !? 
a11d recomme11dcd that the the basic difference that d.isturbed "more rigorous" in their review of in the tenure plan. ii;' 
faculty reject the proposal, the faculty at the beginning of our :> 
"We strongly oppo!le the heart tenure study.'' ~ 
of the plan, i.e., the use of term The .revised tenure plan WllS '< 
contrlll)ts as the normal ·initial instituted to provide more 
contract at the instructor and internal flexibility within UNM 
.assistant professor levels.'' The ~ should enrollments· enter an 
committee said the contracts f expected "steady state" in the 
would weaken the system of '70's. 
tenure and therefor.e "the VPChester Travelstead . "The whole purpose was to 
protections of ae11demic allow faculty positiolls to be 
freedom.'' three year ''probationary moved where the need is in the 
. Various proposals were rejected appointment" will follow the university," Travelstead said. 
by both sides and a compromise satisfactory completion of· the The new plan allows· university 
tenure plan was submitted by the first term, and a tenure decision "'departments to expand or 
faculty and adopted by the 
·Regents on Dec. 20. 
New assistant professors and 
instructors will now receive ·a 
three year term con tract with no 
implication of tenure. A second 
Book-Swap 
Lowers Cost 
You just may be able to find 
wnat you're looking for at the 
Book Swap Ol)tside the Alfred 
Neuman Center, 1815 Romn N.E. 
The Center, assisted by the 
United Ministries, the Baptist 
Church, and six other religious 
organi.zations, is sponsoring a 
textbook exchange until Feb. 7. 
"It's not an anti•bookstore 
operation," said Gilbert 
Rodriguez, a spokesman for the 
swap," just a way to bliy, sell, or 
trade Used textbooks that can 
help people save money." 
The Center now has 120 used 
textbooks listed alphabetically by 
title in a card tile in the Neuman 
Center. Sponsors expect a 
"big-rise" in the number of books· 
in the sale when classes resume 
Jan. 20 .. 
The central card file also lists 
the author's name, and the seller's 
name and phone number. A 
special section of cards labeled 
"To Buy" allows students to place 
requests for books not yet listed 
in the files. 
"It's a student service, free for 
artyone who wants to buy or sell 
old ·textbooks," Rodriguez said. 
The Center also has a copy of 
the ''Required Textbook" list for 
second semester, and they plan to 
pring a weekly list of all available 
Swap books and post it in tlie 
SUB. 
The Rev, Roland MacGregor 
and Ann Gabel of the Neuman 
Center have been the most active 
representatives of the exclJange 
plan, which may last well into the 
semester," until the books run out 
or people don't need to sell any 
more," said Rodriguez. 
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those of the autbol" solely. ·Unsigned 
<>Pin!"" Is that of the edlt.>rial bOard 
of The Dally LobO. Nothing pril•ted In · 
The Daily Lobo necessarilY repr.,enta 
the views of the Unlvedl!y ~t. New 
Mexleo. 
·Fri. Registration Set 
Registrati<m for UNM students will be conducted Friday, Jan, 
17 in Johnson Gym beginning at 8 a.m. 
First year law &tudents will register on Jan. 16 with the 
remaining law stude11ts registering on Ja11. 17. 
· Late registration will continue through Jan. 24. 
Prior to registration students must pick up their current " 
identification card validation label. Labels are available in the 
west end of Johnson Gym beginning Jan. 13. 
Approximately 12,500 of an expec~d more than 18,000 
students on the main campus have already prc·registered. Last 
spring 18,014 students enrolled on th11 main campus. 
There were 19,488 students enrolled at the Albuquerque 
campus for the fall semester of the 1974-75 academic year. 
The registrar's oCfice has announced the hours for late 
registration as follows: 
Jan •. 20: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Jan. 21-.Jan. 23: 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m. 
Jan. 24' 10 a.m. to noon and 1 to 6 p.m. 
. Hours for centralized drop/add for the first week of clll!lses will 
be the same-as those for late registration and as follows for the 
second week:. · 
1 · • Jam• 27: 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4 p.m. i' 
Jan. 28-Jan, 30: 10 a.m. to noon and 1 to 3 p.m. 
Jan. 31: 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m. 
Both late regi.;Lration and the first two weeks of drop/add will 
take place in the lobby of the Fine Arts Center. Drop/add 
following the first two weeks of classes will be accomplished in 
the Registration Center, Bandelier East, directly west of Mitchell 
Hall. · 
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SWEATER 
SALE 
25%0FF 
obo 
MENS 
SHOP 
21 20 Central SE 
243-6954 
awasaki of Alb. 
' '·' 
********************************** Grand Opening Feb~ 1 
Sale 
Up to 90 miles per gallon on 
a two wheel fun machine. 
No Pedalling requir~d 
• $499.00 
********************************** 
266-5'797 5400 Menaul 
Who said JOB ean't. 
take it with JOB! 
Whether it's a business trip, holiday travel orofftoschooJ, 
the Adler TIPPA is the perfect traveling companion: Less 
than three inches high and nine pounds light, its rugged 
construction accepts the rough-
est knocks and still provides 
top quality performance. 
Available with a wide selec-
tion of type styles, the TIPPA 
has many of the features 
you look for in a fine port-
able typewriter. It's designed 
for years and years 
of continuous use. 
$69' 00 including rn'!l' ,. case 
&•IlL IE•! 
TIPPA 
Student Discounts 
Come In Today lor iJ Demonstration -Easy terms arranged. 
1 ye,ar warranty on all.parts and labor 
Duke Cil:y ~ypewril:er ,Ca.· 
'265-8347 1325 San Mateo N.E. 
•· 
te Partridge· Case Leads Way 
"' ~Grievance Hearings Open 
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR l University of New Mexico will opelt all future 
o· grievance hearings if the aggrieved ask that the 
.g hearings be opened to the public. · 
>-l This policy change resulted from the case of 
~ William Partridge versus UNM regarding whether the 
l=l acJministTation would open the grievance hearing 
0 concerned willt his being fired as the director of the 
"' Pilot Gities program. Pilot Cities is a part of the 
'.E I s w nstitute for ocial Research and Development 
:iS (ISRAD) headed by Grace O!ivare:.~, who fired 
~ Partridge last August for alleged insubordination 
~ and fiscal mismanagement. 
,t) John,. Pe,rovieh, university vice-president for 
busin~s$ anq finance, said December 20 that the ~: policy·' change will apply to grievance hearings at the 
- third step for UNM staff members, He added that 
the change would be en klred w; an amendment to 
the Personnel Policies and Practices Manual which, 
in its present form, says nothing concerning the 
grievance heating question. · 
Previous university policy had been to close all 
grievance hearings. Partridge challel)ged that policy 
last September by requesting that his grievance 
hearing be opened to the public, 
When the university refused, the hearing was 
halted by a lawsuit brought by the Albuquerque 
Press Club and several newsmen. 
District Court J11dge Jo&!lPh F, B~ca ruled in 
favQt of the Albuquerque Press Club, declaring that 
the .Partridge grievance 11carh1g should be open to 
th<J public according to the state's Open- Meeth1gs 
Law. 
Disputed ww; section E of the law which 
pro.vides: 
"The provisions of this section shall not app))l to 
adjudicatory or persolinel matiers, nor to meetings 
pertaining to issuance, ·suspension, renewal or 
revocation of a license, nor meetings of grand juries. 
"Nothing in this section shall be construed to 
deny or permit an aggrieved pl!rson the light to 
demand a public hea)•ing." 
University attorney John Snl<1zar argued that the 
Grievance Review Committee is not a policy making 
committee and con~equently not su])ject to the 0Jlen 
Meetings Law. 
Attorneys for the Press Club argued that 
Partridge's grievance hearing would have been open 
to the puhlic if be worked for aregular stute agency . 
They·said the public has a right to know how its 
money is spent and how its scrvant.q !(re hired'lmd 
fired. 
Several state represm) tatives who were involved in 
the drawing up and passage of the Open Meetings 
CORDUROY 
JEAN 
BELLS 
Tan, Navy 
Sand, Grey 
Brown, Green 
Burgandy 
$13.00 
lobo 
MENS 
Law testified they felt the Jaw's intent was to permit SHOP 
an aggrieved person to demand an open hearing. 
Phil Alarid, UNM Personnel director, disagreed. 
"I don't believe that hiring and firing .is a public 21 20 Central SE 
The UNM Regents asked at their November 8 
meeting that the administration study the 
possibility of having future grievance hearing.~ 
opened to the public if the aggrieved parties asked; 
the plllicy change was their answer. 
function," he said. "It's an administrative necessity, 243 .. 6954. 
necessMytorunnin;g~a~b~u=.s~in~e=ss:·~"============~==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Job Situation Brighter 
For Women, Minorities 
By VIKI FLORENCE 
UNM graduates-at least women, engineering students and 
members of minorities-may have an easier time finding a job tha 
than they had expected. 
This is the picture drawn by Reese Smith, director of the Career 
Services Center (CSC) . 
Smith'said the esc, which works to put graduating students and 
UNM alumni in touch with employers through on-camJ?US 
interviews,· has ip:creased ~ the'rlumilei' 'ot 'employer organizations 
registered with it by about 60 per cent over the number registered 
in the academic year 1973·74. . · 
The main problem in finding employment, Smith said, is not the 
laek of jobs, but the lack o( the "right" jobs. 
While the main number of job opportunities are in the fields of 
engineering, business and the technical liberal arts (chemistry, math 
etc.), UNM is turning out graduates in the non·technical arts and 
sciences, and in education and the fine arts. 
The College of Engineering graduated fewer students in June 1974 
than all the other UNM colleges. . 
Women and minority students are in demand in all fields, but 
these two group5 do not make up a majority of UNM's graduating 
seniors. 
This discrepancy in supply and demand, coupled With 16 pet cent 
increl'~<! in students actively seeking employment, accounts for the 
apparent job shortage. 
ZALESour People Make Us Number One 
JEWIUIIS ' 
Precious gifts 
she'll love forever. 
A. Filigree heart locket, 12 karatgold·lilled,S HJ. 50 
B. Cross with genuine opals, J 2 Karat goJJ.ftllcd, S4 7.50 
El~gunt gift wrap at no extra charge. 
Zulcs Revoh-ing· Charge •- Zsfe!S Co~t<ml Charg·e 
DankArftcti(a.i'd • Master Charge 
Amci"icau F.xpres~ • Dintw. Club • 'C:trte Alaf'lt:'he • l<t)'iH\'2}' 
POPEJOY HALL 
........ ___ .. AT 'fifE U!'JIVERSlTY 011 NEW MEXICO 
Tuesday, January-28 
Distinguished American Actor 
Richard Paul 
. 
m 
W. C. Fields-80 Proof 
Wednesday,- January 29. 
Sir Michael Redgrave 
. and the 
Royal Shakespeare Company 
in 
The Hollow Crown 
Thursday, February 4 
Broadway Hit Musical 
Pippin 
Tuesday; February 18 
Neil Simon's hit Comedy 
.:£he Sunshine Boys 
•. 
Saturday, March 1 
Kipnis Mime Theater 
Tuesday, March 4 
Hungarian Folk Ballet 
' . 
Tickets to all events 'UNM Students 1h Price 
Tel 2.717 ..3121 
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GUITAR SALE 
3rd Annual January Salle· 
• 
ACOUSTIC' 
GUILD F-50 Rosewood 
Reg, 850.00 Now 660.00 
GUILD D-50 Rosewood 
Reg. 575.00 Now 4+S.OO 
GUILD G-41 DREADNAUGHT 
Reg. 530.00Now 409.00 
GiBSON J-200 
Reg. 769.00 Now 600.00 
GIBSON HUMMINGBIRD 
Reg. 499.00 Now 390.00 
GIBSON GOSPEL 
Reg. 539.00 Now 417.00 
GIBSON BLUERIDGE 
Reg. 459.00 Now 357.00 
MOSSMAN FLINT HILLS 
< • 
GIBSON MASTERTONE RB800 
'Reg. 1360.00 Now 1020.00 
GIBSON MASTERTONE RB250 
Reg. 84(),00 Now 632.00 
ALVAREZ IDAHO BELLE 
Reg. 410.00 Now 318,00 
ALVAREZ MINSTREL 
Reg. 335,00 Now 258.00 
EPIPHONE EB-98 
Reg. 259.00 Now 197.00 
CONQUEROR 
Reg, 149.00 Now 120.00 
•• ,, 
Reg . . 595.0° Now 480.oo. MARSHALL 100 Watt Stack 
MOSSMAN TENNESSEE FL T.TOP Reg. 1960.00 Now 119s.oo 
.Reg. 510.00 Now 408.00 ' HIWATT 100 Watt Stack 
EPIPHONE JUMBO-Maple Reg. 234o.oo Now 1750.oo 
Reg. 275.00 Now 199.00 S.G. SYSTEM 100 Watt 
EPIPHONE DREADNAUGHT • W/6·10'~ l07o.oo Now 799,oo 
Rosewood or Maple W/2·12's 799.50 Now 650.00 
Reg. 235.00 Now 175.00 WAitcc·12's 999.50 Now 750.00 
EPIPHONE FOLK PEAVEY P.A. Std. 
Reg. 129.50 Now 99.50 Reg. 52~.00 Now 425.00 
YAMAHA FG160 DREADNAUGHT • . 
'Reg. 166.oo Now 124,00 Good d1scounts on Mae.stro 
YAMAHA FG2oo DREADNAUGHT Phase Shifters, AKG Mikes, 
Reg. 209.00 Now 159.00 Barcus-Berry Pickups, Morley 
and Cry Baby pedals. 
II STRinG' 
GUILD F212XL 
Reg. 595.00 Now 455.00 · 
GUILD G212 DREADNAUGHT 
Reg. SlS Now 392.00 
OVATION ACOUSTIC ELECTRIC 
Reg:S35.00Now408.00 r 
MARTIN 0·12·20 W/Case 
ElECTRIC' 
RICKENBACKER 570 
Maple-Stereo • 
Reg. 639.00 Now 495.00 
RICKENBACKER Solid Body 
Reg. 370.00 Now 286.00 
RICKENBACKER 12 STRING 
Reg. 570,00Now441.00 
DAN ARMSTRONG-LONDON 
Reg. 525.00 Now 405,00 
HAYMAN 3030-BRITISH 
Reg. 460.00 Now358.00 
GUILD BLUES BIRD 
Reg. 550.00 Now 425.00 
EPIPHONE Maple Solid Body 
Rea. 259.50 Now 199.00 
RICKENBACKER STEREO 
White or Blond 
Reg .. 638.00 Now 495.00 
RICKENBACKER STEREO 
Burgundy or Fretless 
Reg. 588.oo Now 455.oo\ · · " 
RICKENBACKER Single Pickup 
Reg. 514.00 Now 3?6.00 
GIBSON RIPPER 
Reg. 450,00 Now 350.00 
GIBSON GRABBER 
Reg. 329.00 Now 263.00 
EIICTRIC.f .. ·. 
GIBSON L5·S Solid Body ' ·• 
Reg .. 985.00 Now 769.00 
GIBSON.HOWARD ROBERTS 
Reg. 895.00 Now 699.00 
GIBSON ES175 
Reg. 659.00 Now 512.00 
GIBSON 355 STEREO 
Reg. 1085.00 Now 8~4.00 
GIBSON ES335 Thin Body 
Reg. 595.00 Now 461.00 
GIBSON ES325 Thin Body 
Reg, 445.00 Now 346.00 · 
Special Selection of Gibson. 
Les Pauls celebrating the 20th 
Anniversary of the Les Paul guitar. 
LES PAUL CUSTOM-White 
Reg. 740.00 Now 577.00 
'LES PAUL CUSTOM· Tobacco S.B. 
Reg .. 710.00 Now 553.00 ' 
LES PAUL SPECIAL '55 Re-issue 
Reg. 525.00 Now 405.00 
'CEs PAUL CUSTOM-Retl 
Reg. 710.00 Now 553.00 
. ' 
LES PAUL DELUXE-Blue Metallic 
Reg. 580.00 Now 449.00 
LES PAUL BASS-White 
Reg. 665.00 Now 517.00 
These models are all on a limited 
availability and should be collector's 
items. 
GIBSON L-6S Black or Natural 
Reg. 539.00 Now 416.00 
GIBSON SG Satin 
Reg. 465.00 Now 357.00 
GIBSON SG Custom 
Reg. 670.00 Now 521.00 
Reg. 700.00Now 480.00 
ALVAREZ Rosewood 
2212 CEm'RAt, SE 2fi6-Z338 GIBSON MIDNIGHT SPECIAL· 
New Guitar 
Reg. 230.00 Now 175.00 (Across fr()m UNM) Reg. 329.00 Now 263.00 
COMPLETE REPAIR, REFINISH AND RESTORATION IN OUR SHOP 
CIOSI·OUT SPECIIll 
The largest selection we've ever had includes 
S9· Les Pauls, Firebird,· ES-350, ES-335, Les 
Paul Custom,· ES-345, jazz bass, Telecaster, 
. ' 
Dan Armstrong, Guilds, Gretschs, S.G., Melody 
Maker; Acoustic and Fender Amps. 
" -,, 
- ----~~-- ---
GUITIRI ancJ IRIPI 
We have a special list of merchandise that we 
will not restoc.k. These are cash ·only sales . of 
major brand Amps and Guitars at prices that 
you won't believe! Come by the store and 
check them out. HEAVY DISCOUNTS! 
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Student .Govt. Beglns With 
FewerFunds,.Program Evaluatlon 
' ' 
.,. ~·' 
·.·' ,., ' 
· ... '. .: .. 
c~~·ra Flepair! i. 
.g By Orlando M!!dina 
...:l Faced with .f!lw~r funds to 
;., allocate this semester, the 
·r; Assoc;iated· Studenh df the 
~ University of New Me~Cieo 8 (ASUNM student .government() 
'>l wHl' go through · a period of ~ p~ogr.am re·eval uation in 
i:1: disbibuting lltudent funds. 
~ The allocation decisions lie 
within the duties of. the ASUNM 
to!' Senate composed of 20 student 
t sen a tors elected . at large, ten If elected in the .fall and ten elected 
in the spring. · 
· .. The student funds involved are 
the remaining monies from the 
· $12 mandatory fee charged to all 
full-time students last semester 
a~;~!l this coming !lemester. 
L'arge .allocations were 
budgeted in a series of hearings 
and student referendum vote last 
spring. Those allocations rartg!ld 
from $5000 to $50,000. 
The re-evaluation program was 
one of the key issues in last 
- seme~ter's fall election where 
most of the candidates called for a 
Jist of funding priorities .for the 
Senate to be drawn up. 
This list of priorities was to be 
drawn up based on such questions 
as: Should student. funds be spent 
for the University or the 
e.ommunity? What funded 
programs affect the majority of 
students? Which funded programs 
can now receive outside funding 
to operate? 
• Committee Evaluation 
Initially 'the first .step of 
evaluation will come through the 
Senate Finance Committee, 
chaired by Lynn Webber, and any 
recommendation by the 
committee to the Senate will be 
based on the previous questions 
and whether the committee will 
be a workin!l body researching the 
p'ast performance of groups 
seeking funds. 
This will not be limited to what 
funds are left in the.,Senate budget 
this spring but also tlie annual 
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budgets Pow. being sul;ml'itted to 
ASUNM President Oil Gonzales,· 
fot the 197(5·76 school year. 
Organi2;ations or positions that 
will requir!l changes in the 
ASUNM ()on.~titution or law will 
be han!lled by the Senate Steering 
and Rules Committee chaired by 
Sen. Laura Notley, 
. The S tel!ring and Rules 
Committee will also be dealing 
with internal law in the Senate, 
specifically one law inboduced 
last semester concerned 'with a 
senatQr's attendance at meetings 
and what. constitutes grounds for 
censure orimpeaehment 
What course the Senate follows 
,Q.Il the evaluation programs will 
depend heavily on the nine new 
senators elected in the fall (two 
incumbents were re-elected.) 
Elected were; Jack Woody, 
· Ellen Oreenblatt, and Angelo 
Barela of Thee Party; David 
Oareia, Sylvia Arrieta, and 
Qdando Segura of the Ahora 
Party; and independents John 
Liebendorfer, Leslie Ingham and 
Eric Baca. 
It was the members of Thee 
Party who campaigned with the 
promise of ASUNM committee 
ev·aluation, and have already 
begun going through the financial 
records of several committees. 
Access to financial records was 
made easier by the passage o£ an 
open records act earlier last 
semester. 
The Ahora party stressed 
priorities in their platform and 
will have the, chance as two of the 
members are on the Finance 
Committee. 
"b 
Senators Appointed 
The new senators will have a 
chance to Jive up to their platform 
statements as they were appoi,'lted 
either to the Finance Committee 
or the Steering and Rules 
Committee. 
Garcia, Baca, AYrieta .and Barela 
Wl1'e appointed by ASUNM Vice 
-
Designing different and unique pieces 
as different and unique as you are is our business. 
Make your business our business 
-aeauc~u#ceJ-qJ£!. 
(across Menatd from Coronado Genter) 
Tl:I.EPHONE 2UH·1··ll!U 6609 l\IENAU!. BLVD., N.E. 
President Ernesto Gomez to the 
Finance Committee. 
Greenb,latt, Segura, 
Liebendorfer and Woody wer:e 
appointed to the Steering and 
Rules Committee, · 
The only new senator not on 
·either committee is Leslie Ingham, 
Any opinions or decisions ·· 
concerning evaluation must come 
from the positions that were 
unfilled for most of last semes4lr, 
an ASUNM attorney general and 
members on the student court. 
Evaluation or re-evaluation 
co1,1ld be the assigued duty of a 
senate subcommittee appointed 
by Gomez. Such a subcommittee 
was set up last semester when 
conboversy involving a former 
senator arose, 
Regardless of any 
recommendations made by 
stan.d.ing committees or 
subcommittees the ultimate 
decision and action lie with the 
Senate body. 
A priority and an evaluation 
have already come before the 
Senate at its last meeting Dee. 4 
(Continued on page 30) 
Calendars: Yearly & BI-monthly 
'Campus Keys'-A listing or 
student organizations 
Student Directories 
(I 0¢ with ID) 
At Bookstore or Student Info. Center 
I 
"If it takes, makes or projects 
a picture we'll repair it.·' 
kon 
Pen tax 
·Canon. 
Minolta 
Leica 
Hasselblad 
Weston 
Rollei 
Gassen 
CAMERA 
CLINIC 
6327 Acoma S.E. 
BLK E. of San Pedro. BLK N. of Zuni 
Ph. 255-8180 
. :··; 
What's going on this weekend? Toni~ht? 
Are there any Concerts, Plays, Movies? 
CALL TELE MESSAGE 
277-5243 
Dally llsllng• on campus actltlllos, 
lntontUitlon on more lhon 1110 studenl Ol'llnlullom. 
CAMPUS TOURS 
Begin 9:30 a:nt. 
Mon.-Fri. 
at 
Student Info. Center 
(SUB Lobby) 
Where do I go irl"velost my J.D.? How do I get my tuition refunuod? What do 111o for Ibis itching sensation? What's happening on 
campus? Why am I here? How do I drop a class? How do I add a class? Is there a greenhouse on campus? Do I loo~ alright? Have ydu 
seen my little brother? What is reality? What am I going to do arter graduation? Are you listening? Where do I go ror a personal 
problem? Where can I get a part time job? How can I seta loan? Vat is dis ha cookie? How con I find a place to live? Can I soli things 
on the mall? What isASUNM and where is il? 
For the answers to slime or 
these questions and many 
others contact the Student In· 
formation Center in the SUB 
Lobby 9:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. 
Look for Noon free Concerts in the SUB Ballroom 
See Lip Service for Announcements 
Wednesday Free Films 
Jn. 29-Laurel & Hardy, Popeye, Beetle Bailey. 
Feb. IS-The Last Mohican, Pellple Soup w/ Alan Arkin 
Feb. 12-Betty Boop, Abbott.& Costello, 3 St110ges · 
Fet,. 19-"Charlie Chan in Egypt" w/Rita Hayworth 
Feh. 26-CI\arlie Chaplin, Laurel & Hardy 
ColorCarlo,!Jn Camlval: Caspar, Little Llll.u. 
Free Musicals. on Film, Thursdays 
Fltb. 6-"A Star is Born". with Judy Garland 
James Mason. SUB Theatre, lOam & I: IS p.m. 
Feb. 20-~'Thoroughly Mqdern Millie" with. 
Julie Andrews, Mary Tyler Moore, 
SUB Theatre, lOam & 12:30 pm. 
Continuous Showings 10am-3pm- SUB Theatel.' 
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Albuquerque Gov't Joins The Ranks • • • 
. 
: 
·) 
·'!'·' 
By JOSEPH MO:N'AHAN Responding to the critics of the they arc going to get hassled; they 
arc going to be dragged into 
court," he said. 
Decem be r 11, 1 9 7 4, bill, Page .said, "All thi~ talk about 
. Albuquerque joined the gl'Owing constitutional rights; if the men 
ranks of cities with Obscenity who put their signatures to the 
ordinances, The new law was Bill of Rights were here now they 
approved 8·3 with Councillors· ·wouln't tolerat;e this barnyard'sex 
Jack Kolbcrt, Marion Cottrell, and perversion for one minute.'' 
Robert Poole opposing the Page said the goal of busines$ 
'l'he dean of Fine Arts at UNM 
·was another critic of the 
obscenity law. Clinton Adams 
expressed feal' that works of 
Rembrandt, Picasso, and the 
Indian nation would be 
susceptible to the law. He s<~.id 
many artists from the Baroque 
period could conceivably have 
their work banned in 
AI bu querque because they 
painted nude bodies. 
measure. . people dealing in pornography ''is 
· Probably the most intm~csting to create an obsession with sex in 
event of the ·five and one·half the minds of our youth which wjll 
month controversy leading up to fill their bank accounts with 
the adoption of the ordinance was blood money paid for by the 
the public hearing conducted debauchery of our children.'' 
before a speci;ll session of the City Another member of the clergy 
Council December 8. At the took the floor soon after Rev. 
hearing more than 180 people Page. !i'ather · William Penn said,. 
appeOl'ed to express their views on "It has not been shown to me that 
Other professors to speak 
against the bill were Peter Lupsha 
from political science who said 
the passage of the bill would be 
another example of "Sig Brother 
government." James Sorenson, 
also of political sceince, quoted 
from John Stuart Mills' essay on 
liberty, and Gilbert Merkx, a 
sociologist, said pornography 
serves as a ".sexual release" and 
does not produce criminal 
behavior in tht; participants. 
Councillors Cottrell, Poole and Kolbert were the only councillors 
to vote _against Albuquerque's new obscenity ordinance. 
Although many others testified 
against the ordinance that 
evening, few members of the 
opposition were present when it 
really counted-during committee 
hearings.. Soon after voters 
approved a referendum on June 
18 which urged the city to work 
for an obscenity ordinance, the 
council's f!ealth, Welfare and 
Public Protection Committee 
began doing just that. Cmincillor 
Joe Abeyta is the chairman of the 
committee and he started the 
legislative process which .ended 
with the law's passage. With the 
aid of city attorney Ken McDaniel 
and the Concerned Citizens for 
Decency through Law (CCDL), 
Abeyta gathered information 
from across the country on 
other obscenity laws and then 
called public hearings. For the 
most part, only supporters of a 
pornography, law, and mm·ality 
which caused the meeting to be 
moved to the convention center so 
everyone -could be seated. 
Reverend Robert Page of 
Tijeras was ollc of the most ardent 
supporters of the proposed 
obscenity bilL He warned 
"Albuquerque could turn into a 
modem day Sodom" if there were 
not a complete ban on 
pornography. Speaking from 
prepared remarks Page 
pronounced, "Porltogt·aphy 
represents the woman as a 
• barnyard animal with no higher 
rurtbition than illtercoUrse with a 
sex pet·vm·t." 
porno law spoke to the 
pornography represents a clear committee, thus giving the 
and present danger.'' Penn, who impression that most residents .of 
conducts a talk show on KZIA the city did indeed want a ban on 
radio, added, "The church should pot·nography. The lack of 
not attempt to impose its mor.als opposition led· Council President 
on the community.'' .Jack Kolbert to express his 
Many people from UNM were "disappointment in the academic 
at the public hearh1g to give their community." 
opinions on the ··proposed The co·authors of the 
law-none spoke for it. James ordinance wet•e McDaniel and 
Thorson, an associate professor of former Supreme Court Justice 
English, said the m·dinance was a Tom McKellna who is an unpaid 
form of censorship and that "it's reptesetttativc of CCOL. 
always been the unpopuial' idea The most common arguments 
that's been censored.'' Thorsolt used by McKenna attd other 
said one definite result of the law supporters of the bill was the June 
would be "Hassling-that's what a 18 referendum· in which Votm·s 
lot·of people are going to get, ...._approved by a 2·1 margin a 
Custom Leather ·Goods 
Leatherbacl( Turt 1 ~ 
Scottsdale Village 
3107 Eubank NE 
293-7710 
OldTown · 
107 Romero NW 
842-8496 
statement urging work on a 
pornography law. McKenna said 
this was a "mandate from the 
people" and the city was 
obligated to follow up on the 
voters' decision. Critics of CCDL 
did little rebuttal of this view 
except to cite the fact that only 
50,000 voters took part in the 
June 18 balloting. In their words 
"hardly a mandate." 
It wasn't until late November 
that the critics realized there had 
been a poll conducted by 
professor Judd Conway on the 
obscenity question which further 
countered the mandate argument. 
Con~ay, through one of· his 
political science classes, polled 
240 citizens and asked for their 
reaction to 15 s_~l!j;ements 
pertaining to pornography. One of 
those statements read, "The 
moviehouses showing adult 
movies and the bookstores selling 
sexually explicit material should 
be prohibited under the law." 
Covered 
'Aragon 
agreeed with that.statement while 
50. percent disagreed and 16 
percent had no opinion. When 
asked, "Should sexually explicit 
matel'ial be totally banned?" 
Qonway said only 21 percent 
agreed. Other results in the poll 
showed 42, percent or the 240 
people polled wanted a ban on 
adult movies at drive·in theatres 
and 37 percent wanted no control 
on pomography at all or would be 
satisfied with a zoning law that 
would permit the e.stablishment of 
an ~'Adult Entertainment Zone." 
From these responses and the 
others asked in the poli Conway 
estimates only 21 percent of 
(Continued on page 9) 
TAX Returns 
Profess;ionally Pre•·uuAdl 
by 
Bill Ar.nold 
Income Tax Consultant 
For Appointment call: 
292-2475 
on.-Sat. 9am-9pm 
11701 Menaul N.E. 
Prescriptions filled , 
Lenses replac:J.' 
,, 
, I 
ENU 
Manday thru Friday 
tii!:DD ta t:t5 
l:iaad Faad 
far 
students 
staff 
& Fac:ulty 
at: Canl:•rbury Chapel 
425 .Univ•rait:y·NE 
Fl• Man • .Jan. 2Dth 
Pornography Ordinance 
· (Continued /rom page 8) 
·AI b u q uerqueans support a 
complete banishment of 
pornography, .,_, . 
The ordinance finally adopted, 
defines obscenity, sets up a 
''Board of Review," and provides 
for prosecutiqn of violators. 
Obscene,. under the law, is 
1'Any motion pictur<;! film, 
-publication, print, picture, ot 
illustration which the average 
person applying contemporary 
community standards of the City 
of' Albuquerque would find, when 
considered as a whole, appeals to 
the purient interest; and which 
depicts, portrays or describes, 
sexual conduct in a patently 
offensive way." And· sexual 
conduct is defined as "ultimate 
sexual acts, normal or abnormal, 
or masturbation, excretory 
functions, or lewd exhibition of 
the genitals. The ordinance 
emphasizes only "visual 
depiction" shall be subject to this 
definition. Besides the printed 
word, sound recordings are also 
excluded from the law. · 
One objection raised about the 
definition was, "what exactly is a 
contempora.ry community 
standard?" Supporters claim this 
wilf be continually clarified 
through the courts -thus 
preventing outmoded standards 
f.rom being imposed on the 
community. Detractors argue they 
aren't willing to let one judge· 
decide their standards. The 
ordinance is clearly aimed at 
eradicating the commercial 
display of films like "Deep ' 
Throat." In fact Councillor Tom 
Hoover, one of the chie:f' 
supporter$· .of the new law, said 
this will probably be the first film 
the city. will attempt to oan . .But 
apparently magazines like Playboy 
and Penthouse will also btl 
vulnerable to challe-nge. When, 
McDaniel was asked if this type of 
literature could be challenged he 
said the illustrations in these 
pUblications could be considered 
separate from the editorial 
content. 
· Though· there was much 
wrangling over the definition of 
"obscene," most debate centered 
upon the establishment of the 
nine member "Board of Review." 
The board is chOl'ged with the 
duties of teviewing allegedly 
obscene matter and then making a 
report to the mayor. The mayor 
will be the only one to decide if 
the city will pursue an obscenity 11gainst an alleged violator. If the 
case through the courts. The courts .find a person guilty of 
mayor is also charged with displaying "patently offensive 
appointing all nine members to material" he or she can of coup;e 
the boOl'd. Originally the BoOl'd IIPpeal the verdict, but there is 
was ·to be composed of five people also an option for the city that is 
but this was amended by the questionable ill some legal circles. 
council after several councillors If it .. chooses, the city can seek to 
expressed doubt that five people havl! aJJ gross receipts from the 
would be representative or tho business displaying the material 
whole community. confiscated from the date of the 
Councillor Kolbert called the first ruling, This, according to 
board "A potential gronp of attorney McDanial, would supply 
political witeh·hunters." Harry an incentive for the 
Murphy of Albuquerque said the businessperson to quickly stop 
board would have "a kangaroo showing the "offensive material" 
court atmosphere." Others spoke !Iince if ;~II appeals met with 
in favor of the board. Ernest failure he would actulllly lose 
Samora llaid, "Let't keep America money because of operating costs. 
clean, let's take the pornography McDaniel gave no indication. if the 
books and films and let us burn city plann~d on using this method 
them." Mr. McKenna said there frequently, . 
was already legal support for the As with all laws and particularly 
board of ;review concept. He cited obscenity measures the courts will 
a Supreme Court decision have th<;J most influence. Hereto 
upholding a boar.d of review in the.re is much differing legal 
Maryland, opinion. The ordinance's legal 
Harry Kinney was elected f6undation is built on a 1953 
mayor in a run·off election the state law which permits a 
same day the referendum on municipality to "abate a public 
obscentiy was passed. Kinney is nuisance," The significant legal 
the man with the most power question at this point is whether 
under the new law and he alone ·u,is law is in contradiction with a 
(if the ordinance survives) will 197 3 state law that says no 
ultimately determine what municipality shall make an 
directiqn the .city takes on the obscenity law. 
issue. Kinney hall thrown his The 1973 law prohibits the sale 
support behind the new law. But of pornography to minors and 
he was never a stau11ch supporter also forbids minors born 
of the move and seetns to be partaking in adult movies, The law 
riding the political wave created says no minor shall be permitted 
by the June 18 referendum and to view pornography unless he or 
CCO.L. she is accompaflied by a parent or 
Whatever the case, Kinney will guardian. Specifically the state 
soon make his appointments to law says, "No municipality shall 
the Board. When asked what type make any law, m·dinance, or 
of people he intends to put on the regulation :reI a ti 11 g to 
Board Kinney said, "I hope to get pornography.'' 
a very broad crossection so that In addition the law dictntes. 
all aspects.of the community wiU "AJI such laws, ordinances,· 
be .represented; certainly I will regulations, taxes, licenses, 
hal(e., Qn~ 1;tl,lliYep;ity·. studept >Ull9 whether cnaetlld before .or after 
housewives and maybe one the state law shall be void and 
lawyer.'' ' ,, have no effect.'' Since the state 
Kinney said he will also law says minors can view 
attempt to have a ''racial porrtography while with an adult, 
balance." As far as the board it would appear the law at the 
becoming dictatorial, Kinney very least gives implied permission 
believes, "It is very clear what the" for adults to attend adult theatres. 
responsibilities and duties of the 
board are so it (the board) under 
the ordinance could not in any 
way evt!r censor any written 
material. 
The legal mechanisms of the 
How Roots give your feet 
a good feeling, 
then send it up your spine. 
To ..,. the tdca' b<hlnd Roots, ta1<e a siMvlcw 
loo1< at the shoo. Noll<:<! the genii• roceSs at the 
back. Your heel Is the lowest part ot your foot. 
so In Rools II slls In the lowest pari of your •"""· 
You sland straighter as muscles In the back of 
your legs and lha small of yourback spring to.llfc 
to help hold you up and move you a.round, 
Now consider 1ha1 r<?Cess In your sole tailed the 
arch. II you spend a good deal of lime on hard 
. level ground. unsuppotlcd arches ean sag and fall 
out of shape. (This Is why In lhose pre·crulser 
days a policeman was known as a llalfool.) 
·To help prevent your arches from falling, 
Roots have o comfortable contour to 
support I ham. Near the froM. lhasole 
ts curved lik~ a oockcr. In normal 
walking, weight lands first on your 
heel. shills along the outer side of 
your loot, then diagonally across 
IO your big too whlchspr[ngs you off on your fiC!KI 
step. 1l1<l rocker makes that lransfer of welghl 
and your forward propulsfonallltle easlor. which 
makes each step a llltlelcss tiring, · 
Roots are made from top·graln Canadian hides, 
and fined with sol! calfskin. 
All told, Root$ bring a good, natural feeling to 
mao's somewhat un·rtalUral custom of treading 
nard floorS and clly sidewalks. Roo1s ar< design· 
ed and made In Canada. Altha heart of our 
production lwo generations of cobblers 
{a fothar and four sons) ding lo the 
premise that a good Pari of quollly 
footwear must still be mode .by hand. 
11"' way we feelaboul making Roots 
has a lotto do with the way you'll feel 
wearing lhem. 
City feet need Roots. 
Roots are sold only at Roots $hops_ 
SCOTTSDALE VJLLAGE 1129,3107 Eubank NE 
Phone: 293-3377 
Open 7 Days a Week: Dally from tO a.m. to6p.m, 
Thur.lday t1119 p.m. .Sunday £rom noon to 5 p.in. 
law go in to effect once the mayor 
gives the go·ahaed to the city 
attorney to seek -an injunction SAYE•WAY Ll s s 
. . i1dl Low Low Discount Liquor Prices 
We misse.d you! 
- , .. ·::--
.. . ·:r 11::~ Largest Selection of 
Liquor, Wine arid"Beer 
In The State 
Plenty of Free Parking 
Hope you had .&orne good fuu dU!Ung .the. 
bnea~ and we ~nv~e you .to jo~n uo a.t 
92.3 on yaan RAVTO VIAL. 16 you have. 
any comme.nt6 ne.ganding oan pnognamming 
on muo~c .&de.c.lion, we. ·~nvUe. yoan 
nu po Jtl/.l e, b ecauo e., 
at 
92.3FM PO Box3280 Albuquerque,NM 
87110 
se Ou'r· Drive Up Win~ow 
LOIIIIGS 
5516 Menciul 
vd. N.E. 
vel. N.E. 
Your Favorite Brands Cost Less at 
Save-Way and You Always Get 
What You Ask Fori 
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KUNM-FM Might--Increase Range Soon ! 
. By S~OTT EATQ~ ' · location on top of the SUB, literal· power about two and one half listeners wit\ not great!Y affect said. "It's a fairly free-form format.~ 
With a httle coorerat•on and ly boxed-in and in the "shadows" times. KUNM's bas1c programm•ng. . Our people know a lot about music .!! 
some good fortune,. KUNM·FM, of the Fine Arts Building on the In the spring of 1973 KNME· "I think our music programmmg from a number of directions." ~ 
UNM's non-commercial, 24-hour south, Mesa Vista Hall on the cast TV's station manager Claude Hem- is good, as well as our news and Each night from 9 p.m. to 1 am ~ 
radio station, may soon increase its and the new Humanities Building pen effectively stymied a KUNM public affairs. When we get on the concentrates on particular kind; of ~. 
broadcas.t range to cover about half on the northwest. attempt to share KNME's Sandia Crest and are able•to reach Sa~ta music. The present schedule is; 8 
of the state; Since early 1973 KUNM has Crest transmitting f!lcility by quot· Fe and .Los Alamos we mig;t •n· Monday-Jazz; Tuesday-Folk; 5' 
Currently the student-funded, repeAtedly been thwurted in its at· ing a $700 a month rental fee for elude more news and pubhc af· Wednesday-Blues; Thursday. "' 
student-operuted FM station does temrts to have an antenna on the the lloor space for KUNM's fairs," Irish s.aid. -Jazz; Friday-Rock; Sun-~ 
not even reach all of Albuquerque, San<lia Crest, a move which could transmiller. KUNM's programming includes day-Soul. In addition, Sunday fea- o Thi~ is due to the station's <mtenna theoretically increase the station's In thefall of 1973 the Hubbard six UPJ•world news spots (9 a.m., lures whit~ noice from 6 a.m. to 10 _g' 
U. Gets 130 Applicants 
For Pres. Position 
' 
The Uni11ersity Presidentiul Search and Screeing Committee, up 
to Jan. 8, had received 130 applications and nominations for the' 
presidenc,Y of the Un.ivcrsiy. . . . . 
Feb. I 1S the deadhne for receiVIng nommallons. 1 
Dr. Ferrel Heady, UNM president since 1968, last.ycar announ-
ced his intention to resign from the ollie at the end of this year. The 
Regents established the search and screening committee, represen-
tative of all major university constituencies. 
Chester C. Travelstead, UNM vice president for academic affairs 
who is chairing the committee, said announcement of the vacancy 
has been made nationally in a number of ways. 
Chancellors and presidents of some. 50 major colleges and 
universities were sent the announcement and were asked to submit 
nominations. Dr. Travelstead said 35 professional and learned 
societies were also contacted as were approximately 20 foundations 
and government agencies. 
Additionally, nominatio,ns were solicited from a number of 
minority and women's organizations as recommended by various 
campus groups. 
. The opening was also listed in the Cooperative College Registry 
and paid ~dvertise!Uents were placed in the New York Times and 
the Chromcle ofH1gher Education. 
Nominations and applications are being screened through. a 
system of subcommittees making recommendations to the parent 
committe.e. Persons so recommended will receive further considera-
tion while the remainder arc being notified they are no longer 
under considerution, · · 
The Regents have asked that the committee send them a list of 
from five to eight names no later 1han March 13 for their 
consideration. 
Members of the committee, in addition to Dr. Travelstead 
include two Regents, Horn and Henry Jaramillo Jr.; two other 
administrators .. John Perovich, vice president for business and 
finance, and Leonurd Napolitano, dean of the School of Medicine. 
Also, three students: Stan Read, Graduate School Association 
president; Gil Gonzales, president of t.he undergraduate Associ~ted 
Students of UNM; and Glenn Paqum. Chuck Roberts, assocmte 
deun of students, represents the non academic staff and there arc 
four alumni representatives: Robert John, Alumni Association 
president, Peggy Sweeney Ritchie, and William Brannin, all of 
Albuquerque, und Albert Armijo of Mesilla. 
OKI , OWN 
. Attitude Adiustment Hour 
Daily. 
Mon. Tues. Wed. Thur. 
4:30-6:00 
Friday Afternoon Special 
Delicious· Imported Cheese 
And French Bread 
For ·YourPieasure 
•• 
. 3:00-6:00 
Keg s·eer and Taps 
availabfe 
Broadcasting Co., J(O~·TV's own- 1 1 a.m., 1 p.m., 5 p.m., 9 p.m., 1 a.m ... cl.ass1cal mus1c ~rom 10 lll)1.m l;' 
er, filed a co~plaJnt. With the. F~d· a.m.) and three local news spots unt•l. 5.30, p.m., Nahve A!"encan g 
eral Commumcat1ons CommiSSIOn done by the nine member KUNM mus1c unt1l 8 p.m., and old1es until !l 
which blocked a proposal by news staff The local news follows 9 p.m.. '< 
KU!'/M and !h.ree other local radi.o UPI at 9, 1', and 5. . · "Th.e classical music is program·._?; 
stations to JOmtly contruct the1r Irish who described herself as a med m ;~dvance so people who 14 
own lowe~ on the. Crest. Hubbard "Mcxi~o-Latin America freak," want, to kn'?w ~ha.t's coming know ~ 
~road.casung c1ted. ~otenual said she would like to see more what s c'?mmg, Ins~. who handles "' 
phys1ca.l a!'d electm:al mterfer· Spanish language programming, the classiCal show, sa1d. . 
ence" w1th 1ts tf?Wer as the reason including bi-lingual promotional KU~M. JO.I on the FM ~1al, 
for the complamt, alt~ough then spots, Spanish poetry reading and als'? prmts mopthly program &md7s 
KU!'fM manager .~•.ke Wolfe Spanish music with commentary. wh1ch are available at the stat10n m 
deme.d any such g,oss•b•ht>:· "During tile day we plaY. as large the southwest corner of the SUB's 
Thmgs may. e changmg now, a variety of music as poss1ble " she (Continued on pago 25) 
however. ' 
"KPAR-FM has offered us the r:-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;iiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;-
usc of their tower for free, but we 
don't have a place to put our 
transmitter," K UN M station 
manuger Sharon Irish said this 
week. "We're still trying to work 
out an agreement with KNME-
TV." 
"I don't think (KNME-TV 
manager) Cluude Hempen is parti-
cularly excited about us using their 
building, but (Vice President) Alex 
Mercure seems very favorable for 
getting something oq the road for 
us." 
Mercure is vice president for 
regional and community affairs 
and KNME falls under the aus-
pices of his office, 
"It's inevitable, if we have the 
patience, that we'll get on the 
Crest," Irish suid. 
KNME is scheduled to have a 
board meeting sometime next " 
month and depending upon what is FREE GROUND SCHOOL 
decided, KUNM could submit an Each Thursday & Friday at 7:00. PM 
amendment to the FCC asking for 
approval to move its transmitting SOUTHWEST HANG GLIDING CENTER 
facilities to the Crest, Irish said. 3119 San Mateo NE/344-5854 
·If and when lhe Crest move is 
made, the significant increase in Home of the . ~ ==~~~~~~~ ~~~ 
' I I
I I I FRESHMAN and SOPHOMORES I 
I here is your chance for a SMALL class. • • I 
I I I Ten sections of Freshman Qeneral Studies Seminars are 1 I ~vailable through the Honors Center. These classes are limited to 1 0 students, with .. senior honors students acting as discussion ·1 
I leaders, under faculty dire~tion. · They will fulfill part of the cour~e requirement for students who I 
I later enroll in the General Honors Program. They are NOT English 
courses. Class cards for these classes will be available at I I walk-through registration and during the drop/ add period • Schedules can be obtained at the Honors Center (Humanities I I ·Bldg., ground level, west wing) and ate in the Revised Schedule of Classes. I I Five sedio"s of Sophomore .General Studies Seminars are 
.1 · ~ffe~ed also-all information regarding scheduling and registra~ ·J 
. . tton IS the same as for the Freshman General St~dies Seminars. 1 
- . , . •, .• .. ' 
1 720 · CentroJ SE, 
242-2151 
-----------·---·--~-~~~~·----.....:.-~ __ _;_~-~~--. .,..,----
·. ,:;. '· 
Legislature To Consider UNM-Related Bills 
By ORLANDO MEDINA pu~hcd for reform of the present being discussed in the Judiciary the landlord or tenant but instead married with children and more • 
The New Mexico state legis! a. laws which have been ineffective in Committee before it will be for- sets down contmct laws which clth- and more students and spouses 
E ture went into its 1.975 session this the reporting or prosecution of mally introduced into the tegisla· er side could be in violuti\Jn of, having 111 work longer. ~ week and seven bills in particular rape cases. ture and sent to that committee. The bill would affect students There has been no formal bill 
o will affect the UNM community, Under the present law the bur· A Uniform Lund lord Tenant Act directly as the mujority of I he stu· publicized that would fund the co· 
.g The upcominp; bills are; a Uif. den of proof in a rape case is with will be introduced into the legisla· dent body lives offcalllpltS, ops but the problem was one of the 
.-1 ferential Funding Formula for state the victim who is sometimes turc that would provide basic laws The Decriminalization of M ari· presentations .. put before the. Legis· 
~ campuses, reform of present rape required to presc1it evidence o.ther for landlords or tenants in the juan a bill will go before the lcgisla- lativc University Study Committee 
~ laws, a Uniform L!!ndlord Tenant than verb;tl for a conviction. event of any possible court action. tiJrc but has no chance ofp;lss;tge, (LUSC) last semester. 
o Act, decriminilization of mari- Because of the present laws, Present court disputes between UNM has n Child Care Co-Op The LUSC was receptive but 
·~ Juana, state fundi.ng for child ~arc rupes might go unreported or drop· landlord and tenants 11rc set.tled by that is funded by students but at there was no indicution of whether 
~ co-ops, a change m laws estabhsh- ped before t.rial. The offender hus which side can afford to await a the present trme cannot afford to the bill wollld be introduced. 
"' ing state education grants, and a often gone free. decision or settled by precedents be open at night. Under rrcsent law the State of ~ uniform age of majority law allow- Reform rape laws call for effec- set as far back as the 19th century. The co-ops are ill heuv1 usc now New l'.;Jcxico docs not give state 
:2: ing 18-year-old drinking. tivc changes and the bill is now The proposed bill docs not favor with a large number o studellts (Contin«ed on page <'10) 
.-i Hc11vX emphasis has been placed ~ on a differential funding formula 
~ by the legislature and the univer-
r:>. sity administration. The state 
Board of Educational Finance 
(BEF) wus asked by the legislature 
lo draw up a proposal for the 
· upcoming session that would fund 
campuses by departmental need 
rather than total number of stu-
dents at the university. 
A fprmula was drawn up and 
·revised but was not well received 
by several legislators, the university 
administration or the faculty. 
The formula at that time gave 
UNM an added 44 teaching posi-
tions and an average 12 per cent 
increuse in faculty salaries. 
• 
What the formula proposes for 
each department, is tliat the fund· 
ing changes from the present 22/1 
faculty-student rutio in all level 
classes towards a funding ratio that 
recognizes the needs of each level 
serarately. 
Gruduate students are presently 
counted as undergraduates for 
funding purposes and this hurts 
UNM which has over halfof all the 
state's graduate students. 
The formula would recognize 
that .gruduate students only take 12 
hours a semester and the courses 
would be funded at that level. 
The formula, in essence, would 
relieve the teaching burde.ns at 
graduate and upper level undergra-
duate courses. 
One legislator said, "It's not 
what we asked for but it's a step in 
the right direction." 
Since that time the proposed for· 
mula has been presented by the 
BEF to the Legislative Finance 
Committee for recommendation to 
the legislature. 
Reform of present rape laws was 
brought to the attention of the 
public last year with an increase in 
the incidence of rape in Albuquer· 
que and the appearance of the' 
"Blue IJandana Rapist" in the 
univeristy urea. 
Yarious groups around the state 
and on campus, specifically the 
UNM Rape Crisis. Center have 
Air Force ROTC ... The college 
scholarship program with 
sky-high benefits. 
~··· .. ·-·~· ... ·r:; 
.. ·: 
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•. i 
l 
. ~ 
' -......... -..... .. 
Some people might need to be coaxed with more than a full college scholarship 
to enroll in the Air. Force ROTC Program. So, if free tuition, lab and incidental 
fees aren't enough •.. the Air Force offers a monthly allowance of $100.00, 
tax-free, in your junior and senior years, even if you are not on scholarship. 
And flying lessons to those qualified provide the most exciting benefit of all. 
Interested? 
Contact University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131. 
At Telephone: 277-4502 . 
PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC 
Graw yaur awn. CHEAP! 
Guaranteed lrriiJatian DuriniJ. Camp .. te GrawiniJ S•a•an 
87!1.;.!1!11 ·277-58!!1 
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Planning Board Hopes 
To Create Living Room 
Atmosphere In Union 
By TOM. NEWSOM.E 
"We'd like to make tho SUB 
more like people's living rooms," 
said Pat Benton, student 
chairperson of the St1.1dent Union 
Board, "so that if people want to 
make out on four-foot red pillows 
on thll floor somewhere, they can 
do it." 
In mid·Pecember, after six 
months of crisp planning, 
· softened at times by uneven 
· .responses from student and faculty 
. groups, . a subcommittee of the 
· Uniou Board outlined functional 
· priorities for renovating the SUB. 
;-Architect Antoine Predock was 
·.asked to submit alternatives in his 
basic design proposal during the 
Christmas holidays. 
The Uuion Board unanimously 
. agreed that the areas most needing 
·. urgent action were: 
M.aking full use of all space in 
:the Union. 
: ·Expansion of food service 
· areas. 
·. · Deferring replacement of 
,~inecbanical/kitch0n equipment in 
; ;,first phase. 
·.. Encouraging a variety "and 
·mixed usage of space. 
· .· Developing revenue producing 
;:and evening areas. . 
With this guidance, Predock 
. developed a diagonal design that 
. sections the building from corner 
to corner, instead of the more 
familiar horizontal patterns which 
lead from wall to wall. The plan 
' has built·in contrast.q that match 
the moods of the people who wili 
·· use it, a kind of controlled ad lib 
atmosphere. 
Detailed plans With exact 
dimensions and costs will 
probably be approved by the 
Union Board during the first week 
of the spring semester. The 
University Planning Committee 
.and then the Reg!lnts will grant 
final approval. If there are . no 
delays, construction bids could be 
let sometime in February. 
"We could make this place a 
maintenance man's dream," 
Benton . said. "The people who 
work here have a different 
perspective from the people who 
Use the SUB and we think it 
should be a. place for ·the 
students." 
Some areas like the old 
bookstore should be used during 
the transitional period of 
renovation. "We want to avoid 
any vacant spaces," she said, 
"because of 'squatters rights', 
For example, the old bookstore 
could be filled up by fhe 
Chemistry Department with lab 
· equipment or used as a storage for 
library books." 
Instead of test tubes and 
dictionaries, the . old 
be 
FIAT128 
2 DR. SEDAN $.· 2·· 6·  4· 9 
A'S LOW AS 
POsrr:o PRICE $2892 
JOE HEASTON MOTOR co 
1318 FOURTH NW 247·240~ 
• OPEN SUNOfY . 
---» 
areas to be remodeled. It will have 
a rathskeller atmosphere and serve 
many uses; An e>~j)erimental 
theater, ·coffee house, dance floor 
and lounge wiJI compete for 
attention, 
The traffic flow in the SUB is a 
literal sor.e spot for students. 
"We're going to have an interior 
pedestrian street," Benton said, 
"that spreads out like an octopus 
on to the campus." The only real 
access to the sun now is the 
n orth·sou th entrance. "It's a 
similaridea to the mall at Winrock 
(Shopping Center) that channels 
people between Penney's, Wards 
and Dillard's," she said. 
may not come as a prices will soon on the rise, Even so, . f/oeder, 
assistant director of the SUB, says SUB food prices will still be generally lower than those of other food 
establishments .. 
SUB Food Prices To Increase 
from $.19 to $.32. 
More efficient entry fr.om a 
pedestrian concourse extended 
along the north elld of the SUB, 
layered terraces, a roof garden and 
pi"Casru:tt outdoor sprawl areas 
should help disperse the bruising 
crowds who collect in the 
cafeteria and pass U!rough it. 
"We've got a Trans-Cafeteria 
Highway banged into by the 
Cashier's Express," she said. 
Food pricl!s at the SUB will be 
raised again this semester it was 
announced last li'riday. 
The increases, which will affect 
most food service products, 
parallel increasing wholesale food 
prices. 
individual catsup, from $5.17 to 
$9,80; donut flour, from $11.80 
to $22.86; coke, from $10.42 to 
$21.1 0; garbage can liners, from 
$7.02 to $15.06;and, french fries, 
' 
Roeder also pointed out that 
the new prices are still beiow 
those chargeq for the same 
product elsewhere. 
Predock has designed the main 
dining room so that it has three 
dis tinct atmospheres that give 
·hungry students a choice as to 
what they may cat and where , 
they may eat it. For those who 
like to pack their own lunch, a 
Brown Bagger area will be 
provided with different wall 
textures and decor. The present 
Desert Room will be expanded so 
buffet style eaters can sit inside 
carpeted quiet or enjoy their meal 
on the terrace which will be 
The food service depends 
entirely on money broupht in at 
itq registers, so these mcrcascs, 
which average about 40 per cent, 
must he absorbed by the student,· 
CANTERBURY CHAPEL' 
Sunday Service~ M.icltael Roeder, asst. director 
of the SUB,said he "regrets" the 
increases but "has no alternative." 
"The new prices are not 
in tended to produce profil.q," 
Roeder said, "but simply to 
prevent the food service finanCial 
picture from deteriorating." 
9:30 A.M.-Holy Communion 
5:00 P.M.-Holy Communion 
(Continued on page 40) Some pf the most substantial whQlesale price increases include: 
425 Univ~rsity NE 
Buy Our Pizza. 
-' Save$297. 
You wont delicious pizza? The woy pizza's 
supposed to be? Real pizza? 
Then you ~ave two choices. 
1. Go to New York. They know how to make 
pizza there; Round trip first-class air fare to New 
York: $297. 
2. Go across Central and up the alley to 
Carrara's. We know how to make pizza too. Save 
$297. 
106 Corneii.S.E. · 
268-2300 
Weekday-Holy Communion 
12·:30-Wednesday 
12:30-Saints Days 
HERE'S 
how to 
find 
ACROSS FROM 
THE ONIV~RSITV OF NEW, MEXICO 
WE'RE SO HARD TO FIND 
WE'VE GOT TO BE GOOD 
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Top Ski Spots: 
The ·Best From 
N.M.To Utah 
By ,JOHN RUCKER . 
Except for the rich who can afford trips to Miami Beach, there 
are only three sports that can be practiced during the winter ice 
skating, sex and skiing., ' · 
Tnerc are few places to skate aro!.!nd Albuquerque, and you can 
have .se)( anytime,. so many residents reserve at least part of the 
wint~~ months for the fine art of skiing. 
Sk,•mg dates bac.k at lea.st 5000 years, but was primarily used for 
huntmg and warfare unul the last century. It was in 1868 that 
Sondre N orhcim of Telemark amazed crowds in Christiana (now 
Oslo) with his ski jUmping and daredevil turns(See Glossary). ' 
Wqrld War ~ ski troops apr.lied their wartime experiences to th¢ 
raptdly growmg sport. Austmn troops found that a series of slow 
tur~s (the Arlberg technique) worked better under icy conditions, 
while the l~gendary French skier Allais developed the slideslipping 
method whtch paved the way for downhill racing. 
Today, nearly 5 million Americans spend 200 million dollars a 
year on the sport, and 44 nations compete in international ski 
contests. 
!he b~om in skiing populari'y· has also Jed to improvements in 
sk1 equ1.pment. From the ortgmal hardwood SkiS have been 
developed fiberglas, aluminum and now the "ultimate" ski, made 
out of fiberglas and foam, "The Ski," as it is known in the trade 
retails for over 200 dollars. ·· ' 
While .''The Ski': is dcsi&ned (and ptic~d) for experts, the less 
adept mtght look mto buymg shorter skts than the usual seven 
footers. 
Shorter skis figure heavily in the graduated length method 
(GLM) pf teaching beginners how to ski. Shorter skis are easier for 
!he begu~ner tO. manuvcr, but are nc;>t as fast as longer skis. Some 
mtermedaate skters feel the tradc.off IS worth it. 
Ski clothes ~ave also undcr&one changes, From the original 
c~stu~~s that mcluded ~verythmg from Cossack coats to Aunt 
M.aggte s old muffler, skaers have taken to wearing fashions by 
Dtor, · 
The dyed·in-thc-wool skiers tend to frown on the more 
?utrageous. outf!ts, but wearing clothes with bright colors is a good 
tdca, especmlly 1f you plan tackle less well traveled runs. 
. Next to hang. ·gliding, skiing is t,he" closest thhrg. man has 
devclo.pcd. to flaght. On really fi!le r.owder snow, the flying 
scnsatton 1s cspecmlly strong, w11h httle .r any noise to disrupt the 
effect. 
·Skiers w~ge a never ceasing battle to find the "perfect slope." hi 
general, s~1ers would be b~tter.offsticking with New Mexico slopes, 
.but there 1s always the notion m the back of every skier!s mind lhat 
there may be better slopes elsewhere. · 
The LOBO has surveyed most of the reputable ski resorts in the 
Squtwest. Obviously, we couldn't visit every r"un, and some skiers 
will be irate that their favorite slope was not reviewed. 
The .follo~in~ runs shou,ld provide a starting place for your own 
re.sort mves11gat10ns. Dear m mmd that costs fluctuate, but that you 
-W.IIl. save money on rooms both by traveling in a group and by 
staymg lo_11ger than a weekend. 
(Qontinued 011 page 1.5) · 
*ZAPComix 
*Co.mp_lete selection .of 
:Mother Earth News· 
*J.R.R •. Tolkien Calendars 
* UNM Press Book_s 
* Fr.azetta Fine Art Posters 
·Open Sundays 9-5 
.: . . 
41 8 Centr.al SW. 
8,43-7559 
' 
' 
Winter 
Sports 
Staff 
Michael Minturn 
Orl~nc;!o Medina 
John Rucker 
Russ Parsons 
Rodger Friednlan 
Trapper Dan Williams 
Miguel Gandert 
FAMILY 
BUD·GET 
BALANCER ~ -~ 
MAKE IT A FAMILY AFFAIR! 
... 
-
~ 
"" The unidentified skier to !" 
the left demonstr<1tes <1 hot ~ 
dog style he learned from ~ 
the LOBO's own Trapper ~ 
Dan, The style is known g' 
' only · to a handful of TD ~ 
injtlates but it involves ~ 
complete muscular control, ~ 
m<1stery of breathing as .o 
· practiced by the gfi~~ly .., 
bear and two bottles of g 
Kentucky Beau paid to ~ 
Trapper D<1n, 
BUY 2 BIG BOYS 
3r~ One is 
FREE 
/t with coupon (one coupon per order) 
Good an~ime. (No substitutions) 
Void alter Feb. 9, 1975 
For Restaurant. use only 
Sale Arriount •••••••••••••••••••••• _:. •• -••••••• 
Credit~·········· .. •·········••··················· 
Total-•• : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• : 
Date & Initials ........................ ~ •.•• -.• 
- -
FAMILY BREAKFAST BARGAIN-
BUY· 2 PANCAKE ORDERS . 
~~~is FREE 
For Restaurant use only 
Sale Amount ................... ; ........ .. 
c·redit· ••.•• ~ •••••.•••••••••• l'tlo: ...... ,; ... -.. -~ 
TOtal ••••••.••••••••••••.•••••.••••••••••••••• BIG BOY. · Date&lnitials ................. ;........... j 
. ......_ _____ .----~. 
FAMILY- RESTAURANT With coupon (one coupon per order) Good anytime (No substitutions) 
• Void after Feb. 9, 1975 
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~Top Ski Spots: 
... 
i The B,est From 
1N.·M. To Utah 
~· . . . . . 
ra (Continued from page H) 
~ · Utah 
8 Utah boasts some fine skiing, but the best ·rel!son for skiing in 
'5 Utah is that Salt Lake City is located only half an hour from most 
.~ of Utah's best slopes, This means that instead of spending bushels 
~ of money on lodging at a fancy resort, the skier can stay at an 
..., inexpensive motel in Salt Lake Ctty. , 
Skiers with true grit can also grab a free ride out to the slopes by 
waiting in the lobby of .any of Si!lt Lake City's finer hotels until one 
: of the free shuttle buses arrives to whisk yo!.! out to any of several 
=-o resorts. 
AHa and Snowbird are the two fanciest resorts in the Salt Lake 
City area, Alta is famous for its powder snow, and boasts several 
runs of four mile length, There are six lifts at Alta, five of them 
double and we have never seen long lines of skiers left waiting for a 
lift up the hill at Alta. 
. ' 
Although Alta's- boast as being the "ppwder paradise of Amerlca" 
pales in comparison to Taos, Alta still features fantastic skiing. 
Snowfall at Alta is as dependable as clockwork-it has the most 
dependable snow coverage of any major ski region in the West 
Trails ;~re machine packed. 
Alta is mostly famous for its beginner slopes. Intermediate runs 
are fairly good, experts would be better· off at SnowbJrd. I:" or those 
who don't care to stay at a Motel Six in Salt Lake City, Alta does 
provide dormitories. 
S.nowbird is a fairly new development, complete with all manner 
of interesting (and expensive) geegaws. Not content with lifts that 
Taos is undoubtedly the best place to ski in the 
Rocky Mountains. If you are the apres ski type, go 
elsewhere, 
If you want to find the LOBO staff on any given 
Sunday they will either be on the runs at Taos or 
in the Taos County Jail. 
Ernie Blake set out 18 years ago to make an 
· aerial survey of the west to find the perfect ski 
resort. He decided on Taos. We'd say his choice 
was excellent. 
handle 5400 skiers per hour, S.nowbird also built an aerial tram 
capable of carrying 125 more per cabin. · 
But the skiing is very good. There are two exceptional north 
facing canyons at Snowbird: Gad Valley and Peruvian Gulch. 
Gad Valley is a wide bowl that has about the best intermediate 
ski runs to be found anywhere. Peruvian Gulch has even· better 
· powder than Alta and its bowls are among the best ex per( runs in 
North America. 
Snowbird has geared itself toward younger skiers. This is not 
·-exactly an apres ski resort, however, and beginning skiers and 
lounge lizards are advised to go elsewhere. The average snow pack 
is 450 inches yearly and it attracts many of the better skiers in North 
America. _ 
Park Cit.y is the aP,res ski c~pitol of Utah, yet s~rprisingiY. is fat 
less expenstve to stay at tha.n etther Alta or ~nowbtrd. Par~ cuy has · 
some good runs, but nothmg worth desertang New Mex1co over. 
the Park City ski school is one of the best in the Rockies. 
The attraction at Park City is the after hours entertainment. 
There is a prejudice on the part of expertskiers that apres ski resorts 
should be avoided, that they are for tourists only. 
Still, if nightlife is your bag, Park City can provide everything 
!'rom torchlight ski processions to crowded bars. And of course, fox 
hunting . 
Brighton is one of the older resorts in the area, and surely the 
friendliest. It caters mostly to families, although Mount Millicent 
provides some truly fine powder bowls. Check it out. 
. Mount Majestic is for beginners and has some nice runs. Brighton 
is often overlooked by tourists, and although the lifts only accomo· 
date 4000 skiersper hour, there are seldom lines except during 
Christmas. 
.. Park West offers 30 square miles of skiiing, mostly for interme· 
diate skiers, but some of the beginner's and expert's runs are quite 
golod. · 1 · • · · b 'ld ' · 1 · · f t ' ts maJor c aam to ,arne 1s a ew1 . ermg comp ex o owmg 
equipment. There are four double chairlifts: on~ Tomah.awk double 
cliair, one Iron Horse and two Short Swmg chalfS, Also a 
Tumbleweed Chair and two Mighty Mites. 
Wyoming 
Wyoming is 'often overlooked by skiers eagerto get toColorado. 
Jackson Hole is a well known mecca for backpackers, but also ~~mh~~· . . .. · 
From t.he resort at ~eton Village, an aerial tram ~ih mile.s long 
clln .ca,rry up to 63 skters t<? the, Rendezvous runs m 9 m!nutes. 
Chlllrhfts from Rendezvous hft sk1ers to Apres Vous Mountam, one · 
of the foremost irttermediale slopes in the country. 
Dubbed the "Gentle Giant," Jackson Hole is for serious skiers. 
The resort coVeFs 3200 acres,. has hundreds of runs artd can provide 
a vertical fall of 4139 feet .. Needless to say, the scenery is farttastic. 
.For those who tire of skiing·one of America's most overlooked 
(Continued on page 16) · 
X-Country Skiing: Rent And Ride 
Downhill skiing is invariably 
too expensive, too far away and 
t<lo crowded. But, if you want to 
ski there is an alternative open to 
you. , 
Nordic (or cross country) skiing 
is a booming sport in the United 
States and it is ideally suited for 
Albuquerqueans on a limited 
budget. 
For under $10, all the 
equipment necess:uy (skis, poles, 
boots and bindings) can be rented. 
If you want to make th11 big 
spring and buy your gear, 11 
complete !lit will cost only $80 to 
$100. 
Th11t, combined with the 
number of trails clo$e to the city, 
account for the huge increase in 
the sport's popularity. 
There are £our main outlets for 
cross country ge;u in the city. The 
Trail Hans, located at 1051 San 
Mateo SE; Mountain Chalet, at 
1406 Eubank NE; Mountain 
Sports Ltd., at 1101 San Pedro 
. NE; and Mountains and Rivers nt 
2210 Central SE, All specialize in 
the outfitting of cross country 
skiers. 
As with anything else, prices 
vary from store to store. If you 
want to rent your equipment for a 
day either Mountain Chalet or 
Mountains and Rivers is the 
cheapest. Rent for one day is $4. 
For a weekend, your best buy 
is at the Trail Haus. If you pick up 
your gear on Friday and return it 
Tuesday the charge is $6.50. 
Mountain Chalet is the cheapest 
place to rent for a week, you can 
have everything for $10, 
Mountains and Rivers offers a 
free clinic open to those who 
either buy or rent equipment 
from them. They wm also credit 
one day's rent, or one third of the 
total rent towards the purchase of 
skiis. 
lf buying flquipmcnt is more 
appealing to you, expect to spend 
anywhere from $80 on up for 11 
complete set of gear. 
The Trail Haus says tt lnis a 
begin!lCrs package for $80, and 
they also offer a 10 pet cent 
discount on all equipment if you 
ioin their .club. Dues are only $!!.a 
year. , 
As far as places to ski go, 
anywhere above 8,000 feet .is fine. 
Jn the Sandias there are seyeral 
Cine trails, most of them are 
nature tr!lils in the off seas~n. 
The two that seem most 
popular arc at Ciencga and 
Sulpher Canyons, just inside the 
forest boundary and the trail from 
the .Sandia Peak parking lot to the 
Kiwanis cabin. · 
TRAIL HAUS 
But really, all that is needed .for 
a good cross·coun try trail is three 
inches of snoW• 
Elsewhere In the a tate, you can 
depend on any area tllat offers 
downhill skiing to have some cross 
country tta!ls •. Some of the best 
skiing in the country is supposed 
to be at Cham11, in the 'l'aos area 
or in the San P~dro wilderness 
area. 
Any worries about the 
diffieulty of the techniques 
required groundless. I( you can 
walk you cnn ski, the motions are 
that similar, 
A day's practice on a 
reasonnblc flat ,·are) will give you 
most of the skills that nrc needed 
for most trails in the area. 
(Continued on pa.ge 16) 
Outfitters for ski touring and backpacking 
Sales-service-rentals-clinics 
since 1967 
TRAIL HAUS 256-9190 1031 San Mateo S.E. 
Harry's Hamburger 
Formerly Henry's 
Same Owner New Name 
·Name Changing Special 
Buy One Big Burger 
Get One 
FREE 
Good Only-January 15-20 1 916 Central SE 
'1-tawY~s Monday's Lounge 4:30 to 6 PM-Happy Houv ,. 
-
... 
........ 
-=-- -
Discotheque Dancing 
Meet & Talk To 
Your Favorite KQEO DJ 
Free Prizes 
Sandwiches Served 
4418 Central SE 255-0063 
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Top Ski Spots: 
The.Best From 
N.M. To Utah 
(Continued (rom page 15) 
and least crowded runs, you can try crosscountry skiing to seldom 
used powder bowls or go looking for elk, " 
Jackson Hole is very highly recommended for 'the serious skier; 
especially those who have progressed beyond beginner's slopes. 
In the same area is Grand Targhee, which '<overs an even greater 
area than Jackson Hole (5000 acres), has the same Grand Teton 
setting and usually operatl:s from November through May. 
Runs are unlimited. You art toted up to the top of a mountain, 
and have a 360 degree opti()n of how to reach the bottom. The 
powder at Targhee isn't the best but those long runs are1'antastic. If 
you come to dislike it's countlyclub atmosphere, go ,pver to Jackson 
Hole. . 
Montuno 
For many New Mexico skiers, Montana may as well be located in 
the Alps. Most of the M on tan a ski resorts are not worth traveling 
that far for (Red Lodge, Bridger Bowl, and Big Sky), but there are 
two of the very best runs in the Rockies located in that state, Big 
Mountain and the Missoula Snow Bowl, 
Big Mountain may just be the most underrated resort in the West. 
The scenery is all anyone could ask, the powder is deep and the runs 
challenging. . 
The Missoula Snow Bowl is slightly better known, and is the 
choice of expert skiers in the Notthwesj. The reliability of its 
powder is equal to that of Alta. 
Colorado 
Sooner ~r later, every survey of ski r~sorts comes to Colo.rado: 
Most tounsts from back East tend to thmk of Colorado as the sk1 . 
area in the West, with the possible exCeJ.>Iion of Son Valley. That 
this irritates New Mexicans is putting it m1ldly. 
First and foremost among the Colorado resorts is the Aspen 
complex. Despite. blatant commercialism and the invasion of the 
"beautiful people" from upstate New York and downstate New 
Jersey, and all sorts ofridicolous"cultural events," Aspen is still one 
of the five best ski spots in the West. 
One of Aspen's chief attractions is its balance. There are four 
mountains to choose from. Buttermilk is for beginners, and coupled 
with Asl'en:s famous ski schools is about the best place around to 
learn skiing. · 
. The Aspe,n Highlands ski school is ru.n byC~arles Bri~kman, who 
m the opm1on of many has the most mnovatiVe teachmg program 
anywhere. Brinkman stresses a sound understanding of the basics 
over early emphasis Of). form. No type of edutation is painless, but 
Brinkman's method turns out better skiers in less time, and with 
much less regimentation. . . . . 
Aspen Highlands also has Clif Taylor as an instructor. Taylor 
invented the 0 LM method and has constantly improved on it since. 
(Continued on' page 17) 
Wilderness Survival .. Depends on~ 
Common Sense, Careful Planning f 
By JOHN RUCKER Careful pl~nni~g will usuallY, in- l?cal conditions there should be ~ 
No short !frticle on wilderness sure that tnps mto the vanous httle trou_blc. . i:!. 
survival is likely to save the life of wUderness areas and national for· But assume the worst. You have 8 
the novice .. The old axiom that "an ,ests will run into no !UOre serious be~n separated fro":! you.r friends t:i 
ounce of prevention is worth a pr?blems than mosqull.os, consta.nt while on a backpackmg tnp. Hope- ~ 
pound of cure" is especially true ram fall . and. occasiOnal malanal fully you ha.ve taken some food 1:'< 
for anyone thinking of backpack-, feverep1~em1cs. along. and will not be reduced. to g. 
ing into the back country during Assummg that tr~velers have browsmg through the countryside .o 
the winter. boned up on the bas1cs, each per- for severa! days. . , ;< 
Campers and bunters should be son has. at least a xerox copy of a Even w1th a deta.led map, snowy i! 
well versed on the basics of camp· Geolog1cal Survey ":laP<?f the area 1l 
ing and survival techniques before and that you have mqu1red about (Continued on pqge 26) :<l 
venturing into the high country of .;;: 
New Mexico, • ,... 
R~ther than create a primer for ~ 
Euelf Gibbons fanatics ("yes, pon- k Cll 
derosa bark is edible!") ot present- 80. 0 . swap· ing a list ·of tlie obvious advice (don't eat the yellow· snow), we 
advise readers to buy or borrow 
any of the many excellent books on 
wilderness survival and read II 
thoroughly. 
In nddition ((J doing your home-
work before trying to put what 
you've read into pructice, remem-
ber to plan ahead. Always dress 
adequately. Whenever your group 
splits up, be sure that ev.cry mem-
ber carries at least some food and 
matches. 
The inconvenience of carrying a 
canteen and a pack with food in it 
is minimal, and will pay off if you 
ever find yourself cut oft from 
those you are campmg Wlllt. 
.. Most problems encountered in 
the wilderness can be avoided if 
common sense is used. Obviously, 
parties should stick closely to~ethcr 
in snowstorms and indiv1duals 
should never go wa.ndering off by 
themselves without telling someone 
their destination. 
deological Survey maps of the 
area you plan to cam(l/hunt in are 
invaluable. They can be bought at 
several locations in Albuquerque 
(Holmans usually keeps a complete 
stock) or can be ordered directly 
"· from the Superintendent of Docu-
ments. 
Nordic 
Skiing 
Cheap 
Lab a 
Cla••ifi•d• 
Da th• Trick 
A free listing service 
for buying & selling 
used textbooks 
at Newman Center, 
1815 Las Lomas N.E. 
Everyday. 
' 
In the northeast corner of campus. 
A project of the Baplisl, Culholic, Disciples. Episcopal. Lulheran. Presbylcrian, Unilcd 
Church ofChrisl and Unilcd Mclhodisl Campus Minislrics. 
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Top Ski Spots: 
The Best From 
N.M. To Utah 
~ (Continued from page 16) 
A Taylor starts students o\lt on tlrree foot skis and works up from 
g there. Both Taylor's and Brinkman's programs are highly recom-
'R mended. · S .Aspen Highlands Mountain has the best balance of the four 
~ slopes. 25 per cent or the runs are rU:tcd tor experts, another 25 per 
., cent for beginners and 50 percent for intermediates, 
;.;_ Aspen Moun.tain is rated mostly for experts (75 per cent of the 
~ runs) ... Ruthie's Run and tlte Dipsy Doodle are world renowned 
., runs. , 
1: Snowmass is mostly for intermediate skiers. As with other resorts ~~o at Aspen, this is a very apres ski area. Bring your best clothes, and 
expect to pay for all those frills. 
Breckenridge is a fairly inexpensive resort with fine powdeNuns, 
mostly for intermediate skiers, although, as with. all Colorado 
region~. it provides fine balance. 
Breckenridge also has tobbogan races, ice skating and snowmobi-
·Jing. Plus the usual commercialized night life. A nice place to meet 
people of the opposite sex, or pan for gold. 
Copper Mountain is a new resort. with interchangeable lift tickets 
with Breckenridge, Copper Mountain is somewhat more informal 
than Breckenridge, yet can cost less for rooms. I 7 miles of well 
manicured powder trails: 
Keystone is the third part of the Breckenridge-Copper Mountain 
complex. It features 3.5 miles of trails spread over three mountains 
and has something for everybody. · 
For beginners, there are some very long, ego boosting runs. For 
experts, Keystone has some bone jarring runs that will knock out 
any ego you have out of you. Lifts at these resorts costs eight dollars 
per day, with the usual weekly discounts. 
Crested Butte is a new .resort and a good one, On the lower 
mountain is a mile long beginner's run that allows people to relax 
and enjoy skii~g. ~ki honchos, be they mogul jumpers o; me~ely 
hotdoggers, will fmd 60 per cent grades to test their Skills. 
Recommended. 
Steamboat is one of the powder capitals of Colorado. Along with 
both day and night skiing, it also has Olympic Gold Medalist Billy 
Kidd .as skiing dirc~tor. Coupled with 53 trails. ~nd hot springs to 
relax m, Snowmass 1S one of the best places to skim Colorado.· 
Telluride is located in southwestern Colorado, which is .its major 
attraction. It averages 200 inches of snow yearly, and has good 
powder, Lots of luck in reaching it. 
W1th 34 runs dropping 3200 feel (one run is four miles long), 
Telluride is no lightweight. but is no better than many resorts closer 
to home. Some will find the nightlife exciting. 
Winter Park is oriented toward young families, and has extensive 
day care facilities. It's a truly nice place, with fairly easy slopes, a , 
highely rated ski sc~ool and easygoi,ng peoP.Ie. E~perts will not .find 
the slopes challengemg enough. Soctable sk1ers w1ll find that Wmter 
Park attracts a slightly different (and probably better, although not 
richer) class of people. . .· 
Vail has the largest ski complex in North America and is usually 
crammed to capacity with skiers from the east coast. The original 
plan was that of a Tyrolean village. which many find charming. 
Others find it sickening. Still, amfmg the gawking tourists, one will 
find a number of dedicated skiers at Vail. 
(Continued on page 23) 
Turntable Clearance 
®PIO~EER" 
PL·12D 
STEREO TURNTABLE 
Despite its simplified 2·conlrol 
operation, lhis versatile unit 
contains a high degree of so· 
phisllcalion with advanced lea· 
totes like: 4-pole, b'elt-driven 
. synchronous motor: static·bal· 
anced S-shaped tonearm: ultra-
, light tracking;. oit damped cue-
ing; antf-skatlng control; 12·inch 
dynamically balanced die cast 
platter; walnut base, hinged 
dust coven 331/, - 45 rpm 
speeds. 
With Shure Cartridge 
Now $114.75 
PL·1 () D with Cartridge, Regular lisl $149.95 Now'$94.95 
PL-51 Oireet Orive Demo List $299.90 Sale $199.95 with cartridge 
PL·51 A Oirect Drive, List $299.90 Sate $235.00 With cartridge 
7611 Menaul N.E. Open M. & F. until 9 
HI~FI .. STEREO 
Lt'Lters to the Editor .•. 
Letters to the editor 
should be no longer than 250 
words, typewritten nnd · 
double spaced. 
Sender's name, addrt'SS 
and telephone number must 
be included with the letter o1· 
it will not be considered for 
publication. Names will not 
be wit11held upon reqi.tcst. Jf 
a letter is from a group, 
please include a name, 
telephone number and 
add.ress of a group member . 
The letter will carry that 
name, plus the name of that 
·group. 
-------------1 20~ Off I 
Club Offers Benefits, 
Discounts, Ski Trips 
I On Meatball Parmigiana I 
1 ts~ Off 1 
I On Meatball Sandwich I 
I (With This Coupon) I I Footlong Subs-.Pizza I 
Membership in the sl>.i club has 
its rewards for $tudents who like • 
to ski. The club buys inexpensive 
group-1·ate lift passes to all major 
ski areas in this part of Ute 
country. Local ski-equipment 
shops discount their merchandise 
to club members, 
The ski club also char\<Jrs trips 
to ski areas such as Purgatory, 
Taos, and Red River. The club 
also wrangles discounts on 
everything from passes to rental 
equipment at the Sandia Ski Area. 
Club meetings take pl;~cc the 
first· Tuesday of every month in 
the SUB theater or in the SUB 
• ballroom, as announced. Meetings 
are announced a week in ac!vance 
in the Daily Lobo's Lip Service 
column. At club meeUngs, the 
skiers view films or hear lectut·es, 
Lecturers come from local sl:i 
shops and ski areas, offering 
information and instruction. 
There's no reason for beginners 
to be timid about joining the ski 
club. Most of the members are 
novicecor intermediate skiers who 
take advantage of the club's 
financial and instructional 
benefits. Any student or student's 
spouse may belong, according to 
ASUNM regula tioM, 
I PERISCOPE I 
I 719 San Mateo NE I 
I · '262-0264 I .. ___________ .. 
ltnrqutt • n ~luts 
A Complete Tennis & Ski Boutique 
~cqud 
~tats 
Sen ice Dept. for Ski Repair & Tennis Restringing 
Skis. Boots Racquets Shoes 
Poles Bindings Warm-ups Bags 
Gloves Goggles Socks Hats 
All Accessories 
<Raphael~ Silver Cloud 
iii iii 
On 1-25,6 Milf(!s 
North of the Placitas Exit 
The Last Mile Ramblers 
Playing Jan. 17 & 1 8th 
• 
Student Discounts 
Given at the Door 
$1.00 Cover Charge 
A Mixed Drink Show Bar 
With Great Dancing 
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Wi'nter Fishing ln. N.M. 
Rhodes Beauty Salon Ch11/y But Worth It? 
By JOHN RUCK!!:R 
Winter fishing is a sport over-
looked by most anglers whO seem 
to feel that all fishing must .ce11se 
when the snow begins to fall. 
Trapper Dan's column is usually 
dedicated to the subject of hunting, 
and there are several important 
winter hunts held in this s.tate an-
nua!ly. Unfort.unately for the hunt· 
ers m our audience, I don't hunt or 
even believe in hunting. 
I realize on an intellectual level 
thtil ranges become overgrazed and 
that hunting is needed to t~in out 
herds. What I fnil to understand is 
(he glory that. comes from blnsting 
some defenseless deer with n por-
table cannon. Maybe lr the hunters 
took after javelinus armed only 
with barlow knives I would be 
ri1ore sym p;~thetic. 
Perhaps this· revolves uround my 
slovenly upbringing. Nat so many 
generations ago (two, to be exact) 
my hillbilly ancestors went into the 
hills of West Virginin to hunt food 
to cat. 
It's hard to have much sympathy 
for some rich executive who com· 
plains of his luck when he fails to 
bring back a. trophy buck which. 
would only have. been used to 
adorn some fatcat's den instead of 
fe.eding a hungry family. 
But somewhere between the 
point that we hillbillies began 
wearing shoes and middle class 
kids began taking theirs off to 
savor the delights of self imposed 
poverty a debate arose. 
What is the difference between 
fishing and hunting, you ask. The 
same difference between pool and 
-
billiards noted by Professor Harold 
Hill. . · . 
Boy Meets Cai-p 
Any fool can blast an unsuspect-
ing quadruped at half a mile with 
an M·l, but it takes a cool head 
and a keen eye to sneak up on a 
wiley trout. We have never heard 
of any fisherman mistaking a cow, 
farmer or fellow fisherman for a 
catfish and gaffing him. 
There is also the empathy factor. 
While it's easy to feel sympathy 
towards a deer or elk, it is next to 
impossible for anyone to fall in 
~ove wi!h a slimy fish. 
. 
T.HE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO @"1 1DIViSION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION AND COMMUNiTY SERVICES 
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Spring 1975 
Non-Credit Course Schedule 
• 
Ac<ounling Principles 
Adobe-Build-It· Vourself.l,ll 
Alternatives for Women 
Archeology of the Southwest 
Asian Defense and Contemplation 
Tc<hniques 
Assertive Skills Training 
Astrology II 
Automobile Maintenance 
Ballroom Dancing 
Dealing Inflation With Small LiveS!ock 
Bicycling 
Body Movement 
Bridge 
Cable Television Produe1ion. 
Ceramics 
Cenided PrMessional Secr<tal)lll 
Chinese II 
The Commodity Markets 
Cdmmunicalion in Business and Industry 
Creative Macrame 
Creative Writing: Fle1lon 
Cross Countl)l Sklirig 
The Dulcimer: Making h 
The Dulcimer: Playing It 
The Dynamics or Change 
Edible Plants of the Rocky 
Moun lain Region 
E~ptoring the 0 niverse 
Freehand Drawing · 
French II 
Gardening (or Spring and Summer 
German II 
Golf 
Go~ern men 1 CoturactAdminislration 
Oraphicbesign 
Great Decisions t97S 
Guitar I, II 
Harmon ita 
Hebrew 1 
Historic Archeology: l'ield Session .. · 
History orN.M, and the s.W.(I821·1975) 
HlstoryoftheOeeuU · 
Ice Skating 
· Individual Income Tax Preparatiorr 
Indoor Plants 
Japanc•ell 
Jewell)! Making 
Know Your Automobile 
landscape Pain ling 
Legislators. Lobbyists and Laws , 
Lung Disease: Their Causes and How to 
Live With Them 
Magic-For lleginners 
Man in the Kitchen 
Medical Care in the 70's 
Melrication 
Minemlogy-Modem Collocting 
Mo1ion Picture Anima lion 
Navajo II 
Orienl:ll Cooking . 
Outdoor Cooking 
Painting Continued 
Parent Survival 
Photography: Darkroom Techniques. I. II 
Photography I 
Physical Fitn~ss for Aduhs 
Piano 1.11, Ill 
Prehistoric Southwestern PoUery 
ProblemSotvirlgTechiniques 
Reading Poetry 
Realllstate for the Investor 
Russian Literature 
Santal'eOpera 1975 
SCUBADiving . •. 
Self-Defense (or Women 
Small A ppli~nce Repair 
Spanish. 1, rr, Ill. IV. v 
~peed Reading 
Spinning and Weaving 
Stained and Le~dedGiass Design 
The Slol)l of Albuquerque 
Supervising People . 
Swimming-Beginning and tmproveme!Jt 
T'ai Chi Ch'uan 
Voice Training 
Watercolor 
Wildflowers ofNew Mexiro.lntcrmcdi:Hc 
Women in Conlemporary Society 
Woodworking 
Yoga-beginning und Intermediate 
• 
Registr~c~tion January 18 and lO 
· At the UNM Arena 
. 
True, we are aware of the role of 
fish breeding in the Orient and have 
seen a few Japanese J1lms of the 
boy-meets-carp variety, and a few 
m11trons claim to love their gup-
pies, but these types of attitudes 
only make us wish Joe McCarthy 
were still around. He'd know what 
to do, 
This is not to say that environ· 
mentalism is not import110t in the 
repertoire of any decent fisherper-
son. It is. Oceangoing mammals 
such as the whale, porpoise, dug-
ong and manatee must be pro· 
tectcd and the old method of 
.dumping raw sewage into· rivers 
(Co11tJ'nucd on page 22) 
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"You take your life into your own hands when you tube, "say old pros like the one 
above. This warning seemingly has little effect as more and more people take to the 
slopes armed with a B. F. Goodrich inner tube and calloused backsides. 
\. 
Inner Tubing Is Cheap: 
Good Runs Are Nearby 
'" . !!. 
By ORLANDO MEDINA 
and 
JOHN RUCKER 
The fastest growing winter 
sport, at least among poor college 
students, is not skiing but 
innertubing. The once Jowly black 
latex doughnuts have come of age. 
The LOBO visited With UNM's 
fledgling "valve jockies" during 
competition for the Rocky 
Mountain Regional Tubing 
Championships held in Gunnison, 
Colorado. 
Lobo tubers Upset highly 
regarded Wyoming . to come in 
second to a powerful CSU team 
coached by Bruce Cottrell. The 
Lobo women's team came in 
third, behind Northern Arizona 
and Montana State Teacher's 
College. 
UNM's top scorer was Michael 
Benevidez, who captured first 
place in the downhill races, third 
in the slalom and paced the relay 
team to a second place finish. 
"It's· about time that inner 
tubing was recognized as a 
legitimate sport," said Benevidez. · 
"People have been tubing ever 
since Goodyear' first vulcanized 
rubber." 
Use Car Tubes 
Benavidez advised that novice 
tubers start out with a medium 
size tube. "Tractor tubes are more 
fun to ride," be said, "but they 
are too hard for a beginner to 
control." 
"The smaller tubes (rosquitas in 
(ubing jargon) are good for racing, 
but they don't provide enough 
padding on tough slo)?es, and the 
rougher slopes are usually the 
best." 
Lobo tubing coach Ivan 
Rukovitch coached the 
Byleorussian S.S.R. team to four 
consecutive World Tubing Meet 
crowns before- his defection to 
America in 196 7 • 
"Russian teams win because 
"but these capitalist Americans 
have a wide range of tubes while 
the Russians have to make do 
with . tractor tubes. The Soviet 
economy isn't geared toward 
passenger cars, so they have fallen 
behind. A definite inner tube gap 
has developed." 
Ru kovitch minimized recent 
dissension within the team. "Brus 
Strid can come back to the team 
any time be pleases. As far as we 
are concerned, if he comes home 
from Sweden tomorrow he'll have 
(Continued on page 20) 
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. ,they have true collectivist spirit,.'' 2120 Central SE 
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ThQse nine rules make up the National Skiers' Courtesy Code •. 
1 I All skiers must ski under control. Control means ~kling ln such a 
manner that a skier can avoid other skiers or objects on the slopes • 
2) When skiing downhill and overtaking on other skier, the overtuking 
skier Is respcmslble for avoidmg the. skier below him. · 
3) Skiers approaching ea<:h other from ppposite direoHons must'always 
pass to the right, 
4) Skiers must n!!t stop In a location which obstructs a tr<~il, or ·stop 
where they are not visible from above, qr Impede the normal passa.oe of 
other skiers when loa<ling or unloading from tho lilts • 
5) A skier entering a trail or slope from a side or intersecting trail must 
first check for approaching downhill skiers. 
6) A standing sKier must look uphill for appro~chino downhill .skiers 
before starting. 
7) When walking or climbing inn ski area, skis should be Wllfn. Kllt!P to 
the safe Jide llf the trail or ~lope. 
B) All skiers must wear safety straps or other device• to prevent 
runaway skis. , , 
9) Skiers must keep off cloiied trails and posted aroas and observe all 
traffic signs and other regulations as prescribed by the ski area. 
INTERMISSION DEll 
New York Style 
994 SPECIAL 
Soup, Meat Knish, Cole Slaw & Pickle 
7210 Mena_1.1l NE Ph. 293-9468 
CANTERBURY SCHOOL 
for: 
l 
Biblical Studies 
Liturgics 
Theology & Ethics 
History 
Prayer 
Place: 425 University, NE 
Time: 7:30 to 10:00 pm 
Cost: $25.00 & Books 
.. 
Beginning Feb. 3rd 
·Spring Term 
Monday-Contemporary Theologians 
Taught by Fr. Crews CONT£MPORARV THEOLOGIANS: Rcadin~ from Tillich, Niebuhr & Barth 10 view present day JO<iery 
from a theological pcrspee!ive. 
·~ 
Tuesday-Synoptic Gospels 
Taught by Fr. Sells SYNOI'TIC GOSPELS: A compamlive sludy of the first Jhree Gospels from 1 critical poinr of view. 
b~ckground for writing and possible concem or each 
au1hor. 
Wednesday-Church H~story 
Taught bv Mr Brown CHURCH HISTORY: Using WilliamsOESCENTOF 
,; ~ THE DOVE & roples of original documents thai have 
had a major inn uence on the Church & Society. 
Thursday-Survey Of New Testame~t 
Taught by Fr. Crews NEW TESTAMENT SURVEY: A study of the origins 
of the NewTestamenl. why It w~s written. the problem~ 
being addressed & how we use and misuse the New 
Testament today. 
Registration is on night (if your class 
425 University, NE 
247-2515 
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Inner Tubing Is Cl:leap: 
Good Runs Are Nearby 
(Continued {rom poge 19) 
an llii,Unl chan.:c to compete as 
will any of the other naroilniks." 
F.incst Tubers 
. Tubing h basically a 
Scan!linavian sport, and the finest 
tu hers in thll world generally 
cmne from nor.th of• the Arctic 
Circle. 
Cottrell's CSU tepm has four 
Finns. and one Norwegian. "UNM 
certainly surprised Us," said 
Cottrell, "'although I don't think 
were particularly well inflnted." 
Cott'rell predicted that CSUwould 
win the American Tubing 
Championships (to be held this 
year at Glacier National Park) but 
admitted th11t "UNM looks 
awfully good.'' 
The Scandinavian roots of 
tubing show up in the special 
language used by tubers. Tubers 
are either referred to M "valve 
jockies" or "idrottsmeu," S.wedish . 
for 'athlete', The tubes themselves 
are called tosquitas, bladder 
babies or blimps, depending on 
size. 
There are several methods of 
. riding<' tubes, ranging from the 
classic · Povo Real mount (in a 
· sea te!i position with the feet 
pointing downhill) to the now · 
outlawed Serin (canary) position, 
· which considered of riding a 
tractor tube downhill while 
standing up. 
Huvudsaklh!man 
Other common mounts are the 
half jurgeu (back first) and the 
full jurglln (spinnint). Riding the 
tube down while riding on the 
stomach is called huvudsakligman. 
To 'tak!l a bath' means to fall 
off the tube, hopefully while 
weal'ing your ytterrock 
(overcoat). 
Unlike skiers, who search for 
dry powder snow, the ideal tubing 
snow iS vatsno (wet snow), an 
extremely wet sn.ow which turns 
to ice after only a· very few runs 
over it by tubers. 
The UNM tubers had several 
pieces or advic.e for beginning 
tubers. Never tubll alone. Many a 
solo tuber hl!S had a bladder baby 
FILM 
CHECK 
OUR 
.PRICES! 
1.32 
Tri X Pan 35 Exp 
PAPER 13.48 
· S. W. Polycontrast F 
'100 SH. 
RENTALS 7.50 day 
'16mrn Bolex 
CAMERAS 
Hassclblad 
TOPCOiil 
Bolex 
CANON 
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SVPERSCOPE 
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SERVICE. 
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Pop open a cold can 
flrit .chance yau get. . 
Take Cl taste of the bold .one. 
·.·. 1~ALT 
'• :--+-: •";":·-· 
. :·'·' 
:.: .. 
burst in isolated ar9as when no 
help was near. 
Always carry a Swiss army 
knife when you tube. If your tube 
is headed for a cliff, rip it open, 
This. will deflate the tube and save 
yo\lr life. You can always pate!) !\. 
tulle, but your body is less easily 
repaired, Don't drirlk and tube. 
The well-equipped tuber will 
take to the slopes with a bicycle 
tube patch kit, 50 feet of 
bandage), a flare pistol and C02 
cartrid~es for rapid inflation . 
. Growing Pains 
LiJ1e all major sports, tubing 
h:-t!i had its share of growing pains. 
'rh e meteoric rise to national 
prominence of the Shasta State 
Junior CoJiege tubing team was 
found to be due to t!)e fact that 
their team inflated their bladder 
babies with hot air before racing. 
This created a thin layer of melted 
snow under the tubes. 
''They were actuallY 
hydroplaning," said one NCAA 
.. 
official with disgust. SSJS was put "" 
on three years Probation. i 
The only time anything other ~-> 
than air at room temperatur!l may .o 
ldeg;:JIY tble pBun;pekd into tubes is ~ 
urmg · l!l rems o events, when ~ 
helium may be us<Jd to enable the 
tllbes to jump farther. f 
Tubing even has its own form ~· 
of groupies, called the Goodyear o 
Ladies by the tubers, The female ~ 
tubers also have their share of f1 
fervent male fans, which the '< 
women dub 'Goodrich Men'. 1:" 
Women's Team g 
Women's team captain Rebecca 
Paragrab said that women's events ~ 
were. exactly like the men's. "This "' 
is one of the few sports where .~ 
women are allowed to compete ..,. 
d i rec tl y with men on some .C>~ 
oc.casions," she said. "Our ..,. 
equipment is exactly the same as ~ 
the men's," · C>~ 
CSU's ace slalom and relay 
tuber Halle lWaarmaks stressed 
(Continued on page 28) 
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·a u·nique experience 
'1720 lomas n.e. (corner of university) 
in thrift store 
,, 
; 
shopping· 
hours:9-9 
11-6 sun. 
within walking distance of UNM 
.. NEW and USED 
"· 
·~ 
-• ... 
everything yo~ need to set up housekeeping .... 
Dishes Televisions 
Furniture Pots and Pans 
(Indian Design-Oriental) Bedding 
also tons of-NEW and· USED clothing • • • ••• 
" . 
\ 
everything ·in the store 
during the rest of_ January 
to students showing 
student I.D. cards 
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Winter Fishing In N.M. Added to such popular wate.rs as the Chama and San Juan R.vers, we would also .recommend the 
Cimmaron River and Latir Creek 
and .highly recommend the Costilla 
R:iver, which is not yet polluted by 
gregatc in the winter, and are ;;p 
equ.ally ~luggish. They group in ~ 
areas with an even bottom any- t-o 
. where from 12 to 20 feet above the ·~>;> 
bottom of lakes, · ~ Chilly But Worth It? touristas. · . . 
While troutmen freeze til arcllc 
weather in the north. life goes on in 
the south, Ronnie Cl!rr proved that 
winter bass fishing can be produc-
tive by landing a record six pound 
II an if one half ounce striped bass 
this December at Elephant Butte. 
This mcans·using jigs to find the~ 
correct depth, and slow trolling for =:: 
those who own boats, Attach pork ~ 
rind to the jigs for added allure. §' (Continued {rom page 1 $) 
and oce<1ns should bt: fought tooth 
and nail, 
New Mexico is fortunate in that 
its pollution problems have so far 
been mild in comparison to most of 
the country, This affords the angler 
with · golden opportunities. The 
most overlooked opportunity is 
winter fishing. ' 
Most New Mexico fishermen 
seem to feel that winter is a good 
lime to say inside by a cozy fire and 
drink themselves into oblivion with 
Kentucky Beau whiskey. They are· 
probably right. 
Winter Fishing Potential 
For those who risk icy weather, 
winter fishing has the potential for 
bringin_g in more fish than any 
other ume of the year. The prob-
lem is that fish tend to congregate 
in .Q few isolated tueas during win· 
ter months and unless the schools 
are found, anglers will spend hours 
out in the cold flinging small hunks 
of metal for naught. 
-This dement of chance is what 
attracts the true sportsman. Or the 
true masochist, At any rate, it pro-
vides a good excuse for trudging 
out into the cold with a six pack of 
Buckhorn. 
The most obv.ious form of winter 
fishing is ice fishing. Icc fishermen 
in the Great Lakes region actually 
build small shanties on sleds and 
tow them out to their favorite spot . 
by snowmobile. . 
The average student will not be 
able to afford this. We recommend 
that you dress warmly and take 
along a small tent or ponchos to 
make an improvised shelter. 
'A cheap but spacious form of 
temporary shelter can be made out 
of painters' dropsheets. These are 
maile out of vinyl plastic, are light-
wei~ht and can with a little ima~­
inatton be turned into a plasttc 
igloo. 
Ice Fishing Tips 
The secret of ice fishing is persis-
tence, and it follows that the person 
who can stay out on the tee the 
longest will bring h,ome the most 
fish. 
Heating for your shelter can 
come from catalytic heaters, but a 
gasoline lantern will work almost 
as well. Since the best ice fishing is 
at dusk or dark, the laniern will be 
needed anyway. 
Before venturing onto the ice, 
fishermen would be well advised 'to 
ask someone who knows (ranger, 
local fishermen or concession 
·· owner) what the conditions of the 
ice are • 
Falling through thin ice may 
seem· very funny in a slapstick 
comedy but there is nothing laugh• 
. able about it in real life. Never ice 
fish alone. Make sure that there is · 
someone nearby to provide assist· 
ance in case of emergency. · 
So now you are equipped with a 
down filled jacket, electric socks 
and. a portable .shelter (one. stud.ent 
we know used a portable chem1clll . 
toilet as an ice fishing shanty). Now 
come the major task: boring'a hole 
in the. ice. 
We have seen people dig through 
the ice at 8Juewllter with every. 
thing from post hold diggers to 
chain saws. Thc.re are augers made 
specifically for ice fishing, such. <IS 
cept it, is to find them. The best bet 
is to try the ledges surrounding 
deep pools, · · 
Trout Wiley 
Trout are among the wiliest of 
· New Mexico is· fortunate In that its pollution 
pro/Jiems have so far been mild in comparison to 
most of the country. This affords the angler with 
golden opportunities. The most overlooked 
opportunity is winter fishing. 
Most New Mexico fishermen seem to feel that 
winter is a Uf?Od time,to stay inside by a cozy fire 
and drink themselves into oblivion. They are 
probably right. 
the gasoline powered Jiffy Ice 
Drill, but these pollute the environ-
ment and ha{dly merit the cost 
when one considers how little New 
Me11icans ice fish, 
Boring the lee 
There are also hand powered 
models, like the Fin Bore, which 
are recommended, A regular auger 
or even a cold chisel and sledge 
hammer will do nicely. Holes 
should be about seven tnches in 
diameter. 
There is no hard and fast rule as 
to where. to bore the holes. lee 
fishing is one of the few areas 
where a sonar fish locator comes in 
handy, if you can afford it. 
Barring the use of sonar, drill 
two or three holes fairly close to-
gether. If they produce nothing 
within twent)' mmutes, move on, 
Remember, the whole idea is to 
loclllc the schools of fish. Once you 
do, ice fishing really pays off. 
In cold weather, monofilament 
line tends to stiffen up, and we do 
not recommend using over four 
pound test line when 1ce lishing. To 
c.orrcct the unresponsiveness of 
your line, use cork (not plastic) 
bobbers-they are far ll!Ore respon-
sive to nibbles. 
Salmon Eggs Useless 
Most veteran ice fishermen and 
fisherwoman recommend either 
minnows or grubs as bait. On Its 
most recent expedition to Colo-
rado, the "Wonderful World of the 
Wilderness" staff had more luck 
with spinners. Salmon eggs tend to 
be next to useless when ice fishing. 
Despite the disadvantages of 
numbtng cold and darkness, ice 
fishing tends to produce more fish 
per hour than any other method 
short of dynamite. 
In addttion, it takes little skill in 
the use of the rod. There is no need 
to be it whiz at casting, all that is 
needed is the ability to drop a line 
through a large hole in the ice. And 
luck in locating a school of hungry 
fish. 
fish and sneaking up on them, 
esJlecially when snow is piled on 
either bank of a stream, can be 
next to impossible. The · best 
method is the so-called (because 
we just called it that) upstream 
technique. 
The upstream method entails 
walking upstre11m · while letting 
your Jure . ilrift downstream. This 
not only gives the ever skittish trout 
a chance to calm down after your 
passing, it allows the current to 
present your lure in a more natural 
manner. 
The upstream method also lets 
you cover much more territory 
than the old practice of working 
one pool at a time. Don't bother 
fishing open stream stretches· in 
winter, the fish won't be there. 
As previously mentioned, mono-
filament line gets touchy in cold 
weather. I hts should not be a dts· 
advantage to the true trout fisher-
man, who probably uses only four 
pound tesi line at most. 
Pocket Fishermen 
There are those who use six or 
even eight pound test line. These 
are the same type of oafs who 
prefer catching fish over accepting 
the challenge of fishing, and we 
would not be surprised to learn 
that they also lislied the Chama 
with a Popeil pocket fisherman. 
May their widowed mothers all be 
remarried to carp. 
Closcfaced (spincasting) reels. 
have a tendency to ice up in cold 
weather and should be left at home 
until spring. The best rig would be 
a spinning reel mounted on a fly 
rod. · 
Fly fishing in winter has netted 
some big ones, but is not as effec· 
live as other methods. 
Bear in mind that trout are most 
sluggish in winter nnd will not wear 
themselves out chasing your lures· 
into Montana. Winter trout fishing 
requires skillful presentation of 
your lures. 
Unfortunately, the striped bass is 
an ocean species that was definitely 
not supposed to be found at the 
Butte, II apparently got mixed up 
in a largemouth bass plant made 
there by the Game and Fish De· 
partment in 1972. 
As with trout, bass tend to con· 
2937 Monte Vista NE 
(On The Triangle) 
Once a bass school is found; use t:l 
plastic worms. spoons, Finnish ~ 
minnows and plugs such as the'< 
Bomber. All should be weighted, S' 
..anfish Plague g' 
Last and certainly least comes· 
that odious class ot fish known as g;< 
pan fish, which includes the crappie i! 
(we pronounce it exactly as it looks~ 
like tt should be pronounced), ,_. 
· Strange as it may seem, there are !1' 
actually those who clajm to enjoy~ 
(Continued on page 25) ~ 
~:~nd 
SALE··· 
}4-}'2 off 
On All 
Winter 
Clothes 
3107 Eubank NE 
(Scottsdale Village) 
··--------------·------ ------....................... ...... ...._ ..... _ .... ___ .....___..._ ... 
Shop Ramblin Boots for all 
your footwear needs. 
But there is more to winter fish· 
ing than stumbling around a frozen 
lake in the dark. Trout Fishing in 
i~e winter can be highly produc-
tiVe. 
As with lake fishing, schools of 
fish tend to "OIJgregate in one area.. 
and your m1sston, should you ac-
The best lures to use are red 
salmon eggs (but not in Wyoming 
where they are illegal) very small ~ ~ 
Sp!Jons and light (!i to 1.4 ounce) . , J /, • 1 tl 
spmners. StreamstoFish . fll/lul/11 . · (JIJlJ 
Countless reams of paper have 5011 Menaul NE-255-7950 
been devoted to labeling the "per- Old Town-323 Romero NW 
~~~~~~~== feet" trout stream in N=e=w=M=e=xi;:co=.:::!~=========:::=:::::::=::::::::::===========~ 
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Top Ski. Spots: 
The Best From 
N.M.To Utah 
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Tubing 
Provides 
Thrills 
(Continued from page 20) 
the need fo~ proper tube 
mainlCnl!nCe. "Check your tube 
for propel' inflation and slow 
leaks," he said. "And apply a 
layer of Joll)lson's paste \Vall: to 
the bottom of you1• tube 
whe11ever 110s.~ible." 
Asked if he gets nervous befor() 
the slalom gates open, Haile sald 
no. "The main thing is lo relax 
before a contest. The night before 
really big races, I stay home and 
meditate while my wife Wal<es my 
tube," 
Rukovitch also stresses the 
mental game "I went in the sauna 
room and told the team 'avkyla' 
(cool it). They only blow their 
tubes up one valve at a time like 
U1e rest of us.'.' 
While things a1·e looldng up for 
UNM this year in national 
competition, the year 1976 might 
bring a new opponcn t. 
"The Air Force Academy is 
forming a tubing team," said 
Rukoviteh, "and from the 
information I've gotten, they are 
using B-52 tubes to practice· 
with." There are currently no 
Jimit.s on lhe size of tubes U1at 
may be used in competition. 
Tractor Tubes 
.Good tractor tubes ill 
AI buqucrque cost around two 
dollars. Benevidcz urged buyers 
not to buy a pig in a poke. "You 
should inflate the tube to see if it 
leaks before you purchase it," said 
Benevidez. 
The most popular tubing arew; 
are in the Sandias, on the road 
leading to the Crest. But popular 
is not always best. 
The UNM tubing team 
curren Uy w6rks out in the 
Manzanos on south New Mexico 
Route 14 (old Route 10 south), 
"The area, the John Felix 
Memorinl Tubing Run, is about 
two miles down the road from the 
'get America out of the United 
Nations' sign," said a team 
spokesman. 
"The FeliJ<: Runs are on the 
right side of the road, at about the 
second really large t11m to the lett 
passed all the houses," he said. (Editor's Note: Naturall;y, there 
is no UNM Tubing team. Tile 
John F'elix Memorial Tube Runs, 
however, do exist;) 
sa\e 
GENERAL STORE 
New Winter Hou 
Mon.-Sat. 
10am-10pm 
Sun. 
noon-6pm 
111 Harvard SE 
Any Woman Can* 
' . 
', .. 
. . learn how to protect 
herself from attack. . . . 
Enroll in Our Class 
"Self Defense w/Self Awareness" 
Starts Jan. 27-10 Sessions $30. 
Other Classes-Hatha Yoga, 
Nutrition for Today, Beginners' Astrology 
Study Groups-Seth Speaks Group, 
Edgar Cayce ARE Group, Gurdjieff & 
Ouspensky Study Group. 
Metaphysical Movies--Sat. & Sun. Nights 
OPEN MIND BOOKSTORE 
3010 Central SE 262-0066 
o~soo/o oH ' Antiques 
\ n ·\7~1.5 . Oak Furniture • Fur Coats 
,a · · Patchwork Quilts • Velvet Dresses 
Brass & Iron Beds • Victorian lace Clothes 
Cameras • Men's Clothes 
Photograph~ • Satin Nightgowns 
3409 Central NE 256-7103 
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Winter 
Carnival 
Scheduled 
By RODGER FRil!lDMAN 
'l'hls year's Winter Carnival, 
schec.uled to take .place ·Februaty · . "'"-:-· 
l4·16;"'wlll help raise funds for 
UNM's needy ski team. · 
The C11miv~l · will take plac!! at 
the lted Rive~ Ski Are!l. It will 
begin Frid!IY evening, February 
14, with 11 dinner followed by a 
dance at which door prizes will be 
a wafded. On Saturday the 
Carnival will move tQ the slopes 
for a full day o( various thrills. 
There will be inter~()Jl!:giate races, 
slalom and downhill races, and 
what c()ordinator Jan AebY calls. 
"fun races.~' 
'l'here wlll asl() be a ''h()t·dog 
,e()ntest", in which aspiring hot 
doggers prove just how crazily 
they can go from the 'top of the 
hlll to the b()ttom, Lunch will be 
served on the slopes, The day will 
be closed with a second dance for 
the physically fit, at which door 
prizes will also be awarded. 
Winter Carnival's $10 ticket 
includes Tuesday's dinner and. 
Wednesday's lunch, both dances, a 
substantial discount on Red 
River's three·day lift pass, a 
dis count on lodgings, and 
admission to the games. Ticke~ 
are on sale at the Athletics office 
and other spots to be am1ounced, · 
There will also be a pre·Winter 
Carnival Party ' to take place at 
Pepino's Pizu Parlor on 
Wednesday February 12. "Door 
prizes will be awarded practically 
after every song," said Aeby, "and 
the· prizes are twice as good as last 
··year's."' 
The Winter Carnival is 
sponsored' by UNM's ski team to 
supplement underfunding O!J th!' 
part or the University. Last year 
the Carnival attracted 1000 
particip11n~ to Red 'River Ski 
Area, Aeby .hoJ)es to aouble that 
figure this year. The ski team used 
last year's, 'Carnival revenue 
toward the purchase of a video 
tape machine. 
The team is currently defending 
the championship they won last 
year in the Central Intercollegiate 
Athletic League, .a league of 
similarly underfunded ski teams in · 
the Rocky Mountain States, This 
year the Lobos still lead the 
league after their impressive 
victory in the opening league 
encounter at Telluride, Colorado. 
1lle team is. divided into an 
Alpine division ·and a new !ltordic 
division. 1'hc eight women and 12 
men of the Alpine divisioq race in 
Downhill and Slalom competition. 
The Nordic te~~;m races 
cross·country. 
"lt takes a lot of devotion, 
practice and hard work to ski 
competitively," said afficionado 
Gerard Oagliani. "The skiers work 
out long hours 'every day. When 
eonditions prevent actual skiing, 
tJley train in the gym.". 
Introducing MCDOnald•s®. 
NEW a·REAKFAST MENU 
Egg McM uffin-· " 
Golden Brown Hot 
Cakes, Co~ntry Pork 
sausage, ,Your Choice 
of banish Rolls.:.. . . 
Several Juices and·· 
Delicious·Coff~e. 
, ·right on yo!lr way. 
. . ' . ~- ' . 
• 5324 4tH sT. NW .. 
LOMAS AT JUAN TABO ., .. 
·' 
CANbELARIAAt EUBANKN~·· · 
. ' ,· '_- : ' ' ' . SAN PEDRO Al LOMAS . 
I 
'rhe CIAL teams compete at 
various ski areas in New Mexico 
'and Colorado. Stu den~ are 
encouraged to attend the 
competition, though no 
transportation ·maY be provided to 
the site due to lack of funds. 
"Sometimes even the slCiers 
have to pitch in some cash," 
Gagliani said, 
Makers of~Hond Mode Indian Jewelry! 
OLD TOWN 
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:.RED HOT PANTS!· 
· : Has Coordi_nates : 
~~.,.... Pants_&Jackets ~ 
: 'ByLee • 
• . ~"'""' c 
' 
• We Love to See. You.. •!(J • 
av the u ·1110 se .. M 
f!!lt. Cenlml & -u.,lver:slty {almold ~ t 
~ Albuquerque, N. M. 81106 . ,,. .... ,.u.J • 
~··~··· ~ ~·~··~······~· 
·COED & WELL. FED 
'' 
· The College Inn Is Co~d 
in both buildings, all floors 
This Spring, You ,Can ' 
leave· your c;~r...:..no gas 
no commuting, walk to class 
All The Food You·can Eat · 
~o wqrry about food prices, 
we do. the shopping and the dishes 
Maid Service-Linens 
We do the ct.eanillg ·an~ make your bed 
'. 
The College Inn 
.. 
. i,elephO:pe 243-2881 303 Ash St. N.E. . 
kJ;... • .....oo.J:N~wJ..8J .. -':s.At)tem.ao~~..:..--.~~'""""".....,.""iiiOII~.,......,oiliilliiilll~..,..,..~~.,...... ...... .,...~..-~..,.~ I 
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Winter Fishing In N.M'! Chilly But Worth lt7 
~ 
• (Continued (rom _page 22) ~ .... These a.re the . slime types who Ronnie Carr proved that winter bass fishing can be 
» spread salmon. eggs .on crackers for ~. a noontime snack, but they de-
mand eq~ahime in .P~int... · 
· productiv(J by landing a state record.breaking striped 
bass at Elephant Butte this December. J 
.~ Crapp1eS are skllllsh hllle fish 
" with a bag limit of around 40. This ~ is the number of adult crappie it 
.. Unfortunately, the Wiped bass is an oce{Jn going 
'species that was definitely supposed to be found at the 
Butte. 
Z
t would take to feed one hungry 
adult hUman. 
.,; Crappie fisllermen have to 
!:'1 choose between quality and quan· 
§!. tity, and this dilemma invarinbly 
J: causes them to wrinkle their bony 
forelleads, 
Larger crappie will be found' 
offshore in deep pools and usually 
will be too lazy to cllasc bait very 
far until warmer weather. Smaller 
cr;~ppie are found in shallow water 
a.nd will snap .at nearly anything. 
The classical method ()f crappie • 
fishing is to hook a live .minnow 
tllrouJ;lh . the back to attract the 
crapp1e. This gives you tile indica. 
tion of how the crappie fislletman's 
mind works. We recommend frying 
and eating the minnows, who have 
at least as much meat on them as 
the averi!.Se crappie, • 
Cut Bait. 
More reliable in New Mexico is 
Range Increase 
tile cut bait method. The usual cut 
bait is shad, although a variety of 
meat. including pieces of other 
crappie, the fingers of infants and 
politicinn's noses may be substi· 
. luted. · 
.. Light tackle ·should be used, if 
· for no other reason than the. small 
size o( the fish involved. Remem-
ber to keep cut bait cllunks small. 
Large chunks will attract bigger 
fish, like catfish. who will rip light 
rods to pieces. . · 
Fishermen should experiment 
with their own baiJ when tfolling 
· · for crappie. Jigs with pork rind 
work well in New Mc:xico, worms 
and spinners generally do not. , 
Tile best cra'ppie .fishing in the 
state is in MacRae Canyon at the 
Butte and usually after dark. Han,g· 
· ing a lantern over tile stern of a 
' ' 
· boat is the best nighttime fishing 
·method. 
If the truth 
suspect that 
. sy excuse for 
and 
were known. we 
fishing is a flim· 
blic drunkenness 
(continued .from page 10) 
basement, and · at various other 
locations around campus. 
Irish said tile station is consider· 
ing. changing the mu.sical specialty 
sllows to different nights and free· 
ing one evening a week for a Wo· 
men's program, featuring music, 
history and poetry. 
KUNM's public affairs programs 
are probably the most e"tensive 
and diverse jn New Mexico. Most 
of the speakers at UNM are recor· 
ded and br!)adcast, and there are 
frequent interviews with various 
campus and community groUP.S, 
In addition, KUNM is aff1liated 
with Pacifica. whicll specializes in 
public affairs programs ranging 
from "Adventure~ of a~ -Dope 
Smuggler" (Jan 21,7 p.m.) to "Tile 
Soledad Prison Poets" (1 an 9, 7 
p.m.) Tile station broadcasts about 
12 of these programs a month. 
KUNM is non-commercial and 
thus avoids some of the problems · 
of other local stations, but ·it ddl:s 
~ 
BRUSH 
DENIM 
Lt. Blue, qreen, Navy 
Tan9Brown, 
Yellow, Black, White 
$.14.50 
.·lobo 
. ~· 
.MENS 
SHOP 
2120 Central SE 
243-6954 
present free public service announ-
cements for . any ASUNM· 
sponsorc~ organization. 
"The broadcast industry is so 
repetitive. People tllink 'They do 
thls .so we'll do tllat too,'" Irish 
said, "Simply because we arc non-
commercial we can afford to do 
things otller stations can't do. We 
'giv.e students experience-others 
can't." • 
Those fishermen w·ho decide 
.against VlliJtUrin~ out into the cold 
mny want to !!Vail themselves of 
Trapper Pan'.~ Contest No. J, The 
person who creates tile most ori· 
,ginn! Trapper Dan Stogie SoniG 
Diver lure will receive a free pape.r-
b~ck edition of tile latest "Hard· 
mnn" detective novel, 
To make tlte Stogie Sonic Diver, 
take the plastic mouthpiece off any 
'• 
chenp cigar and puss 11 hook 
through the center, Fill the interior 
with cork, styrofoam or pine shav •. 
ings and ep9x:y glue. Attach featll· 
crs to the sltank of tlu: hook and 
paint to suit. You now hnve a 
proven .lure deadly to carp and 
buffalofish. · 
Bring your entry by the .LOBO in 
order to win. Don't worry, we will 
be sure to give it bnck. 
I 
THRU JAN. 17 
~~~;:-;B;;JG BEEF MAMA BURGER 
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Registration Special 
• sood thins to do 
50¢ 
With Thi; Coupon 
Good Only AI 
Lomas & Carlisle 
.. rur. au. oBLE f...u · .(j\)fi\ m rmfi\~ 
mu: (Q) mnc~rnn::~LA.\lli OOLA.\~ 
·-(0 -5·1-0l•L•o•m•as•B•Iv.d.·, N•E-• .A.Ib.uq•u .. er.qu•c·, N•o•w•M•o-xi-co•U•7•11.i0;;.. 
% 
with coupon 
WASH and WAX-Regular $3.20· Value 
. ' 
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Wilderness SurviVal. • 1!1 Coping witb- CQid 
(Oontinue4 from page 16) 
CQndith>ns have made landmarks 
hard tQ find. · · 
The first step is the mQst obvious, 
but f!lr some people the most dif· 
ficult. OQn't panic. Try siiting 
Q!!Wn and calmly reasoning out 
exactly where'' it was that you 
strayed .off your path, , 
Give out with a. few ~Qod yells. 
Not screams Qf terror, JUSt a few 
gutsy yells. lq most cases, someone 
will· hear yo11 11nd y()u will be. 
· fou1Jd. Those with sensitive egos 
WhQ are unwilling to lldmit they 
h~Jat and a signal f()rrescuey The movement. tem is to find sh'elth from free~ing univ~:rsal distress signal is three h is advisable to wear several. winds. 
columns of smoke, but unless your ··pairs ()f socks, but make sure that . .In deep snow, this. is no problem. 
wood supply is large, one big fire the .outer paris are'both IQnger and Either scoop 011t a ''fox hole" in 
will be adequate to attract atten· wider than the next innermost pair. deep snow drifts or find shelter 
lion. · · A VQid socks that are much. too under a pine tree with low hanging 
. Heat c;~n ·also be produced by large, however, because they will boughs. . 
exercise. Arctic survival manulifs have folds which create pressure . The tree Will pnvae pro1ecuon 
suggest simultaneous flexing ()f the" points that are m()re susceptible to overhead and will have acle11rarea 
muscles in the arms and legs. cold injury. . . · around its base w.hicl) should be 
Stranded campers can also com· Remember; 1f your feet hurt, below the level of the surrounding 
bine exercise with pra~ticality and they. aren't hurt, It's whe.n they stop snow, Ponchos can be dmpped Qn 
work to make symbols that can be hurtmg thnt you should begin • the branches f()r added protection. 
seen from the air, such as an X worrymg. ~ • 
frostbite can come . in other 
ways., Be especially careful in 
handliqg gasoline, kerosene, CQfe-
man fuel and other. fuels: If spilled 
.on unprotected skin .in Sllb·zero. 
weather, they can cause immediate . 
frostbite, 
. Sunglasses should be worn to 
prevent snQw blindness and alcohol 
shoul~ ,be avoided except in small 
quantataes. 
Water is Clltreniely important. If 
you put your mind to it, you can dQ 
without food for fairly long periods. 
of time, but dehydration-will do 
you in very quickly. 
Ride. The 
~ 
2! 
·~ 
In more ()pen country,. l)nd an S: 
arroyo, or huddle on the sheltered 111 
side ()f a rock QUtcrop. Above all, ~· 
do not spend the .nigl!t on f()p Qf a Q 
windswept cliff Qnd keep a .fire ~ 
burnin9. · · ~ 
· Surv1vJng until rescue ·comes de- b' 
pends mostly on the ind.ividu11ls cr 
mvolved. Those who stay calm and ~o 
have prepared for just .such emer• ·~ 
gencies will pr!!bably suffer no- 2 
thing worse than a few days of ! 
disc()mfort. "'~ 
-===============~·~ 1- S·"
Survival experts recommend 
drinking at least tWQ quarts Qf 
water per day. Snow is an obvious 
source of water, but don't eat it, 
· melt it. Eating snow excessively 
cools the. mouth and teeth. Melt the 
snow and drink it.. 
Reductions To. 
50% 0n 
• We t.ovo1o Stt You .... 
By the U •1110 SE 
Central & Unlver,ity '(almoul 
Albuquerque, N. M; 81106 
For UNM students who can't afford to buy .the 
camping equipment for the winter terrain, the 
Intra-Mural and Recreation Program checks out 
any equipment you might neet;l. 
Hot drinks add bQth warmth and 
moisture. Cook. with plenty of 
water. Bolling food makes food 
more digestible, but don't overdo 
the boiling process, which can rob 
(Qods of vitamin and mineral con· 
tent. 
Many Shirts, Pants ·~ 
& J~ckets At ~~-
RED ROT PANTS were temporarily disoriented (i.e., 
(Qst) can always CQVer up by claim· 
ing they were calling ~heir friends 
. to come see a deer, bear or ft ying 
saucer. 
·In the event your entire party is 
lost, clear headed thiniCing is 
needed . for · slightly more drastic 
acli()n, If at all possible, stay l,lllt. It 
would be very wise to move Iilio a 
clearing where you can be seen 
easily from the air, but dQrt't try 
makmg long marches acmss the 
CQUntryside. This will only delay 
rescue. . 
It at all possible, liJ!ht a. fire. 
. Even in the dead of wmter, fires 
can be started by using dead bran· 
ches and stripp}ng ()fr bark use 
. as Tills . . 
made out of rocks. 
Exercise is important, but dQn't 
overdue it, Perspiration can. be 
. 
dangerous, leading to frostbilll and 
freezing. If yQU dres.s in. ''layers," 
~sing severaf til in pieces Dfclothin,g 
mstead of only a few heavy ones, 11 
will be easier to adjust y()ur 
clQthing to the conditions around 
you., Within reason, it is better IQ 
underdress than overdress. 
Frostbite can also be caused by 
wet clothes. If at all possible, carry 
a dry pair ()f socks with yQu, and 
try to dey clQthing out by the fire. 
Clotlimg sh()u[d not be IQQ tight. 
For this reason, it is better to have 
specific. "ca!'lping clothes" th.an 
s1mply wcarang old wh1ch 
created rnQre than 
$395.00 buys Hewlett-PacJcard's 
new HP-55 Programmable 
Seientific at our place . 
...,== 
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Here's wbat you g~t: 
1. 49-Step User Memory. 
2. 86-Pre-PmjJrammed • · 
Functions and Operations. 
3. 20·Addressable Memory 
RegisterS. 
4. Digital Timer. 
5. HP's efficient RPN logic 
system. with 4·Memory Stack. 
6. HP quality craftsmanship. 
Come test lhe new HP·55 
. today. See howmuch per-
formance $395.00 can buy. 
· OPEN 
MASTERCHARGE 8·5:30 M·f! HEWLETT~~ PAOKARD B~NKAMERICARD 8-4:30 Sat 
401 Wyoming N.E.-Ph. 265·7982 
'HOLMAN'-·•· INC. 
\ £NGlN££RINr. ANPO!iiAfTlND SUPP~Its-Ti:Ci1NJCA~ l!lr:JOI(I!J-MA_I'!f.j 
...__ .. ~ ~ 
When night falls, make sure that 
you have gathered enough WQOd to 
keep a fire going. The. majQr pmb-
Gold. Street Circus 
. . -announces new lower prices 
on albums: 
498s-·3.69 
598s-3.89 
698s-4.-57 
all prices plus tax 
We have a new large supply 
of cut-outs 
(Record company cut too many copies-
prices reduced) 
_______________ ..., ___ ,.._.,. ____ .... ________ , ____ 1 
I ·0 ' 
f . · With this ad I 
1 George Harrison's 'Dark Horse' I I Only3.99 I 
'I (reg. 4.57) .· ·1· 
11 ' .r:l1 1820 Cen,rCII SE 243•1988 
L ........... -~ ............... __ ~ ....... ____ ._._ ... _....,.....,...; ............. _:!. 
•. -.;.. .. - .. ~~,_,_....__....._ __ ~_.;.. ____ ~----~--- ~-- ·--- -· 
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A Begino~rs. Guide To· , .,. 
--· ... 
. ' 
. ' 
.:L ,,.,. ~ ·;. 
Anschluss- A large·scale ski 
tour led by Heinz Guderian in the 
late 1930s. The German national 
ream went on to sweep events 
from the Poles, Ozechs ·and 
French, but werll stymied. at 
Kursk by a determined Russian 
team and were later defeated by 
Britain, the United States and the 
U.S.S.R. . 
Bunny-literally, any woman 
who skis. More -generally, a ski 
bunny is any nice looking young 
lady who .hangs aro11nd ski resorts, 
Preferably in a bikini or tight 
The 
Living a.atch 
· ·Bookstore, 
across from 
Johnson Gym 
on. Central 
. ' 
has a large selection 
o( used books, many 
. of which a.re assigned 
in current courses. 
. We used books, usually at 
25% of the list price. 
We carry many hard-to-get 
periodicals. 
"'"'. 
Yauj. Dne 
&only-
Th• Rltd, Whit:• & Gr••n 
Strip•d Shap Rcra•• · 
fra_m Y al• Park 
Mon.· Thurs. 7 a.m.-1 0:30p.m.· 
. Fri. & Sat. 7 a.m.-Midnight 
· sunday 1 p.m.·1 0:30p.m. 
··There is s'tiH a lot of. cold weather 
ahead for Albuquerque 
Clearance Sale 
. Swiss made watches Vz OFF 
Jeans IA·~ OFF 
Sweaters ~:~ OFF 
Dress Pants ~ OFF 
Pant Suits ~ OFF 
Poly-Cotton Shirts lh OFF 
Co1ds and Jackets ~ OFF 
Knee Socks only $1.00 
We carry sizes 3-15 
W8AT'A .. IAAMI 8ft 
Jtlktok mop 
7202 v«enau~ cm~d .. v\1. 8. 
~QI)uqui!Ailue. v\lew v«e~ICO 87110 
\1 
2&&~!12!12 
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__ A Beginners Guide 'To The World of Sk1iilg 
(Continued from page ~7) by the spirit of the Lord entering 
the body of the faithful. In skiing 
it is brought on by liquor at high 
altitudll or a collision with a tree. 
In recent years, cross country 
skiing , has been dominated by 
Marjattn Kajosman, Hilkau Hot Dogger-. This used to 
imply sompon.e who was a 
fantastic ski~r nnd in some circles 
de still is. It has come · to mean an 
or· ;obnoxious show·oaf on most New 
· Kuntola and other Finnish women 
with unpronounceable names, 
· Federation Jnternationale 
Ski- The governing body 
!• 
-
·Mexico slopes. · 
Killy- Jea)l•Claude Killy was 
dne of the finest skiers ever, I;Jut 
he has become passe. If you are 
using his name in speaking of 
another skier (he's another 
Killy"), you are behind the times 
but trying to act cool and should 
be working for the New Mexico 
• · '·. · ·' Independent. ~- . ' " 
, ,,. -*'· ~'llf;r •Ill . ,..,; The current ski great is Gustavo 
' · · ••. , ~. Thoeni of Italy, Who has captured ~ . ~ . , , ··t. · · l
1
. ·· ... -~' ·. . ! ~~e~fr:1~ ~:~not~!! ~r?m~~~~~ 
.. : .. . skiers are Rolan Collombin of 
I • ~ ·~ "'• ·. · Switzerland and David Zwilling of 
' 1 ·· .M.., • I Austria. i.,. · .,. ;'L ·•,""',;,"C:1oii~'-~~ 
1 · • ••• • · ·~ •• •• .• • ··-, ·.'1"1 The top woman skier is 
· • · ' • ·• • • · • · · 1 Annemnrie Proell of Austria, with 
: ... ~. . '" • ..,,.,., ' .• '! Monika · Kaserer a distant second. 
} ' • · ~ .. . · • 'I • · • . • · .., ·~ Patricia Emonet is an up and 
I· "7"!l.A1f;x t ...... lfit. ;;/{ru~\ coming young Frenchwoman, for 
• ·• · · •· f. • ~ ~~ those who like trend setters. 
I. <t·. · tl"": ·.;: ... ~ 
---.....;;· :,. ~'- .,. 1 Merde- A flu French 
; ~~" .iJ expression to shout when you hit 
· ~ "' ;r t. f'l a mogul. . ~ l<• ... ' Mogul- Not a Hollywood ~ · · ·. · "~ producer, a mogul can either be a 
International ski competition, 
formed in· 1924. Called the FIS 
and worse. 
G louolalia- Talking in 
tongues. In fundamentalist 
i'llligioua circles this Is brought on 
:, large bum b or a 'hotdogger' 
without the negative conotations. 
i National Ski Association- The 
ski organization in the U.S., 
formed at Ishpeming, Michigan in 
1904. 
Nordic Skiing- ski jumping. 
Nordic skis are now outselling 
Alpine skis in New England. 
Jumpers are judged both by 
distance and form. If they survive 
the tump. . 
~1!1l®g ~UUil ~11i1~Uil 
JAR 7 tllru II and 14tllru II 
· FIREHOUSE· 
MUSIC THEATRE 
3ZOI CENTRAL n.e. 
'· 
. . aU shows start at S'pm 
only one dollar at the door 
EDmiRG JAD 211·fll 2 
EVmADD 
and 
DOWNRIGHT AUGUST 
,., __ .. 
0 . 
Powder- Sometimes inhaled in Michigan that hosted America's 
each n oatril by exper.t skiers first ski. tournament in 1886, Also 
before tackling fnirly easy runs to · a type of shoe, 
enhance the experience. Also a . 
type of light, dry, fluffy snow, Slalom- The suicidal ~port of 
considered to be the best type to ·weaving in and out of a set of 
ski' on. flags while droppin"g about 600' in 
the process, Fun to do, but not 
Red Wing- The city in much to look at. 
. . : + 
~ Telemark- A province of "' 
Norway. The Telemark turn is a:: 
executed by putting one ski in l!l 
fron of the other and making· a n' 
sharp swerve, whicn s~;l!tters snow 0 
all over those within ten feet, ~ 
Wosipiwa-- l:lein:<~. Wosipiwo of ..,.· 
East Germany holds the world's · I:" 
ski jumping rtlcord at 169 meters. g. 
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' Spring '75 
' 
SPECIAL REGISTRATION HOU'RS 
• 
Satutday Januaty 18 8:00 to 5:00 
monday Januaty 20 8:00 to 7:00 
Tuesday Januaty 21 8:00 to 7:00 
monday Januaty 27 8:00 to 7:00 
Tu,sday JanuatJJ 28 8:00 to 7:00 
. . . 
REGULAR HOURS mONDAY-FRIDAY 8:00 to 5:00 
SATURDAY 9:00 to 1:00 
Located South of Ortega Hall on Yale 
Look for the Blue. Doors 
. -
' 
mEDICAL LEGAL BOOKSTORE 
Located at the cotnet of matble and Stanfotd 
Special Houts Saturday .Januaty 18 10-4:00 
• .. 
Reg~lat HoutS 
monday through Friday '10-4:00 
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ASU/VM Has Fewer ·Funds , .. 
(Continued from page 7) Bacchanalian F!!sti!lal Examples are the ln<lependant 
wus a second appropriation of Critics. of the Fiesta have Student Workers. Union .and the 
about $4000 (total appropriations labeled the event, "a drunken. Student Nursin~ Association. 
about $6000) for the UNM Fiesta bacchanalian festival.'' · Both organizations received 
held in the split!!(. 'l'he evalllation before the . funds from Senate at the last 
The Fiesta funding wa~ termed. Senate waa a bill which <:ailed for meeting and could be back for 
by aeveral senator~ as "'l'he only the .repeal of the bill establishing f1.1rther funding, 
thing a lot of students see coming the ASUNM Coffeehouse. Students will also he able to see 
out of ASUNM." ' Pl'opoMnts Of the Coffeehouse this semester how 'effective the 
n h have said the place was a source ot ASUNM student lobby is and r'O.rnograp Y • · • • ente~tainment on campus for whether it will have to be 
(Continued from p,age 91 people 1.1nable to att'lnd local' evaluated by the Senate. This ill 
' nigh tclub.s because of a.ge or also true of other executive 
'l'he other sectii;m prohibiting a · tte th t · f 11 tJ:ansportation problems. comm1 cs a. wcr11 m u . 
city from .enacting any obscenity Orl tics of the Coffeeh. ousa operation last semester,· 
measure also appears rather clear · ~ ., 1 t' d · 't' '1.1 point out that the establishment "'va ua 1pn an pr1or1 1es WJ 
cut, · mak. es no prof.it and re•chcs only c(mtinue to place high in political Kru:;: Renoyso is a teacher of « • h · 
I UNM d £ certain. people on. c. a .. m. Pll.s.. prom1ses as t c sprmg semester nw at .... an a m11mber o the b · th 1 t' d · th 
• CD · Anot. her test of prO''r. am. nngs ano er e ec ·•on an . e C . L. When asked for his legal " £fi r ASUNM 'd. t d evalua. tion will come w1't. h. possible o ICcS o . presJ en an interpretation, he said he has · 'd t 'II 1 b · th 
chosen not to examine the Rape Crisis Center funding. VIce pres1 en WI a so e on .e 
" h · 1 f Fund.1'n. g for th. e o. r«an. 1"zation baiJot. tee UICII ity 0 the state law ... He. ~ 
• snid it will be a simple det::ision for was. passed by the Senate ~nd 
a COI!rt to make and ••we shall vetoed by Gonl!ales last semester, 
know soon," 'l'he opposers ot the bllt the veto was ov!!r.rlddcn. 
Kolbert 
Honore~ new Jaw have already won a The appropriation fallted until 
victory of sorts. Tom H'orn, a this semester and the new Senate Jack Kolbert, President o£ the 
member of the New Mexico Civil might have· to deal with another Albuquerque City Counc~J and 
Liberties Union, is now working appropriation bill. Professo:r of Modem and Classical 
in behalf of Pat Baca, the Another group before the Languages at the University of 
president .of Madowhy Corp. Senate was the New Mexico New Mexico, has been accorded 
which owns several· adult Public Interest Group (PIRG). It and honor received by only two 
moviehouses, 'l'he dlly the council received an nllocation at tll,l! last or three Americans. 
met to consider the obscenity bilJ, Senate meeting to pay for mailing He has been selected by the 
Horn was in court trying to and advertising. Swedish Academy (parliament) 
prevent the council from meeting. The PIRG organization is still for the world·famous Nobel Prize 
'l'his was rejected b1.1t Horn was in .the process of trying to push ,Selection Committee for 
able to get a 90 day period set for guaranteed student funds. Literature. · · 
uside. for court challenges. The 'l'hey nrc :repres!lnted in . the Councillor Kolbert will·· have 
ordinance will not go into effect Senate by Sen. Liebendorfer. privilege of nominating authors 
until April. In that time New organfzatlons have andtheirworks,fromalloverthe 
considerable progress should be appeared on campus and are '"world, for consideration for a 
made in determining where the req1.1esting funds from the Senate. Nobel Prize. 
city sits lej!ally. 
'l'he • issue of obscenity hit 
Albuquerque for one week in 
December and then seemed to 
disappear. Both of Albuq1.1erque's 
daily new~papers have refrained 
from editorializing for or against 
the law~ A few journalists have 
personally editorialized but there 
has been no organized circle of 
opposition, which is unusual. 
which is 1.1nusual. 
Whether the ordinance sUrvives 
legally or fails is up in tlie air, but 
the evidence in other court 
decisions points against success. 
C9uncillor Cottrell proposed a 
zoning bi!l that would have set up 
a separate district· for 
pornography to be displayed, but 
this was defeated overwhelmingly, 
If this· new law fails there will be 
renewed attempts and zoning will . 
be the compromise that will look 
most appealing. Here too there is 
conflict. 
If pornography must be zoned 
why not churches .and everything 
else that .is offensive to some 
members of the city? The 
qUestion of priorities for a city of 
almost a half-million people is still 
on 
I UNI:SEX·l~TUDtiO llof HAIR DESU;NI 
Ill . 
INTERNATIONAL. 
Exclusively .. By Appointment 
' . 
· -l2ss~ol6oL::. ·· 
. . 7804 (:entral SE :· •. " 
.-..:PERUSED" BOOKS 
~ AT· 
~. 1·1 PRICE 
Magazines 
THE BOOKCASE· 
l"Me•a IE 
WAYn 1~. 
· ~ICAN HIST~Y 
e-'J\,b~LO C.lvtL.l'Z'ATiON 
tcc~MIC:S .SCC.toLOGV 
•AL6EBI<A i-~ 
· •9\GU~H LJT" ~Yc.HOL06Y 
Cliffs Course Outlines are keyed to 
your textbOok in these important 
courses. Next to having a private · 
tlllor, ·they're your bllSI way to keep 
from falling behind. Suggested test 
questions and final exam essay topics 
are Included for many courses. · 
Helpful index and bibliography aids 
in pre•exam review. Come in and 
look them over. 
• 
Available at: . 
11'-t Winrock t;.;ter . , {ti>~diic~ 
Albuquerque· · · · · ... DOOKSELJ.~;R. 
.. 
. . . 
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ldeotity Class Offered 
"EXPLORATION OF PERSONAL AND SEXUAL IDEN-
TITY" H.Ed. 447, is a one ~redil seminar offered for the fir$! time 
spring semester, 1975, and facilitated by the. UNM StudentHealtll 
Center staff, It will begin J<1nuary 21 and continue through March 
I J. It will be a two-hour cla~s held once weekly on Tuesdays from 
2-4 p.m. at the Student Health Center. Room 220. 
The class .size will be limited to 24 and an interview with one of 
the instructors will be necessary to be considered for enrollment . 
The three instructors are Effie Medford, M.D., coordinator for 
women:s serv!ces at Student Health and ~sst. professor of liealth 
Education: R rch;ud M. Levin, Ph.D., psychologist and coordinator 
of ment~l health tea!» at St.udent H.ealth, asst. professor in Dept. of 
Cou~selmg and Gutdance, U!'fM Gradu~te School of Ec;lucation .• 
and mstructor, Dept. of Ps.xch•atry, UNM School of Medicine; ;~nd 
Eileen Waldron, family planning practitioner at Student Health 
Center. 
To be scheduled for an interview, call277-'3136. :D 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ourself on the nia 
~ 
us your college degree 
an Air Navigator. 
There's challenge in it. There's excitement in it. 
There's responsibility in it. And there's a secute career 
in it-that offers extras like a flying officer's pay, 30 
days' paid vacation annually-plus a retirement pack· 
age you'll wind up enjoying while still young. · 
~rid let's not forget the promotions that foliQw as 
experience grows, 
How do you go about it7 
Apply for Air Force Officer Training. When you 
qualify, you'll' head for a 12-week course of specialized 
study that will turn you into an Air Force Officer. 
Once you're commissioned, you move on to training 
as an Air Force Navigator. 
Air ,torce Navigators. 
Sgt Don Poteat, . 2125 Wyoming Blvd. NE 
Phone 296-2345 or 766-2260 
or see him at the Career Services Office on Feb. 3. 
CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES 
IN INTELLIGENCE 
The Defense Inteiligence Agency is a unique independent organiza· 
tion responsible for gathering and interpreting information to meet 
diverse intelligence re9uirements of the Department of Defense. 
The nature and scope of our mission creates unusual opportunities 
for students mterestea m tne application of their education to the 
needs of intelligence and supportive areas of intelligence in the 
following fields: 
* BS/MS ComputerSciencc-ComputerProgrammer 
* BS/MS Library Science-Librarian 
~ BS Earth Science (Geology/Geography)-Photo lnterpreters 
* BS/MS Civif/Structural Enginerring-Physical Vulnerability 
Engineer 
*BAIMA Chinese, Middle Bast, and Russian Area Studies-In· 
telligence Research Specialist 
Civil Service stat1,1s (test) is not required. DIA hires direct and its 
employees enj~y liberal fringe benefits associated with Federal 
employment. A1lappHcants must be U.S. citizens and are subject to 
a thorough b:tckground inquiry. 
Interested students should contact their Placement Office- concern-
ing opportunities with DIA and upcoming campus interview dates. 
. . 
DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE 
AGENCY· 
·• • Civilian Personnell>ivision . 
·Recruitment Branch PM·Il> 
Th~ Pentagcfn . · 
Washington, D;C. 20301. 
. An Equal Opportunity Employeriii!f ::':: ',:.::c;,r·.~; : 
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Clty Axes PornogrQphy; 
Sex Out, Violence In 
By JON BOWMAN 
A hooded gnome ~trikes a bell, 'Fireworks are shot off a~ the. 
so undtraek carries a strained ch<;>rus culled from dubious 
Ameri.can folk tralliti<>ns. Linda Lovelace has just had. an <>rgasm. 
It may be her last in Albuquerque. , 
On .June 18th, Albuquerque. voters ventured into the streets to 
cast their ballots agai)!st "pornography." In December, a 
beleagured City Council ac.ted, establishing guidelines to define 
"obscene material" and creating a board of nine to review movies 
and other fotms of ''visual depiction" which might be. deemed 
obscene, 
The Board or Review will begin its operations April 1st and is 
.to judge obscene materiaJ which "appeals to the pru•·ie!lt i~tterest: 
· and which depicts, portrays or describes, sexual con9uct in a 
patently offensive way." Accordmg to the City Counc:il, acts that 
could be construed as offensive include "ultimate sex1.1al acts, 
normal or abnormal, or masturbation, excretory fllnctions, or 
lewd exhibition of the genitals~" 
While the ordinance is already being contested in the court 
system, it will undoubtedly remain intact in some form, And even 
in the event the courts give the .ordinance a complete shaft, the 
• fact that Albuquerqueans allowed one to be drafted says muc)i 
about o1.1r collective morality. Or to be exact, our duplicity. 
Imagine the following scene, A porno entrepeneur is sitting in 
court, flanked on one side by his or her attorney and on the other 
by a clerk who's frantically scribbling the record. The gallery is 
packed l)nd the j1.1dge is havingltrouble keeping o,rder, Someone 
stands. A Baptist. The judge grabs for his gavel. Another person 
stands. A profeli$or, Epithets are traded and it becomes apparent 
that melee will break out. It docs, growing into a brawl which in 
turn becomes a knoek-em·down, rip-em-up fight. Dresses are torn, 
shirts are stripped from jowled contestants as girdles arc tossed t9 
Scenes such as this one from the movie El Topo mightsoon be 
outlawed in Albuquerque. Meanwhile, the Earthquakes and 
Towering Infernos rolton. 
the wind. Exasperated, the judge sits silent, pruriently 
masturbating behind his stand to the sight of exposed breasts, 
buttocks and genitalia. . . • 
While a bit far-fetched, the scene contains within its 
exaggerations a kernal of truth. For latent in the drive to suppress 
pornography is a stronger drive for pornography of the closet 
variety .. Scratch someone who's against masturbation and you'll 
find someone ashamed to reveal a childhood spent scouring palms 
for loose hair. Likewise, tub up against a person Who considers 
excretion dirty and you 'II uncover a being whose Brook Brothers 
suit sleeves are lined with camoflouged snot, a being is passed in a 
ceaseless effort to eradicated the "heinie, ding•ding, poop·poop" 
complex in whatever shape it .assllmes, And finally, talk to 
someone bent on keeping the human body in its rightfully 
clothed state and YoU '11 come away eithet with the feeling that 
you've met with an android, or even more isidiously, that you've 
shared communion with a being under th.e influence of the 
"orgasm of disaster.'~ . . · • 
• The "otgasm of disaster!/ has always been· with us. It plays a . 
prominent role in. the B'il>le, in :most liwrature, throughout 
history, on the streets,. on our TV's, · in · our movies, ollr 
newspapel's" 11ttd even within the inner sanctliti!$ 'of government. It 
cannot; be :measured iii the way that Masters'& Johnscm plotted 
the physiology ofsexual orgasm, Yet its toqcll can be telt. All orte 
need do is pick up a copy of the .Journal or 'rrib. 
Scan .the headlines. On most days, the iOP' story will involve 
tornadoes, air crashes, earthquakes or a derivative thereof. With 
luck, h~n~eds or thoUsands have been killed. However, numbe~ 
rarely tnatter and even a scant death toll of ten or fifteen 1s 
usually enough to garner first page_;_ bannef headline status. 
(Continued on piliJe 35) · 
B.B. Emotes 
Shuggie Qnd the Blues K.ing 
By RODGER FRIEDMAN 
Albuquerque didn't get very 
dressed up to hear B.B. King, 
Bobby Blue Bland, and Shuggie 
Otis play blues at Civic 
Auditorium last Friday, January 
10. The audience was cas1.1al and 
friendly, and the performers 
responded with a concert nothing 
short of beautiful. 
It began witll two songs by 
Albuquerque's Wind and Silver, a 
competent nine·piece band who 
plays regularly at BC's Cocktail 
Lounge. Wind and Silver's short 
set was tarnished bY poor so1.1nd 
engineering, a problem which was 
never completely solved all 
evening. HariJlonies turned into 
solos because of non-functioning 
microphones. The ·audience could 
see Wind an d. Silver's flashy 
guitarist singing his head off into 
the microphone, bllt never heard 
his voice. Feedback also interfered 
with the music, 
The pleasant surprise of the 
evening was the Shuggy Otis 
Band. It was the first time all five 
members of the band had played 
together in concert, though the 
core of the band grew up together 
and have been playing together 
since they were in high school. 
Sh1.1ggie, small nnd intense, 
played dazzling spirals l)n, his 
gUitar to the upbeat boogie ofhis 
band. Each member carried his 
own solo with that same intensity 
and feeling on their instruments. 
The walking lines of the bass 
guitar not only served as a general 
underso1.1nd but would 
occ.assiortally surface over the 
music for a moment and then dive 
back in, stirrin waves in the band. 
Nate Morgan's piano particularly 
struck me. Joel Peshkin's horn 
blew the audience. The band dido 't 
care much about flash, but threw. 
all they had into their music and· 
played an inspired set. 
Bobby Bille Band is a 
professional singer and entertainer 
in the tradition of Little Mil ton. 
His brassy band (led by Mel 
Jackson) stayed strongly behind 
him never missing a note, while 
Shuggie: Boagieing SurP.rise 
Bobby sang sweet blues to the 
audience, smiling most of the 
time. He played a long set, 
improvising happily, fed bY thr,J 
nudience. I kept waiting for his 
heart, hut he never sang it out. 
Instead he gave a tP"el!t show, 
leading his" audience out of their 
seats with professionlll skill. 
B.B. King followed Bobby Blue 
· Bland's act. King had been playing 
concerts for mote than eighteen 
years, but judging from the- way 
he still feels the notes out of his 
guitar, blues has not . become 
routine for ,him. He sang from the 
gut, belting o1.1t the old songs as if 
he were making them up on the 
spot o1.1t of a crisis which 
happened yestetday. Afte.r every 
song he would quickly transfer 
the applause meant for him to the 
members <>f his band, stretching 
· his arm out to them Ed Sullivan 
style, and then returning his 
attention to his guitar. 
King played like a master, 
listening to his instrument, easily 
. 3~ 
(Photos by Miguel Gandert) · 
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·' ReUgion;:··Ph~risees and Sadduces Revisited. 
"New l% Old'' in terms of.the first Amendment, they have sl;wdered and persecqted directly from orsanized religion.'' obsession with the perversion o( 
Frederick Wab; in particillllr the financial side of one another: their well-inten·tfoned The Vatican is described as "the religio1.1s faith, and some of hiS 
(New and True, 19'14/54.00) this . relationshJe. i.e., · the tax;- but ignor11nt fanaticism broughl on world's largest ¢orpor11te stock· alleg11tions 11re questionable. But at 
· • "' • exe.mpt .status of. religious institu· ' P.rohibition •. which the natio. n paid holder (including .the stock o.f 11n his best he remmds me a lo.t of D. 
Jiy DAN BUTLER lions. In the words of one lawyer for in years of hypocrisy ;md Jaw- American corporation enga$ed in W. Grillith, the great American 
The local churches·have girded who studied the issue, fighting it up ·lessness. - . the!roduction of contraceptlvcs)." movie· maker of INTOLERANCE· 
their loins for the righteous e11er· . to .the S.upre. m.e .. C.ouri. in .. re. cent S .. exism. p.rev~t. ils in several An he complaihs that ''the US and BROKEN BLOSSOMS-the 
dons of a struggle against pornog· years, "JT .IS ESTIMATED THAT ·churches, too, with women as· Treasury department recognized idealistic and often naive, but ever r~p'*.,-a ridiculous coruroversy THE ANNUAL TAX AVOID· ·signed subordinate status. by many the Vatican as a foreign state and indignant enem,Y of fanaticism, 
w!lich _§uggests it m~y. be lime .to ANCE BY RELIGIOUS ORGA· denominations (Catholicism comes therefore e11empt from all IM· prejudice and bigotry. 
reconsider the f1,!nct10n~ and PriV· NfZATIONS APPROXIMATES to mind, along with the recent lltion," accountmg for a rec~nt In the expositions of its noblest 
ileges of organized religion in 11 F!VE POINT TWO BILLIONS,'' scandal of.o.rdination of women as ~ight of Vlltican capital into US apologists-TiJiich, Teilhard, Bu· 
secular community. The churt:hes Religious organizations are thus Episcopalian. ministers), Walz con~ mvestments, ber, _and Bu)tmann-re .. li~. ion .. is at. 
(some of them, atleasp liave been receiving an enormously luct~tive tends, on evidence like this, that Likewise he complains of the tractive, generous, hlgll·mmded: 
eager to take political stands, and · kind of 'specialtrelllm.ent' f. rom !he their pretense. <~f mo. raJ tea~hing. is theocratic state of Israel, which- he and· in practice many individuals 
·loc;dly and nationally churches government and the tax-paymg '''largely mythical, taken all m alL" describes as a racially-oriented are no less. But from the very 
make effective pressure groups op· · public, not all of wh~m slJpport the "CathOlics and ort~odox ra~bis . state where non-Jews are severely beginnings, religion has also been 
posing contraception, sell educa· churches or necessanly approve of .oppose humane abort10n nnd buth disadantaged," and the case is . plagued by the presence of shabby, 
tiom obscenity and abortion; yet their nntics. Five point two billions control; they oppose humane documented With news items culpable Sadducees and Pharisees, 
they have been ·conspicuously re· is a lot of money to lose in uncol: slaughte!ing Of meat ani.mals," he -some referring to acts of rabbin· who claim it for their own, and 
luctant to· lake high-minded stands lected taxes; so we have a right to notes, '.they oppose 'mixed mar· ical courts in .Israel in recent years, issue loud denunciations of those 
on even more imporla!ll i_ssueslike llsk what activ.ities this enormous· riages' and some forbid burial in ilnd another citing the 1972,resolu· who are actually better by far than 
violence, militamm, amnesty, or subsidy is going ·for, and what . non-sectarian cemeteries," He .cites tion of the UN Human Rights they. 
continuing US suppprt of reprcs· justifies the churches' claim to be their "cruelty to animals" (Kosher Commission "charging Israel with There seems. to be some kind of 
sive dictatorships. . • . . , 'charitable' or 'benevolent' institU· slaughter methods) and "intermi· war crimes aginstthe population of historical dialecti_c working here: 
.·. In the light of some of theu lions, whose work is clearly in the nable political activity .. , as some the occupied territones." churches form themselves around 
shenanigans, it's worth rethinkihg public interest. of theu conduct det;imental to the ·an- original idealism which even· 
il1e relationship of church and state . \ ~osberCruelty . welf11re of societ.)'." ·· Religlo11s Perversion tuallybecomes corrupted, and then 
Frederick Wal~, the New York Vatican Into Contraceptives The case against organized reli· a call for Reformation is issued by 
more Blues 
(Continued from page'·3J) 
bringing music out of its silence. 
He played with his eyes shut. 
grimacing out the long double·E's. 
Unfortuantely therll was a time 
limit on the concert, and it was 
running late, so B.B. 's set was cut 
short. 
But the specinl feature ot the 
show was to B.B. l\jng and Sweet 
Bobby Bland on stage together. 
King defied the scheduled end of 
.the concert and• called . both 
Ilobby Blue l!Jand· and Shuggie 
Otis onto the stage with him. 
. 1-'he ea.~e which the performers 
felt with the audience became 
outright friendship . during the 
r;~vertime sel:. Bland and King 
joked together. Someone handed 
cans ·or beer to each of them. 
Eventuruly schedule won out 
over inspiration, and the 
performers were hurried into. their 
last song, and audience 
participation number ---from the 
album which King and Bland 
recently made together . _ 
And the concert was over. It 
had been a long and varied night, 
combi'ning music and 
showmanship into a satis(ying 
blues show. 
attorn~y who authorized New vs, Quoting the National Council of gion has been made many times persons. demanding a "cleansing of 
Old, insists that "the i\foresaid ta~ Churches, Wub: notes that "one before-in the poetry of Lucretius, the temple,'' But the reformed 
e~temption constitutes an involun· quarter of the Protestant churches the stories of Voltaire, the scathing church itself becomes, .in turn, an 
tary payment by plaintiff to the jn America owned more than two phrases of Marx, and the reasori'cd establishment-a scandal and 
aforementioned rehglous organiza. hundred million dollars of securi- tones of Bertrand Russell-not to offense to the truly dllhteous, and 
lions." As plaintiff he argued be- ties in war industry corporations in men!ion many others. The boo.k by a haven for the hypocntes. So it ·has 
'fore the high cour~ ~e was "n<!l a 1971.'' An AP news item from attorney Walz is spoil~d by th,e gone for centuries, and the process 
member of any rehg10us orgamza. Marc. h 1974 q\I.Otes. Mormon leade. r anger, even monomama, of h1s shows no signs of being at an end. 
tion as referred to herein, rejecting Spencer Kimball as saying "that he . . .· · . , . · · 
them as hostile," and he demanded docs not expect the church to lift its ~ · . . ~ · - . ~.· 
an end to theirtax•exempt status as ban on full participation for~ • ¥ •••  ••••• 
in violation of the Establishment blacks." ~nd the late and, unlamen· . . . •. ..:~~...... -., 
Clause and the Free Exercise ted Cardmal Spellman IS remem· We Still Have A G•eat 
Clause of the First Amendment. It bered for insisting several years ago . · · . - -I 
is noteworthy that the American thnt "It is' unthinkable that we s J t • f 
Council of Churches did not OJ1· !~ave ~iet Nam without military . •. e ec IOD 0 • ··~····· 
pose his case, and .through a public VICtory. 'These are, alas, but a few sh·- ·&. P. t t :.·:.:~:~;:~;··· .. ' 
spokesman conceded th;ll "tax ex- of the many examples. Irts an s a ' C.olool.& Unl'"'"• lolmottl 
emption of churches has for some Focusing on the churches' world· - Alb"""""""·N.M.B710G 
time. b~cn suspect, n10rally and 1¥ goods, W!llzinsi.st.s "thcirpret~n- ~ E D HOT "~NTs· 
theolo'g1cally." s1ons to bemg charitable seem m· . · -
Walz made his argument. as an compatible with their accumulated 
independent New Testament wealth, variously estimated at up to 
Christian who considers that or- one hundred eight billions," and he 
ganize~ !elig!on is a perv~rsion of goes on to note that, "including 
true spmtuahty, H. e looks m horror: dependents, there must be nearly ~ ...._ ....._ ...._...,. ... ~· A·...,. ...,. ...... •. ~·, 
at the record of organized religion one million who derive their living .......... .. .. .. 
in the USA, and finds a great -
discrepancy between what they ~~~iiii:iiiiii;;;tJ'iiii50iC~;;::c;;:;;;:;;;;;;:~~o;;:q;;:q;;~;:o;;;:o;;;oii<!J;f40i2i~~~;;::c;;::c;;i;;p;;;a;;;:;Jii:;,;<J;;ieK' 
preach and what they practice. • 
Sounding off about benevolence ~~~~01>1#~~~~"""'1 
and brotherhood, some churches 
have owned slum tenements and 
opposed reformist tenement house 
·Jaws; they fought child labor .laws; 
NOW-NO NEED TO SHOP 
BIKING IS f'UN 
-' 
. 
We Now-Offer Albq's 
Lowest Prices On: 
eBICYCLES 
ePARTS 
eACCESSORIES-
·•REPAIRS. 
•• 
THE 'BIKE SHOP 
. 823 YoJe S.E. 0 842·9100 
Colors~ hand 
stained brown, 
natural antiqued. Men's and Women's 
Regular $27.95 ·to <l'J•'-·-"'~'l 
Special $16.95 
Monterey Boots, ·and- Shoes. 
926 Juan Tabo NE at Lomas 
294~0050 
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GUILD THE:.'ITR€ 
- . presents 
everything you wanted .. 
to linow afiout SEX I 
We ougtn to give a prize to anyone who could sit through 
these Woody Allen films and keep a straight face. Anything - 1 we co&.~ld say about the plc;Jts would only serve to detract 
from the nonsense created bY one of this generation's 
greatestcomlcs. JAN 17-18 
'~lee.PeC'' 
• 
JAN 19 20 
.. 
baaaaas 
JAN 21-23 
the 
GUlLD THEATRE 
present~ 
A sensual 
l<e'isfon9 
.. .,,. 
-.~ .... •·. ·.·· 
A fast·rnoving French entry that has enough . con'li'c 
overtones to .keep you laughing and enough.. twentieth 
c~ntury madness to keep reality firmly in focus. A smash in 
France. · 
JAN 31-FEB 6 
the -. 
GUILD THEATRE: 
resents 
PROGRAM: 
1. The Last Christmas Dinner 2. The Electric Polisher 
3. Entracte: Jeanne Moreau sings: When Love Dies 
4. The Virtue of Tolerance (Le Roi de Vvetot) 
with .Froncolse Amoul and Femand Sardou. 
Three tales from the greatest of all French directors, 
This film shows the master In all his varied moods. An 
absolute smash In all Its engagements, thlt film Ia • 
definite must for anyone who recognizes film as a true 
art form. 
JAN 24-30 
at the 
H-OFFMANTOWN 
THEATRE 
THE MOST HILARIOUS 
WILDEST MOVIE 
IS HERE! 
EnaaaemEm 
·/ .--.--n--, 
.a 
rJ 
,-, 
·K118apill 
"Insanely 
funny, 
.outrageous 
and 
irreverept. '' · 
-PLAYBOY 
MAGAZINE 
. Filii 
Now Playing 
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''Where We A. II Belong" 
The Marshall Tueker Band 
(C11prlcorn Records/ZC 0145) 
... . . 
By MA.UIUCE MORRIS 
The Marshall Tucker Band, on 
'this double album "Where We All 
Belong" (one record Jive, one stu-
dio), plays many different kinds of 
music from country through rock 
to straight blues. But what is clear 
after bearing ''Where We All Be-
long". is ,that the M;usball Tucker 
Band belongs right where they've 
been all along-country rock. Ac-
tu.ally, maybe it ought to be called 
rock-country; the music is closer to 
rock, though the country roots arc 
obVious. 
The first two sides, which were . 
recorded in the studio, start with 
some solid country music and 
move into rock with more horns 
and less Oute than on their previous 
records. 
But it is on the live sides that the 
band come's alive, especially on "24 
hours at a time," a fong and excit· 
ing jam which moves through a 
variety of' musical styles and solos, 
Charhe Daniels is featured as a 
"special guest" on fiddle. . • . . 
Side four starts· with basic 
Southern electric blues and closes 
with "Take the Highway," prob-
ably the band's best known song. 
The blues aren't done badly, but 
the Tucker Band doesn't 
Lobo 
Review 
·of 
·Records 
.. 
on uadilional materia.l. It c;~rries 
· the same sort of uptempo folk 
tunes, with modernized Iynes, with 
modern intention in the form ·of 
the electric rock band instruments, 
particularly the Iiddle which is as 
quick aod breezy as any hoedown. 
The arrangements arc very inter-
esting, Songs such as 'N ighttown 
. Boy,' 'The Blind Can't Lead the 
Blind,' and 'Stars' pphold the 
original intentions of traditional 
folk material, to c01rry a feeling, a 
mood, to be light ·and airy, to 
capture stories of unusual chara.c· 
ters 11nd events. Horslips continues 
this trend in listening in the con· 
temporary flow of rock music. 
"Do If Baby" 
The Miracles 
(Tamiii/T6-33451) 
. . ... 
already h~ard from t~e All'!;'a!l 0 · · by JOHN RUCKER .. 
Brothers. Take the H1ghw~y., 1s Ever since Smokey Robinson lefl 
raster and louder than the or1gmal, the Miracles to pursue a career on 
and clearly show.s the .Band's spark, his own, the group has been tQrn 
They prove wllh th!s album th~t · between tryin.g to cop).' the. vocal 
they can play maf!Y ,km~s of mus1c style of Robmson an~ trymg to 
competently, but II 1s With country create their own sound .. 
rock that the Marshall Tucker "Do It Baby" is yet one more .in 
Band shines, a chain of albums which keep 
"Dancehall Sweethearts" Miracles fans satisfied ·but which 
Horsllps attract few new admirers. 
(RCA/CPL i-0709) Those who . enjoyed the alto 
' • . + • voice of Robinson will find this 
by JEFFREY HUDSON latest collection by Ronnie White, 
Rock ·mUsic-for the lack of ·;t Pete Moore, Bill Griffin and Bobby 
ID!Jre defining term-is the sound ~f Rogers satisfactory. The polish we 
th~ present generation of rnus1c. have come to expect from the 
Rock music (we could call it ampli· Miracles is still there and the bar-
tied music) has been the combining monies are well done, but there is 
point for classical, folk, blues; reg- nothing new. The cuts from this 
gac with instruments of the present, album could. have come from at-
the future: electric guitars, moog most any previous Miracles' al-
synethesizers. The current inllux, bums. 
most inspired by the archive The title cut is ohe of the weak· 
gathering of Steeleye Span, is the est on the album. The Miracles 
traditional Englisli folk ballad arc too experienced a group to 
-jigs, reels; updated, amplified. record a total disaster, and the song 
Horslips' first album, "The has some redeeming qualities, but 
. Tain.': was a mod-ernization con~ on the whole, it is stale. 
cept piece based on an Irish Ballad. "Up. Again," like "Do It Baby" 
Tlie album worked well. Keeping was written by the team of Freddie 
the myth intact, keeping the orlgi- Perren and Christine Yarrian, a 
nallyrics on the most part, the Tain songwriting duo that the group 
was brought back to life. with the would be well advised to stay away 
use of electric mandolins, violins, from in the future. 
and ke,Yboards. "Up Again" .combi!les lyrics like . 
S~T~Ih~:e~~~r~·. r::· ;~· ~n:~a~l:b~. u~:m~~·~ "'Pancehall "Into each hfe ram falls/then the alive comes the snow/but after the snow 
~-.-
i that is even more insipid, if that is year) voted him number Ol)ll this "CC · 
pO'ssiblc. . . . . . ; , · . )'!,'.art .. , , . · . · · .•. ·~ 
. Neither "Where Arc You Gojng Air this ;~s for a vr.ry good.r~ason <» . 
My Love" nor ''What .is. A Heart. -;-Benson IS a p~enom~nally apvel!· .~ 
Good For" arc going to win the twe. J~2:~ mus1c1an. Hjs .p.rPW!1Ss !S Z • 
Miracles millions of converts but· exhtbJted besl qn th1s album by ~ 
Mlracles fans won't cqmplain .. "My !:<~tin llr~ther." "Take five" ~ · • 
.N~ither song demonstra.tcs any· (y~s •. pe.smo·o· .d.r t~me,but wlo,,sax, ~ , 
thmg new, bqt they arc tlw type of th1s lime), and. Full Com pas~. All g 
production b<~llads•thal the Mitil· or these ~uts feat~re Bcn~on s .sor· t:l 
clesare justly famed for. geous!y ,m1agmat!ve, .fllc~le flights. !!. . 
Side oM dies with "You Are a~d ~1mllarly facile, msp1rcd elec· "l 
Love,'' 11 song which could be tnc pmno by K;enny Barron, to< 
played at low volume. to produce· While. the above C\11,$ are really t 
an effective luiiiJbye. Unfqrtunate- exciting, arranger/c.onductor Don • 
ly, the song was Jntendcd to be a Sebesky-replete with a vapid and ~ · 
bit more funky. " · anachronistic orchestral. ·. menag- g 
No song Ofl side two will disap· erie-detracts from "Take Five," '<i 
point followers of the· Miracles. absolutely rl.lins "The .. Changing' ,.. 
Leon Ware's "Give Me Just An• World;" (a ballad wbere Ron Car· ~ 
other Pay" is quietly soulful and is ter's only acoustic bass work is set · ~ 
perhaps the best song on the " jn gen!le · melodic/rhythmic ~ ; 
album. It deserves more than the tradeolfs with . Benson), gives a ' 
light AM play it has been getting. movie-theme detriment . to "No 
"Po It Baby" is already a big Sooner Said Than Done" (good 
seller, and fans of the Miracles solos by Benson and Barron "Shaft 
shouldn't hesitate to buy the Theme"-esquc rhythm guitar gar· 
album. Others might lind it worth bage by Phil Upchl.lrc:li}, and domi-
buyin&, but wm probably wonder ~f nates the horrid, saccharine, totally 
the M 1racles have made any mus•· non-Jazz muzak piece: ''Summer 
cal advances in all their years Wishes, Winter Dreams." . · 
together. Beyond $ebesky's detriments, 
"DIId Benson" the only criticism of this disc con-
George Benson sists of two facts, First, while Ben· 
(CTI/CTI-6045-Sl) son and Barron are superb soloists, 
• • • they lack the abilitY to be inventive 
By THOMAS LINDSEY as accompanists when the other is 
Jazz guitarist George Benson is soloing (as, say, John McLaughlin 
highly regarded by his musician behind Miles. or Monk behind 
peers. At a gig here recently, fellow Coltrane, or Coltrane behind 
Jazz guitarist Howard Roberts cited Monk!): second, bass/cello Jazz 
him as one of his favorites: .and virtuoso and innovator Ron Car-
although the Playboy readers poll ter, heard on. electric bass here, 
placed him 23rd, the All-Stars (pro- never even approaches what he is 
musicians who won or placed last · capable of on this album. . 
MAMMA ROSA 
ITALIAN RESTAURANT & PIZZERIA c 
.- . ' 
HOME MADE ITALIAN DISH£S 
THE ORIGINAL 
NEOPOLtTAN & SICILIAN 
Spaghetti Dinners PIZZA 
Hot Hero .Sandwiches 
Plattf!rs & .Soups Calf"Ahead For Take Out 
ACROSS rROM THE 
HII.AND THEATRE: 
4811 Central N.E. Alb., N.M. Jack & Rose 
do with · haven't ~~-b-as_e_d Oio~w;e~r;s~g~ro~w;·~·;w;i~th~a;· m;;e~lo;d~y;l~in;c;· ~~~~~~;;;;~~;;~;;~;;;;~~~~~;;~~~~~ 
DISCOOtiT 
~RICES!. 
. 
WHERE YOU CAN GET EVERYTHING! 
LflttG·ELLS 
ART SUPPLY 
COMMERCIAL/ F'INE ART SUPPLY 
RUB-ON TRANSFER LETTERING 
AIR 13RUSHESt.StLK SCREEN/ 
SIGN SUF»PLiES/P()StER BOARD -
STENCILING MkTE~IALS/CLAY I 
WOOD CARVING TOOLS /CRAFT/~ 
MACRAME/CANDLE SUPPLIES 
DRAFTING SUPPLIES AND PAPERS 
,FINE CUSTOM FRAMING 
METAL SECtiON/PLASTIC FRAMES 
2510 CENTRAL AVE. 266·3211 
ACAOSS FROM JOHNSON GYM· 
3600 4th ST. N. W. 344·5002 
.. _, ·- - ~-:.;.,_.-......... ,..;.;..~ 
2937 Monte Vista N. E. 
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(Photo by 
Linda Brings .Deep .Throat 
. \ 
A little too late tQ review, but the last concert of the fall 
semester brought Linda Ronstadt with a great voice and a "damn 
fine" band. Tagging along was Goose Creek Symphony with a 
good sound but a variety like a marching.band. 
l 
City_ Axes .Pornography 
(Continued from page 3 1) 
If nature an<t chance don't come through on a varticular day, 
the madcaP adventures of .a single crazed maniac will suff!c!'· 
While visiting Philadelphia recently, l was treated to the exphc1t 
detail$ of a 16 year old's murder of his father. Giving the murder 
'daily front page coverage, "l>IiTIIy's papers reveled "tlielr readers . ' 
with a tale of cord whipping, of torture, ot' a youngster's rage as 
epitomized in the act of dousing his father with gasoline, lighting 
the torch and ths,n hiding the charted body in the bush beside a' 
., rarely used highway. Meanwhile, thousands died of starvation in 
northern Africa. The tale of their plight was buried on page C·6, 
somewhere between the funnies and the Women's section. 
Drought in Africa doesn't effect us like other disllSters do. It 
lacks orgasm. There's no potential to vicariously relieve the 
situation as few of us can either conceive or wish to exist in a 
prolonged state of suffering. Most of us can, ho~ever, fantasize a ' 
gruesome, one·shot murder of someone we don t lik~. Most of us 
can imagine an earthquake or tornado where bodtes are tom 
about us while we watch and enjoy our continued existence 
amidst so much destruction. For disaster to be orgasmic, it must 
have at its core an element of prurience. 
Albuquerque's .Board of Review will be examining prurience, 
opening up the possibility that material which panders the stuff 
might be censored. Individuals who persist in distributing banned 
material will face fines or jail sente11ces or both. The "bums" who 
- frequent porno palaces will be back on the streets where they can 
be arrested for loitering, vagrancy and &!orderly behavior and 
then be toeked up. Albuquerque will be safe again. Or will it? 
Fight Inflation 
Shop at Twiggy's 
Sizes 3-13 long and short dresses 
Prices you can't beat; under $20.00 
12-5 Tues.-Sat. 
Open evenings by appointment 
,. 
Twt33g:s. _ 
Lou.;f:.i.,ue. 
Hard to find, but worth the time! 
4215 Menaul NE 
"'' .. 
BORED WALK 
Petcrso11 are now on display at 
Jonson Gallery and will he Ro 
until Jan. 31st. The gallery is 
ope o daily except Mon!iAY 
from noon to 6 pm, 
13ored Wal/1 is .a calendar of 
mlldia and arts events published 
weekly by the Lobo, If you know 
of events whi<:h · should be 
included bUt which aren't, call us 
at 277·4204, We'd· like to hear 
from you, 
GalltuY: Works by Walter 
Batnbrook and Leona Turner 
are b11ing shown at the Fine 
Mt& Gallery or the State 
Fair(lrounds through Ja11,. 26th. 
Open Tues.-Sun., 1:.30 tq 5 
Concert: "Laud to the NatiVity," 
an oratorio by Ottodno. 
Respighi, will be performed . 
Sunday at 4 pin at the St. 
Mark's on the Mesa Episcopal 
Church. The concert will 
feature the St. Mark's Senior 
Choi~ a~ Well •as members of t11e 
Albuquerque Symphony 
Orchestra Wirid Ensemble. 
Dance: 'rhe Arts & .crafts .Fair to 
be h~>ld Saturday at the 
Wyoming Mall will feature 
performances by five daltce 
troupes; Clarita's Flamenco., 1 
pm; Ballet Folklorlco, 2 pm; 
Albuquerque Dance Theatre, 3 
pm; t)Je Mime Expeximent, 4 
pm; Ballet de los Jovencitos,. 6 
pm. The performances are Cree 
and sponsored bY the City 
Parks & Recreation 
Department. 
Film: Audubon Wllderness 
tonight presents 
''Twentieth•Century 
Wilderness" at 7:30 pm ln 
Popejoy, 
Film: The Guild schedule for the 
following week features the 
Brazilian film "Black 9rpheus" 
tonight and Thursday; 
"Everything you wanted to 
know about Sex'' on Friday 
and Sat.; "Sleeper" on Sun. and 
Mon.; and then ''BananllS" to 
end the week. The midnight 
movie this week is "The Loved 
One," based on the Evelyn 
Waugh novel. 
Film: Moving Pictures .Limited is 
AI buquorq.ue's only fllm 
society and offers films on 
alternate Saturdays. For 
information, call 268-!i879. 
Drama: "Barefoot in- the Park" 
opens tonight at the Barn 
Dlnner Theatu. For 
reservations, call 281·3338. 
Lecture: The Symphony of Life 
will speak Sunday at 7:30 pm 
in the Honors Center Lounge. 
Free. 
Lecture: The Central NM 
Audubon Society will present 
James Karo speaking on "The 
Photography of Birds" this 
Thursday at 7:.30 pm in the 
Astronomy Building •. Free. 
Gallery: Eighteen serigraphs (silk 
screen Paintings) by Gwen 
pm, 
Mu$cum: Two special ·cxhiblts are 
now on !lisplay nt the UNM 
Arts Museum in the FinQ Arts 
Ccnte.r. The UNM Friends or 
Art Exhibit will close Jan. 
19th, while the other exhibit, 
fcatul'ing photography by 
Walter Pctcl,hans, Florl!nce 
Henri and Con~uelo Knnaga will 
hang until Feb. 2nd. The 
museum is open from 10 am to 
5 pm on Tues.-Fri. and 1·5 pm 
on Sundays and it Is free to 
UNM student~. 
Museum: A display of Indian 
. ... -~- ~- .. 
--"-"'~'"""'--,_--~·,o .-. 
tc11tUes and Qnother of ~he Arts. 
of AllliilliH Peru can now he 
.~een at tllc UNM Maxwell 
Museum of Anthropology. Tho 
museum is open 9am·4pm on 
Mon,-F!•i., l0a.m·4pm on 
Saturday and 11:30 Am to 4 
pm on Sunday, 
Mu~cum: t'he Museum of 
Albuquerque (located in the 
old. munioipal . ail•port huil!ling 
on Yale) now hosts two special 
exhibit$, ''Fifteen 
Con.temporary Mexican 
Adists" will. run through Fe)), 
2nd, while 1 ' Pre-Hispanic 
Ceramics from the Southwest 
(150•1640 AD)'' will show 
through Apri,l 27th, 
Physics-,----g 
Ji---Studentsl 
Change of instructors. 
The new instructors are: 
151-KieffabJ:lr 
157-Kieffaber 
262-Howarth 
308-Pface 
Very Fine 
European 
Indonesian 
Food 
Sandwiches 
Reasonable Prices 
Hours Dtlily/11 am to 12 am 
Telephone 765·5671 
1600 Central SE 
Crystaltl.elf 
Crystal 
""''" 
' 
JOHNNY 'YINrrJ1}ll.~· 
lind the James Colton Band 
Thursttay, January 3~, 1975 
7:311 P.M. • Civic Auditorium 
. -~-- ---.... ·----· -'"··-· "-~ .... 
11CltU ldllili£ )f: stl unliS · W StiEU • UfDIIlf'J • JllliiUK'S 
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Lobos Take WAC Lead ~ . 12·d!ly layoff before their first WAC gam"' bqt luckily it was at home. UNM pcver trailed bUt the 
'1.'okes stayed close until near the 
end of the first half when the 
Lo bos scored 11 unanswered 
points. Leading scorer: Hagins 25. 
Leading rebounder: Hagins 10. 
Attendance: 14,27~. 
Jpn 11. 
A crowd of 14,804 saw th.e 
Lobos go 2·0 in WAC plaY 
defeating the Rams, a team that 
defeated UTEP 75-74 in. E! Paso Z 
!he night before. The Lobos hit ~ Siuce facing a 70·.50 smot!ledng 
at tile !lands of Texas Tech on 
Dec, :1.41 tile UNM basl1etb:UI team 
has ·steadily put the pieces 
together and now finds itself in 11 
two·"*Y tie with .A-rizona State 
for the first place in the. WAC 
With a. 2·0 record. The Lobos a~e 
9·3 overall. 
At the beginning of the season 
l;ihe Lobos needed someone to 
take up the offet1sive !:lUnch that 
W!L~ vacated by All•W AC forward 
Bernard Hardin. That slack bas 
~~ 
··~· 
.~,. .. ~ 
Pat king was named to the all 
toumament--team at the 10th 
Lobo lnvlte. He scored 18 polnts, 
against Stanford. 
been. picked up by 6·7 center Bill 
Hagins who is· averaging 15.2 
points a game. 
• Rich Pokorski follows with a 
13,8 average with guards Bob 
Toppert (11.0) and Pat King 
(10.8) also in double figures. 
UNM has had its usual off-court 
problems. Freshman guard RickY 
Williams· almost left the -team for ' 
good when he went home to 
Buffalo, N.Y. after · the L.obos 
returned from the 'l'rojan Classic 
in Los Angeles. He returned after 
the Lobo Invite the following 
weekend and rejoined the team 
after tl\U,ing to conch Norm 
Ellenberger. He has yet to. plaY in 
·a game ~ince then. Bruce Battle 
als.o missed the Lobo Invitational 
wh.en 'he was suspended for 
missing practices. He's played in 
home area, hit on ~even of seven 
from the floor to take high point 
honors with 17. USC defeated 
Vanderbilt in its first round !,lame, 
Leading scorer: Pokorski )7, 
Leading rebounder: Hagins 11. 
Att,: 4,560. 
21 of 23 free throws to add to tile ,.iS: 
margin. Leading scorer: Pokorski x 
19. Le11ding rebounder: Pokorski ;:;· 
UNM 85, COLORADO STATE 70. 11. Attendance: 14,807. ~ j · 
Daily Lobo 
Sports 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 84, 
UNM 74, Dec. 21. 
Although they lost. it, the 
UNM·USC gamll has bllen touted 
as one of the best. games a UNM 
both games since, team has ever played. The Trojans, 
Will Smiley, who had been ranked fifth in the nation, started 
practicing. with the Lobos while ~a front line of 6·9, 6·10 and 6:~. 
awaiting sentencing for a rape bUt the Lobos stayed close untd 
conviction wl!s given n five year the closing minutes playing superb 
tf,!rm. . ' · defense and pa'tiently waited for 
And finally bond had to be the good shot on offense. Bill 
payed for traffic warrants issued Hagins was named to t.he 
to Hagins and Battle after they all·toutnament team. Leadmg 
didn't appear for separate alleged scorer: Hagins 23. Leading 
trafic violations that occurred Dec, r e b o u n d e r : Hagins 11 · 
6. · Attendance: 4,904. 
T..,XAS TECH 7Q, UNM 50. Dec. UNM 95, ARMY 65. Dec. 27. 
14: Freshman Norm Cacy showed 
The game was publici~ed as the ·an enthusiastic crowd why he was 
'worst conte~t an J!Jllenbergcr an Ail-American in high school 
coached UNM team has played, as scoring a career high of 20 points 
the Red Raiders ended a ·seven to give the Lobos its easiest 
gatne winning string tlie Lobos victory of the season, and a ticket 
hll.d against them. 1he loss also · into the finals of the lOth annual 
'gave UNM a 3·2 record, the worst Lobo lnvitational. ·stanford 
start ever under J!lllenberger defeated Illinois, 89·76 to also 
during his three years as hell'd advance to thE! finals. Leading 
coach. L.eading scorer: Tappert. s~:orer: Cacy 20. Leading 
12. Leading rebounder: Hagins r e b o ·u n d e r : Hagins 1 7. 
18. Attendance: 6,526. Attenda11ce: 14,163. 
UNM 85, ABILENE CHRISTlAN UNM 78, STANFORD 63. Dec. 
63. Dec. 18. 28. 
The Lobos led only 34-32 at Once again the Lobos faced a 
halfth'ne otl their home floor but tall PAC-8 team with a front line 
came out and scored 51" points·in of 7·0, 6·8 and 6·6, but this time 
the second hll.lf. The 'Cats held' the Lobos we1•e on their home 
Hagjns to his worst game of.the court and nothing was going to 
season, allowing him only one keep them frciin winning their 
point. Leading scorer: King, eighth invite in ten years. Hagins 
Pokorski: Hi. Leading rebounder: was voted the· tournament's. most 
Hagins 9. Att. 13,0QO. valuabe player and King made the 
all-tournament team. Leading 
.§: 
'< 
UNM. 72, JACKSONVILLE 64. scorer: Hagins 21. Leading The Most Valuable' Player: Center Bill won the. honor at 
Dec. 20. r e b o u n d e .r : Hagins 1 2 · Lobo Invitational but has been the team's MVP a!/,year. Here he goes. • 
UNM won the right to advance Attendance: 14.,503. to the finals of the Trojan classic against Stanford's 7-footer Rich Kelley. Hagjns scored 21 points 
by defeating the Dolphins in Los UNM 79 WYOMING 62. Jan 10. compared to 15 for Kelley in the championship game. rhe Lobos won 
Angeles. Pi>korski, playing in his , The Lobos were faced with a 78-63. 
----~------------~------------~-=--==~~~ ··-------~------. 
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I REGISTRATION FOR ' I 
c••r•• 
A resource cenler for information 
permining to individual and 
group growth 
Aquorlon B.ooks 
Christion Books 
P~ychology Books 
Asttology Books 
Health Books 
ffiotlv.otlon Books 
Frontiets of Science 
Poropsychology. Books 
Pora:physics Books 
115 Harvard(\venueS.E. 
265-.6557 or 265-9335 
a·~~ • • e r , T_ "-
I UNDERGRADUATE SEMINAR. 
. I 
I PROGRAM COURSES I 
~I . I 
Registration for the U. S. ·p. will take place on I I ' Sat..,rday, January 18, 1975 at 9:00 a.m. at'the 1 
I. , Hon,ors Center ~(Humanities. Bldg., · ground leyel, 
I west wing). U. S. P ... courses are offered on a first I come first served basis-numbers will be given out 1 
I to early arrivals at 8:00' a.m. Brochures with 
schedule and descriptions are available at the I 1. Honors Center any .time. .I 
··-·------------· 
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It'll ~ Lobos On 
,.; ~ Television ~ 
• The UNM basketball team will 
,8 take on the number ten and 
,S nu~ber ~2 teams in the ~ation 
;;., Fr•day .mght and Saturday when 
1f4 !hey go west and take on Arizona ~ and Arizona State. The Satul:daY g "'afternoon game against ASU will 
'i< be the television. WAC game of the 
~ week, beginning at 3:00. 
The LQbos are currently tied t with tbe Sun Devils for first place 
Z in the conference with 2·0 
.,: records •. ASU defeated Brigham 
':. Young 110·80 and Utall 96·93 
if la$t weekend, both on the road. 
A. UNM won its two home games 
ll.gainst Wyoming (79·62) and 
Colorado State (85·70). 
Assistant coach Dennis H<!dges 
compates• .A.rizonll. State with 
Southern California, a team Which 
defeated the Lobos by te11 points 
earlier this year. ''They are big, 
and they Jove to run," Hodges 
. said~ · 
'. 
The Sun Devils are led by 
Lio!lel Holli!ls who will probably 
go an the f1rst round of the pro 
draft. HQllins 1\ 6·4 guard is 
averaging 16.3 points a game 
which is fourth in the WAC. 6·10 
Scott Lloyd will start at center 
and is averaging 13.1 points a 
contest. The forwards are 6·8 Jack 
Schrader (9.9) and 6·2 Rudy 
White (13.1) . 
!'He's really a guard but he's 
been starting at forward the .last 
!hree games,'' said llodges about 
White. . . 
The Lobos will take on 12th 
ranked Arizona Friday llight at 
7:3 5. Hodge's said Arizona plays a 
differ~nt style of basketball than 
they did last year when they were 
a run and gun te~m. 
"They have one of the 
conferenee's IM!st big men· in Bob 
Elliott at the post and they try to 
work it in to him," he s.aid. 
Elliott is second in the WAC in 
scoring with a 22,5 average and AI 
Fleming, a 6·8 forward is third at 
18.1. Jim Rappis is ninth with a 
14.2 average at guard. 
Mike ,Patterson sustained a 
cracked ankle and will not play at 
A-rizona. The Lobos will start 
Bruce Battle and Rich Pokorski at 
' • the forwards, Bill Hagins at center 
and Bob Toppert and Pat King at 
the guards. 
DOYOUNEBD 
. CAS'H'I 
flnll1o-1WIIk 
Mttlwlci'WIIkll 
BLOOD 
PLASMA 
DONOR t::ENTEit --
8 am to 5 pm 
Taesday - SaturC:Iay 
DO.CtORIN 
RESIDENCE 
842-8981. 
AlBUQUERQUf 
1307 CENTRAL NE 
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Your Campus Sound Center 
• 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
for 25 Years 
Offering 
Complete service facilities. 
Recycled equipment. 
Equal level speaker compdrison. 
Knowledgeable & experienced consultants. 
Carefully selected and pre~tested components. 
Trade~ins to save you money. 
(i)·c:rown TAIIIDBERG TEAC TfiORENS 
B.ack to School Discounts .Featuring: 
Automobile Tape DeckseBiank Tapes (CasseHes) 
Stereo HeadphoneseAutomatlc Turntables 
~-· .. .j_, -· 
,.,;- ~M"-7" 
., 
illtlnfosh 
Special Package Prlceselnventory Clearance Speclcilt 
• 
ALTEC 
A'dvent~Mbrantz 
Garrard~Shure 
Package 
For ell the music in a moderate budget range, wlf 
have combined the MARANTZ 20f 5 with the 
smaller ADVENf loudspeakers. The smaller AD· 
VENTS are capable of reproducing music from the 
'lowest audible notes to the highest. MARANTZ 
2015 AM/FM stereo rei:eivet has ample power and 
a sensitive tuner. For automatic turntable with this 
system, we choose the GARRARD M.4.2S and 
SHURE cartridge. 
Specrar $444 
. Thefirst 
factocyoauthori:ed 
sale, ever! 
Garrard Zero 1 OOC 
This is a once•in-a·lifctimc oppor• 
tunity! The Garrard Zero 100c automatic 
turntable, top of the Garrard line, with the 
exclusive Zero Tracking Error Tohearm that 
eliminates an important cause of distor· 
tion. Plus a top·quality magnetic: cartridge 
withellipticalaiamond stylus. Plus a deluxe 
base. Plusadustcover. 
Headphones 20% Off · 
Scotch Brand 
• 
HE-C60 Cassettes 
Price Sale 
Car Stereos 
I 
Aiko 
Boman 
Panasonic 
Craig 
Aiwa 
Car Stereos 
0 
3011 MONTE VISTA N.E. 
(Ntlarr~~~~ Central N.E.) 
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~·LOBO P·REY:.Six Teams 
In Action This Weekend 
Six UNM teams were in action cil competition. · • . us to play Friday night and then be 
over the holidays and most faired BASKETBALL: Leadmg the .on T.V. the next ~.ay. ~h?l act.uauy 
well. Those same six teams will be WAC, the Lobo basketball team hurts the. cause: Fnd~y 01ght s 
competing sometime during the heads to Arizona to play both game agamst Anz~na will start at 
com1n week. Friday night ~nd. Satur~ay after- 7:3~ anif Saturdays game on TV WOM~N'S . .... BASKETBALL: noon, a combmatton. wh1ch c~ach begms at .3: 10. 
Rebounding from two losses to the Norm Ellenberger h1mself thmks 
, OaiJup Falcons, Kathy Marpe's hhu~r~ts~· l~h~e~c~o~n~~e~regn~c~e.~'~'T4h~e~y~e~xp~e~c~t =============; 
team · will travel to Las Vegas i= 
Saturday to take on the University 
<OfNevada Teall). Nevada is 3-0 on 
the season with wins over Arizona 
State (69-33), Dixie Unive~sity 
We've ~oved 2 doors. down. 
( 103·29) 11nd. the University of 
California ~t Santa Barbara (S4· tiiali; 
Mark Messervey won the floor exercist~ compt~tition Saturday with a 
g;o. The Lobos defeated Arizona Z05,37 to 204.7. 
g~MNASTICS: Rust; Mitchell's 
gym team will be athomeSaturd~y 
night to host U.C.L.A. at 7:30 !ll 
Johnson Oym. The Lobos won 
their first dual meet of the sea.son 
.:··.-;_;:{~_{:·:: ~·.·-~·~ '\:·. ~- '. :: ~ ::· :·~·. ' 
1. 2. 
Dave Chandler took the parallel 
bars with a score of 8.95 but the 
meet went dow to the last ma~ 
before the Lobos won it by less 
than ohe point. 
4513 ·Central NE 
Day Football 
Only In '75 
last Saturday over WAC foe Anzo· 
na/ 
SWIMMING: Norman, Oklahoma 
is where the swimmers are headed 
where they'll take Qn Okh1homa 
YeJba Buena .is at a new location, 
2 dooJs down from our old address. 
· Saturday night. UN M easily dow· 
'I' he construction of new press ned Colorado Stute last Saturday to 
facilities and the energy ~runch win its flrst meet of the season 
have. both played a part m the 75-38. In that meet the Lobes won 
decision made by UNM to play all ten of 13 possible races. 
of the home football games in 1?:75 WRESTLING: In the midst of a 
at I :30 p,m. b11sy schedule, the wrestling team is 
Come by and see our changes 
at 106 Richmond SE.t 
We still carry a fine supply of herbs, spices, 
tea blends, ginsengs, herbal books, incenses 
& essential oils: 
UNM played all of its home 
games in I 974 at night for the first 
time' in the history of the school 
with u season high of 24,534 funs 
on hand for the Arizona g;une. 
McDonald said he had received 
some co,mplaints that it was too 
cold in November for night foot-
ball. 
UNM athletic director Lavon 
McDoria(d said there is a possibi-
lity that one light pole may have to 
be chunged during the construction 
project und could not be used. 
McDonald said it was possible this 
could happen during the regular 
season. 
The· Lobos will play six games in 
University Stadium m 1975 open-
ing with Fresno State on Sept. 13 
followed by Colorado State (Sept. 
27), Arizona State (Oct. II), Utah 
(bet. ·18), UTEP (Nov. I) and 
Wyoming on Nov. 15. 
10%. 
Student Discount 
(with ID} 
Herbology class on Wednesday, 7:30-
in action Thursday and Saturday of 
this week as they go to California. To~orrow the grapplers take on 
Berkeley in San Francisco at 7:30. 
Saturday they go down to St!lnford 
to wrestle three teams; Oregon 
Tech, Stanford and Bakersfield. 
The WAC championships .will be 
held in UNM this year on March I. 
SlUING: Also in the middle of the 
season, the UN M ski teams will be 
9:30. (25¢ fee for materials.) 
· Ye~hs Buen~ 
,,,,, ~ ,,,,, '"'· 
up on Sandia Peak Saturday and 
Sunday in theS.outhwest Ski Coun· 
Tel. 255-7230 
Enrich your· life 
Me.et today's challenges 
Enroll in Bible 
Bible·Course· Schedule 
Description 
• 
N.T. Greek 
Romans 
Acts-Revelation 
Job-Malachi 
Coutse 
GREEK 1412 
Bible4360 
Bible2321 
Bible 2322 
Time 
9:00-10:30 a.m. MWF 
10:30-12:00 MW · 
10:30-12:00 TT 
6:30-9:00 p.m. T'!leS 
. (::;.....: -, ..... _ ...... =' 
"-,.,~-'-It 
. . - - , ... -
Fees-$5.00 per course . . . . .... 
Try Some Apple ~eer \ 
With Your Pizza \II 
we·Deliver 
·in the 
University Area 
( 
• 
Registration~At Christian Student Center or at firs.t class me_etmg · • 
Eight Reasons for Enrolling 
L T"' enrich my understanding l>f ?~d·.~ word. 
2. To slrettglhcil my faith asil Chro!lmn. 
3. to understand my role a~ a servamofGod. 
. 4, To uttders.tand the value of my soot. 
· s. To obtain the proper philosophy of lire. 
6. To bahince my academic developm~rtt. 
7, To use'rtty eleclive! where they count most .. 
8. to set a good exttniplc for other.l II! follow. 
. ' 
CHRISTIAN STUDENT CENTER 
130. GIRARD :NE 
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~ Woods Named Rookie Of Year 
~ !t was Br;:Ekr:~~:e ,,of the 
o 1973 football $eason when most 
.g UNM fans got their first look at 
..;l Don Woods. Woods, with a little 
~ help from th'e re~t of the Lobos, 
l=l bombed New Mexico State 48-6 
0 in fran t of 24,3 55 fans. 
.51 lie was swept up by Green Bay 
t1 in the sixth round of the pro 
::ll drafts but before the regul~tr 
!1: season began he was put on z waivers, and the San Diego 
• Charge1·s picked up, what turned 
. ~ out · to be the most impres5ive 
t, rpokie ever, for $100. 
If Donald Ray Woods wh() netted 
971 yards. on the ground for 
UNM, ·netted 1,162 yards for the 
Chargers breaking the rookie 
record for rushing of 1105 yards 
set by .John Brockington, 
ironically of the Green Bay 
Packers. · 
Wood~ played quarterback for 
the wishbone UNM offense but 
was immediately made a running 
back in the pros. "I liked playing 
quarterback in college," said 
Woods who is living in 
Albuquerque during the off 
season, "but 1 think I'll stay 
. where 1 am now." 
It's not hard to fjgure why 
Woods is content. He set the 
all·time Charger rushing record 
playing in only 11 of the 14 gameS'; 
and he went over 100 yards seven 
times: 
"My best game was against 
Miami," Woods said. "I rll$hed for 
157 yards and scored twice." 
San Diego played Miami in . it!! 
third game, and up until that 
point Woods had only rushed fpr 
21·yards total.•From then on their 
was little doubt about .who would 
be named rookie of tbe year as 
Woods piled up enough yards to 
make him second in the entire 
NFL. Only Otis Armstrong of 
Denver with 1407 rushed for 
more ground. 
He.averaged 5.1 yards a carry in 
227 totes and scored seven 
touchdowns. "I was really 
surprised at how well I did," said 
Woods who played his first three 
years of college ball at Highlands 
University. But before he could 
complete his collegiate career' 
Highlands dropped football from 
it!! athletic program and· Woods 
transferred to UNM. · 
For the Lobos he carried the 
ball 220 times for a gain of 1189 
yards. But like most quarterbacks 
he got caught behind the line a 
few times giving him a net of 971. 
He also showed he could pass 
well, throwing 52 completions in 
the 124 attempt!! for 869 yards 
and five touchdowns. He led the 
Lobos in scoring with 66 point!!, 
1718 YaleS.E. 
Behind Pioneer Wear 
l'elephorie 24.7·1567 
22 ahead of second place Bob 
Berg. 
"l threw two or Unee halfback 
passes for the Chargers,." Woods 
said. "1 only completed one but it 
went for II touchdown agnins t th<l 
Jets. I threw it to <lacy <lan-ison." 
Woods is working at <lalles on 
Central until he has to report back 
to camp in the spring. ''We should 
have a good team this year. It's a 
young tearn lllld we're 
rebuilding." 
J."o1·mer UNM head football 
coach, Rudy Feldman bad alot to 
do 'with Ul<l Chargers picltinjl up 
Woods after the Puckers waived 
him. Feldman became the 
d13fensive line coach after he was 
terminated following the 1973 
season. Playing quarterbaclt his 
entire career Woods had little 
/ 
experience blocking and that Willi 
hi~ only weal>ness. 
Although playing for n 4·7 
team, Woods .finished s(!cond in 
the balloting for UNM atliiCltQ of 
tlw year in l973·7 4 behind 
l>a.~ketball star Bernard Hardin. 
P()spite having n fAntasti\1 year 
Wooda fail'ed to make the 
Americnn Conference Pro 13owl 
team, with Otis Armstrong and 
SAYE25% 
on this superb 
O.J, Simpson getting the nod. 
' Woods actually ruahed fat• mote 
yards Ulan the "Juice" which isn't 
bad for starters . 
• 
Marantz , System 
• 
Sound Ideas is pleased to haye made 
a special purchase from Marantz 
and passes the savings on to you! 
While our supply lasts, here's what we offer. 
.Regular 
facturer's 
Price 
Manu-
list $1,085 Sound Ideas' price, ONLY ·~wm$813 
Marantz 2245 AM I FM Stereo Receiver 
(2) Marantz Imperial 7 Speakers Acoustic 
Research AR-XB Turntable Shure M91 ED 
Cartridge 
GUARANTEE: 
The Acoustic Research equipment is 
guaranteed for 5 years, the Marantz 
equipment is guaranteed for 3 years. 
M91ED EUiptieal Stylus 
•· 
·-
ii .i.W.... 
........... _.~ 
We SOIJld better. . 
1Wood cabinet SC·22 on 
Marantz f:leceiver optional.) 
Terms Available 
~~ ..... ~ .. ·~-·······~~ .......... ~~ ............. : 
' 
• o.J 
,. 
) ' 
' ",t 
", ( 
' ' 
SUB Renovation II • • Legislature .. ~ (Contimu~d {rampage 11) 
education grants to students, only e~ 
state lmm. 
(pOJZtiau.ed from page 1~) ' provided on the thh•d floor when 
a~ d cw allt cafo with twice the they ~u·e not being used for food 
&eRting capacity it now has. A service, Non•smokets will have· 
low, jagged wall that looks places aet aside. for them in th«.l 
something·. Jil~e the smile on a added lounges. food, and study 
Halloween purripkb'f will sepm~ate arcM. · 
those in the cafe from thQ&f:l who By consolidating the me!!sagc 
si.t. down on its cutlhi onod ·board, ride bot~rd, and mttstCl' 
bE!nches, calendar into a communications 
Students will stmU by on a ccntel', Ben.ton hop·es more 
wall(WliY tha.t gently· cutoves "milling space" can be created' 
between, the wall and new meeting · and that more infm·mation will 
rooma which will 'be built along get out. to people faste1·. · 
the prcsunt glass wWldows in Ute The LO IlO and other free 
cafeteria .. The narrow terrace puhHcation~ will be moved to an 
outside the window!! wUI be area thut does not cause a log 
incre~~cd tpwa.rd!l the planters em j1tm ncar doorwaya, telephonca, 
the mall. · and other (toncQntra.ted areas. . 
''Most pco'ple usc the SUB Picnic. grounds, sunny 
because it's hct·g, :no.t.l>cca.ul!e. tbey t.:.ourbqr(}s, .and ;oroomy terr.acea,. 
.want to be here," .said Benton. will surround the new SUB when 
The cQneept of the SUB as a It is completed, A trpnslucent 
bazaar ill one idea she cheerfully . awning will cover th~ main north 
expect.'! to change.· enhance to the SUB where 
crl'herc would be a lot of vcndc:>rs mnv sell thcir·warcs. 
different kinds of smaJI ·retail '•Ir people want to spread their 
shops whc1·c people can gQt their bl anke Ls · and sen. jew)ry ot 
bikes rcpnil'ed, o1• buy plants Ol' whatcVe1·, they ~an," Benton said. 
·vitamins o1' T·shirts. '' This has An itemized report will be 
wo1·lced aucccasfully at other submitted to the Regents del"niltng 
schooln such as UCLA. They nHtY campus participatic:>n in suggesting 
be located throughout the SUB to renovations t'm· the SUB. Out oi 
cncoUI'Itgc exploration or located 20l quf:lrie$ sent to student and 
in one general area. faculty groups, only 19 l'Cplicd. 
V(ll'sntiUW is dcmimdcd in Tho rnoflt valuable advice received 
many a1'eus. Inlaid tables fOI' wan fl'om individual student.c; who 
checkers and choss will be just hnp.pcncd to he passing by 
CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 
ltatt'll: 10~ JJer word per day with a $1.00 per day minimum charJI'ei or .64 
per 
1
word per daY with a 60~ l!cr day 
min mum charge for adtt published five 
• ol' more consecutive dA18 with no 
rerun d. 
Tcrmo: PaYment muat be made fn full 
prJo.- to Insertion or ·adwerllserncnt. 
Where: Manon Hall, nn. 132 
or bJI m4il 
Cluslfled Advertlsfnsr 
UNM P.O. Dolt 20 
AlbuquerqUe, N.M. 871;11 
1) PERSONALS 
AGORA Is n UNM crlsi~t c:l!ntcr. Stllff~ 
by studcrd. volunteers wlro can help In 
lli!l'llonnl erilrtS nnd Jlnvc ncccs.'l to in-
formation about lU!rvleCII avnllnblc to 
pooplc In the Albuquerque oren. Anyone 
Is \Velcomc, NW Corner of Mc!ln. Vista, 
277·3013. . 1/15 
·PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You 
• bave friends who cnrc 11t Birthright. 
247·9819, tffl 
GYPSY CANDLE RESTAURANT. Home 
C!ooked food-European &: Seafood. Corn• 
plete dinners, $2,115 & up. Noon & nlte. 
Palm & )lsyehlc readert!, 299·0141. 1/27 
3) SERVICES 
PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE forn'ilnlf, 
How-to-do-lt, ta\lt;ht by art-orientc!d 
proteMional. N., h.lstorv, chc!rnisfry or 
esthetlc.'1; but all about camera opera• 
tlon, exposure, darkroom production, 
films. and len!IM. lllnek-and-whitc ern. pha.~lzed, Orte three-hour lecture weekly, 
indivldunJilit!!jJ instruction anti heavy 
practice In .excellent •larkroom near 
UNM •. DiseiJ.'IIIion!l,. critiques, field trips. 
Absolute beginnel'll welcome, or Inter-
mediate, Limited to ten . very serlou.1 
persons, !ltartfn~ around Feb. 8th. Filii! 
fast1 l!lo reserve a place now. Detaf111: A-Pno~~apher, 26S-24U. 2/6 
COP.IES, 'Sc EACH. Watermark Bond tor 
the~es,. rlll!l!crtations, 6e ed. l 0.0 copiCII 
nmc original, $3.50. Xerox and· JDM 
copiers. Dataco, Univcl'!litl' &: Lomas, 
243-2841. l/30 
MED SCHOOL and LAW IIPI'lllcation; 
llhotos. Lowe~t prices In. town1 yet JtOOd 
crart."lmanAhip. Call 26S·2444 or come 
to 1717 Girard lUvd NE. 2/6 
CLASSICAL • . GUITAR INSTRUCTION. 
!From . UNM . guitar major. StudC!nt . or Hector Gareis •. 266•2696. ... .. . . 1/30 
PASSPORT, JDENTJFICAf.l'ION photb!l. 
Lowest )li'iel!!l in lown. f Fast, P)cMintl'. 
Near UNM •. Call 2M·U44 or come lo 
1717 Girard Blvd NE. · · ·· .. trn 
· EXPERIJ!:NCED 'J:'YPJST. . Manuseripls, 
pnpem, thesis, cf.C!, 60e per page. 346-
32811. 1/23 
I1UOTOGJtAPHY cnthWIIMts, stu.lll!nll! I 
Cu11tom blnck·n\ld·whltl! proceasing, 
printing. l•'hr<~·~trnln or push-prol!l!SBing 
·or fllm. Contuct ahccll! or custom proofs. 
Hblh caut1lfb' enlnrgemcmt:l,. mounting, 
t!I.C!, Aclvlct>, If Mkc1l. Call 2Gii·2444 or 
come to. 1717 Oirnr<l Dlvd. NE. 2/G 
W NrimnEDS ·complt.!tc systems fltnrtln~t 
nt .$611.11/i. Wntcr TrJns, 3407 Ccntrnl. 
ncr011a rrom Arhl~ •. 2GB·II4GG. tfn 
4) FORRENT 
I'Ji!MAU!l TO SHARE JIOUSE SE. $110 
lier llhnrc, lncluriCII utllitCII nrul . phone. 
~ stmlcut preferred, 2M-0722. 1/lG 
KACJIINA . APARTMENTS. 2 blocks 
UNM, .2 b!lrm furnished, $196 utilities 
Included, 206..fl348. tfn 
CAMPUS Sl'ECIALS I Unfurnished effi· 
dcncy apartment, vets . okaY; $70 (4C81), 2 bdrm unfurnished house, only $11)0 ( 4712) bike distance r 2 bedroom. 
rlen, tm turn l11hl!jl house. Pets okay, $200 
4762) only S141H 3 bedroom uitrumishcd 
niJRrtment. Utllltlm paid (4693), REN· 
~ 266-?991, Fee.. l/lG 
Tim ClTAOEI. APARTMENTS - An 
nt1nrtmcnt complex for the young' nnd 
the young at henrt, Rents 11tart at $130. 
Lnmc swimming nooJ, Effic:lcncics &: 1 
bdrm available, rurnl!hed or unturn-
illhed. WnlkinR distance! to UNM. 1520 
Unlv~n~fty NE. 243·24lJ4, 2/27 
GOJNG HOME , •• Rent It Ryder Truck 
'and move yourself • , • CHEAP. 766* 
UU. 10 percent orr on one-way moveJ~ 
· with thl!l nd anti student JD, 1/20 
COLUMDTAN APARTMENTS. 208·209 
Columbia SE. 1 bloek to UNM, .72 dt'-
l'!xi! unll'l with. ftnt! earpc!JJ, drape~, 
duhwuhel'!l, Rarba~tc disptl!lnls, ccntrnl 
lll!at &: refri~tcrat{!(l air, l!ecUrity It 1'1001, 
anc &: two bdrm unlt.'l $166 &: \lp, Call 
Managers Pat 266·4070 or Tony 2Sjj. 
2685. • 1/15 
S> F'ORSALE 
SKf .. TOURING . AND .. DACKPACKING 
SPECIALIST.. The Wilderness C~nt~. 
2421 San Pedro, 266·8113. .. . 1/24 
lF YOU ARE TAKING AhthrofJoiOifY 101 
&: nc!!jJ Physical AnthrMoiORY by La!!· 
ker,Orhdn or Man by Hewe!l, and/or 
Racl! &: Raecs by Gold.1by. Call,. tor 
tnit:CII lower than bookstores, 299·1602. 
after l'i !00 vm. 
VOLVO &: VOLKSWAGEN WORK. Rea:• 
sonnblt! nrlcl!ll,. Foreign. Auto Service, 
6121 GibSon SE, 266·6124. tl'n 
ELF.:CTitONIC SLli:>E . RULE CALCtl'• 
, LATOn, Mirtolta SRT 101. Petri FTII 
other cameras. Stereo and cassette re• 
l'ordt!rs. Dikl!ll. Guns, Duy, sell, trade, 
& pawn. Gunrunner Pawn, 3101 Cen• 
tral NE. 1/lli 
WAT~RDF.:DS complete systl!m11 startlnJt 
at S69.!l5, Water Trips, 8407 Central, 
Actosll t'rom Arblfs, 268-8466, t.rn 
one of the many consultative 
fPl'ums held in the SUB, and 
1~cmarks ll'Hlde on the GraCfiti 
noard. 
'fhe enth·c planned renovatio11 
of the SUB could be fin,hihcd in 
18 months if i~ were completely 
shut dc:>wn. The fh~11t. phaae will 
receive about $l.5 million from 
revenue .producing bonds. lt · is 
.estimated that construction wm 
be staged ove1· tjve .Yeats at a total 
cost of between $3, to. $5 million. 
', 
LOOK FOR 
GAHAN WILSON 
IN THE LOBO 
STARTING 
Some students cannot afford to 
puy b;tck their studen! lo:ut~ ufter · 
gmdut.~tion so. one remedy 
proposed is that of a grant being 
givcm. rather than the Joan. 
The process inyolvcd in issuing 
the grants is already in existancc in 
the form of t
0
he finJtncial aid of-
fices. , 
The last bill is the 18-year~old 
drinking Jaw which . has found 
several new nat?Je~ including a uni-
form age of maJof!ty .law. , 
The new title for the 'bill ex· 
presses what the major defens.e of 
the proposed Jaw would b.e: unifor-
mity in the law to allow voting 
citizens. who can be married and· 
enter into contracts also be allowed 
to drinkalcohol. 
The proposed law h~s found a 
friend in the new governor who has 
indicated he would sign such a bill. 
The biU has gained acceptance in 
the le.gisla·t· ure and now stands a 
eood chance of onssage, 
A tangent to the bill's passage 
could be a gubenatorial order 
exampting the Student Union 
Buildmg from a state liquor law. 
Present state law prohibits alcohol 
on state property. 
--~·------·------·--·----:::---------
""" JJJCYCLFl SALE: l(l tierccnt off on bl!Sl 
QUOJity lO"IIIlecda 11Uch na Glt1111c, Crm• 
cent:. execpt LiberiA, the flnl!llt smooth-
mt ritllnJt lO~speecl In town with hnnll· 
mndc fully JUgg~l durltort frame, 27 
Jbs. $138. LoWCIIt m:Icl!ll on Cnrn!lnlmolo 
& ZeUH cqulppcrl bicycles. Worlrl .Chnlll• 
Ilion Dleyelcs, 2122 Coni Plnee SE, 4 
blockfl from UNl\1, 843·9378. 1/15 
SKI TOURING & Dllckpncklnl:' equipment 
from the. prof(!!(.qlonnl's nt the . Trnll 
Haus-Snlcs, rcntnls, ser\;lce, nnd clfn· 
lea. Since 1907, New. Mexico's JeadiiiK 
ski touring e~mter--.Trnll .Haus, 1031 
Snn .Mntco SE; .266-9190. 1/1~ 
---------------------------SALES ENGINEER 'Yith IISEE or DS 
phy11fcs tor atlmulrttin~; Job In advanced 
clectrlmle salC!ll. Work bn!lcd in Albu-
querque arcn. Cnll collect, 312-337-7718. 
.... ~ . l/1l; 
20 PORTABLE. TV's, '30.$60. 441 WYO• 
min« NE, 261i·li987. · · 2/'1 
6) EMPLOYMENT 
PART-TIME JOB, 1miduate students 
only. Afternoons .. & evenings. MW!t be 
ahlc to work Fridny & Saturday nights, 
Mu.~t be over 21 ycal'l! old. Apply ln 
person, 'no phone calls vleaac. S.avc Wax 
Liquor Store, 5704 Lomns NE. 2/1 
OVERSEAS JODS-Au~t;Alia, Europc, S. 
America, Africa. Students all vrorcs-
sfons nnd occupations $700 to $3000 
montl!Jy, Expen$eS JlRid, OVt>rtlrnc, sight-
IICCing, . :Frcc ·· fnfoi'mntlon. TRANS· 
WORLD RESEARCH CO,, Dept, A26, 
P.O. JJox 603, Corfc Madera. CA. 94926. 
1/30 
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WE KNOW YOU LOVE. HIM FOR HIMSELF ALONE •• 
You'll feel at home here with our 
expert and understanding staff . 
When it's time to select the Diamond 
and its mounting please come in. 
Our collection 9f styles is large. Our prices 
will fit the budget. 
butterfield jertJelers(A.~ 
-.;~J 
CHARGE IT BANI<AMERICARD .... MASTERCHARGE . .,..;;.,.,'1-
0t SAVE'WITH OUR CASH INCENTIVE PLAN 
BUTT£RFIELD SPECIAL TERMS ... NO INTEREST 
NO CARRYING CHARGES ... AS LITTLE AS 10"1. DOWN 
PERSONAL SERVICE JEWELER 
2312 Cf:NTRAL Sf: • the Sfote for Diamonds • ON UNIVERSITY HILL 
Darwin Gross 
The living Eck 
Master 
Gitana Crescent Zeus c·ampgnolo Equipment 
Will Appear on 
The Tomorro~. Show 
Midnight 
January 15th 
CtlanneJ4 
R. C •. Hallet 
World Champion Bicycles 
Speci·alists in fine 
bicycles over $200. 
0 
Also good bicycles at good prices. 
1 0% off· non·professiona I bikes durin.g January 
2122 Coal Place SE 
843-93•78 
' 
Shanghai 
RESTAURANT 
CHINESe; ~ MANDARIN 
CUI.SINE 
FOOllTOGO-
DINING ~OOM S£RYICE 
BANQUEt ROOM· 
AVAILAEJLE FOR ALL 
OCCASIONS 
LUNCHEONS l DINNERS 
HOURS: • 
.'fUES,·THURi: .. SUfi • .fl A.M.•9 P,M. 
FRI,·~T. 11 A.M.•IO P,M. " 
CLOSE!) MONDAY . 
, CALL , 
256~3233 
2414 8AN MATIO PL., N.l. 
San Mate.o at Lomas/265-6931 
Shop Mon. Wed. Fri. to 9 PM 
January 
>II 
Clearance 
Y20FF 
&MORII 
Junior Dresses, 
Pantsuits~ 
Separates. . , . . 
Famous Junior 
Name ·Brands 
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